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A decade ago, formal preservation programs had been established by i,nly a few of
the largest ARL members. During the past five years, however, the library
community has witnessed a slow but steady growth in the number of new education-
al activities. i.a4.w;:aai;tr..11Jaa.c.iar....issoietivieje., Where it has become a high
priority to maintain collections in usable condition, it is essential that the
people who work in, Ilse, and provide financial support for the library are
acting in harmony with that commitment. Although the formal literature does not
provide a great deal of information that might guide an administrator's efforts
to devise or evaluate a strategy for educating appropriate target groups, sever-
al libraries have developed materials for staff, readers, potential donors, and
administrators of the parent organization.

This flyer/kit is the result of a written request for sample materials to 35 ARL
members, selected because they were known to have active preservation programs.
Twenty-three libraries responded, and of those, 16 contributed documents some
of which are included in the kit. Additional materials are available from SPEC.
Of those .esponding to a short questionnaire, 13 indicate they are developing
teaching tools, while three note they have a preservation education program in
place. Preservation administrators are typically involved in designing educa-
tional materials, sometimes alone and sometimes working with a preservation
committee or conservator. In libraries where a preservation committee but
not an administrative position has been established, the most likely result
of committee wrrk is a disaster plan. Three of the libraries that did not
contribute documents note that a preservation administrator has recently
hired.

EDUCATING STAFF Libraries have been most active in developing training mate-
rials for staff. The type and depth of the training needed varies, depending
upon the level and nature of staff members' involvement in preservation activi-
ties. Several ARL libraries routinely schedule preservation orientation ses-
sions, so that all staff members will be exposed to a discussion of preservation
issues and related in-house services and activities, and will be provided with
general guicleline.s and specific instructions for proper care and handling of
library materials. Libraries have developed a variety of training tools for
general library stiff. They include printed instructions for care of books,
film, and other media; bibliographies; glossaries; line drawings; and flow
chart', Libraries also are making use of audiovisual programs, many of which
have been produced locally. Library newsletters frequently convey preservation-
related information that is of general interest to staff. Articles include
announcements of local activities, reports on immediate or potential problems,
and summaries of important regional and national issues.

L ibraries are developing specific instructions for both general staff and for
tho,,e who are directly involved in implementing a preservation program. Typical
of the former are guidelines for responding to disasters and emergencies, for
mounting exhibits, and for handling moldy and insect-ridden books. Detailed

The Systems and Proce6ures Exchange Center (SPEC) is operated by the
Association of Research Libraries. Office of Management Studies.

Nf'W Hampshire Avenue, N. W.. Washington. O.C. 20036. Telephone (202)2.32-8656.



manuals for preservation staff cover diverse procedures such as preparing mate-
rials for commercial library binding, conducting bibliographic searches for
replacement copies of brittle books, and carrying out basic treatment procedures
(e.g., pamphlet binding, and book and paper repair). Hands-on training often is
provided for staff members involved in remedial treatments. Staff in the conser-
vation unit are called upon to teach simple procedures to other staff members,
and outside experts are sometimes brought in to provide instructions for local

conservation staff who face the problems associated with working in a relatively
new and rapidly developing field. The decision-making that precedes 'program
implementation at any level usually is backed up by policy statements that
provide a general framework within which collection development and preserva-
tion personnel can work.

EDUCATING READERS Among instructional aids already in use are handbooks that
focus mainly on proper care and handling, booksmarks and brochures that carry
preservation-related messages, special handling instructions printed on alkaline
paper and tipped into deteriorating books, articles in campus newspapers, and
plastic bags printed with preservation messages to be distributed on rainy days.
Some libraries have produced short audiovisual programs for freshman orientation
and for display in public spaces before library tours, on open house days, and
during other special functions. Several libraries have mounted preservation
exhibits, some accompanied by printed guides. The larger exhibits have been
designed to increase people's awareness of preservation problems faced by
libraries, the treatment options available, and what readers can do to prolong
the afe of collections. Posters and signs usually carry terse instructions for
proper care of books and microforms. instructions for correct handling of other
media have not yet been well publicized. Projects in progress include develop-
ment of additional handouts, signage, and other consciousness-raising materials;
a preservation unit for freshman workbooks; several videotapes; a radio cam-
paign; and a readers' guide to handling nonprint media.

EDUCATING POTENTIAL DONORS AND SENIOR ADMINISTRATORS The importance of
educating donors and administrators for the purpose of garnering financial
support for preservation nas been addressed by a number of libraries. Articles
that describe the preservation challenge and local attempts to meet it have
appeared in university publications and newsletters to alumni and library
friends groups. Programs developed for friends groups have included lectures,
tours of conservation facilities, and hands-on instruction in simple treatment
procedures. Direct appeals for support usually are made as part of a
university-wide campaign.

MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES Clearly, the success of a broad-based program for
preservation education is dependent on strong administrative support. Senior
managers in libraries who are educated spokespersons can make preservation needs
known to a wide audience. They can give impetus to local efforts by encouraging
staff to attend orientation sessions- supporting ongoing education for preserva-
tion personnel; and identifying an providing resources and educational tools
necessary to raise the level of preservation awareness and expertise among staff
members and library users. ARL members that have conducted the Preservation
Planning Program an NEN-sponsored program that helps a library develop a
comprehensive approach to preservation problems have reported that one
result of such a program is an intensified educational effort.

The SPEC Kit on Preservation Education in ARL Libraries (#113, April 1985, 110
pages) contains four preservation-related policy statments; 32 examples of staff
training materials, including preservation orientation, general information,
audiovisual programs, specific information, treatment procedures, library news-
letters, and hands-on workshops; 14 examples of reader education, including
handouts, newspaper and other publication articles, and signs; six examples of
donor information; and four descriptions of exhibits. This kit was developed
partially to supplement and update a Resource Notebook on Preservation published
as a part of the Preservation Planning Program. The Resource Notebook and
Manual from that program are available for asba from the OMS. SPEC kits are
available by subscription from: SPEC, Office of Mangement Studies, ARL, 1527 New
Hampshire Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Individual kits are available for
$20.00, prepaid. Outside the U.S. and Canada, add $5.00 per order for shipping.
(ARL library members receive kits for $10.0C).

This flyer/kit was prepared as part of the Collaborative Rese
4

arch/Writing Program
by Jan Merrill-Oldham, Head, Preservation Department, University of Connecticut.



USES OF SPEC KITS

The Systems and Procedures Exchange Center (SPEC) is a
clearinghouse operated by the Association of Research
Libraries, Office of Management Studies that provides a central
source of timely information and materials on the management
and operations of large academic and research libraries. It
focitaies the exchange of knowledge and document; through
SPEC Kits, which are distributed ten times each year to ARL
members and other interested libraries. The Kits include
topically - arranged groupings of unedited primary source
documents - selected for their value to administrators and
decision-makers - that illustrate a wide range of alternativeap-
proaches to specfic issues.

Kit clontrnents come from general membership surveys and
from seiectecl libraries contacted direct's, by SPEC, and most
Kits are produced within six months of surveys. The documents'
value comes from their variety of ideas, methods, and solutions.
They are not viewed as finished products. Put rather as points of
departure for a library's planning efforts and as stimulants to in-
novative approaches to problem-solving. As such Kits do not
present answers or prescriptions for any one library instead
they illustrate how selected ARL members ore planning for or
dealing with particular issues. The worm of any one Kit to a par-
ticular library will depend upon the specific topic covered and
the library's stage of development in that area

Materials are selected according to the following criteria
Presents an approach of potential value to administrators
and decision-makers
Timely, and dealing directly with the topic under con-
sideration
Probability of application of leas or thinking to other
library situations

illustrative of actual practice, rather than theoretical
Understandable, readable communication

All together, the matt:hicks should provide a range of alternative
approaches that complement each other, provide variety,and
stimulate comparison and contrast.

Libraries can take advantage of the Kit compilations h
number of ways. Administrators can evaluate the assumptions.
methods. and results of other libraries' approaches: compare
and contrast them; and use the !earnings in theirown situations.
Library staff members can use the kits as professional develop-
ment and current awareness tools. Committees and task forces
can use them to begin a reclaw of current practices. And tne
Kits can identify other persons or places to contact for further
information Bock-up files in the SPEC office also are available
for loan to member libraries. In addition. SPEC will conduct on-
demand surveys or analyses geared specifically for a single
library.

EVALUATION
Kit Title/Number

1, Which uses did the library make of this Kit?

2. Please indicate Now useful the Kit was for these purposes.

Very Useful Quite Useful Somewhat Useful

3. Do you have suggestions for this Kit or for future kits?

(optional)

Not Useful

NAME

LIBRARY

PHONE

Please return this form to the SPEC Center, OMS/ARL 1527 New Hampshire Ave,, N.W., Washington, DC 2003O.
1/82
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POSSESVATION POLICY STATIIMENT

1. Introduction

The Columbia University Libraries is committed to the pre-
eerentlon of its collection. Preservation is the action taken to
prevent, atop, or retard deterioration of library materials, as
well 41'4 to Improve their condition or, as necessary, to cheese
their Format in order to preserve the intellectual content. Con-
servation Implies the restoration of individual }tees to a state
close to the original, by MRS of physical treatment. Preser-
vation is used here as the broader term encompeAsing both preser-
vation and conservation. Replacement of materiels loot or missing
is a form of preservation.

In a research library. most materials ere selected for perma-
nent valor and therefore should be preserved. Some materials,
however, msy not be added as a permanent part of the collection,
and a p lion decision may be made as they are acquired or
later selection decision may he necessary should the items become
deteriorated, or the librar's need changes.

In the Columbia University Libraries respoesibility and
authority for preservation decisions rest with the following
noel:Ions (or their designees); the Department Librarians, the
Instinctive Collection Librarians, and the Science Division Chief,
and the hotter Collection Selection Officers, in consultation With
mceas mervIces tsif, subject specisliats, area bibliographer..
and pi-enervation staff. final responsibility and authority rests
with the Director of the Resources Group and the Distinctive
Collection Librarians.

Columbia University Libraries, to insure the preservation of
the cotlectiois, hes established a distin,t Preservation
nl.psrtment within the Resources Group. The Mead of the Pr
lion Department nerves as an advisor to those responsible for
collections, and the departmental staff provides various
preservation cr,ices. The Department has produced the
Preservation Hanelhoolt. The Head of the Department also chairs the
Pr-Peery/4110o committee which has produced a Disaster Previredness
Plan. Theme two documents provide the technicaT7Iiiiiis and
prnredurea for day-to-day preservation activities; they also
provide recouvdeodations for action in special situations like
I I nods .

porposp of this policy statement Is ,o provide the
triusevvrt for coordinating preservation decisions with collection
.lev,lorserni derisincs. It provides guidelines for coordinating
sorb decisions withil individual collecting policies. The
RolAPlin^s ar7ly generally to all forests but do not Include Art
Propeltiea,

9

The policy statements in this document are written within rim
philosophical framework that preservation is necessary and needs
no further juelification in a research library. They are based on
certain basic principle.:

1. The department or distinctive collection librarians,
including the Science Division sad Sutler Stacks selec-
tion officers, are responsible for developing and
maintaining a collection which meets the needs of their
library users. Therefore, prestrvetion policy for
materials in those collections Is beat determined by
these officers. They, however, consult area
bibliographers, reference staff and others when
necessary, and encourage input from other staff members,
including personnel from Cos Acquititioas end Gifts and
techstige Departments.

2. Preaerestion decisions have economic as well as
101111,4001hiCal and aesthetic Septic-silos*.

3. WIthii tsdlet and staff constraints, high priority is
asefgne4 to preservation.

d. A written preservatios statement provides a framework for
decision asking, sad provides historical documentation
for decisions. A written statement also provides a
listing of priorities for preservation treatment.

S. Indefinite storage of unusable materials within the
Columbia University Libraries cannot be justified.

fo. Those responsible for collections must understand the
treatment options available for meterials, and the
guidelines for preservation decisions.

7. Preservation decisions should be recorded.

II. Preservation Decision Points

fresetvatton decisions for individual items must be made at
various points in the life of an item is the library. Materiels
for which such decisions are needed should b. brought to the at-
tention of section or departmental staff who are charged with mak-
ing such decisions. The individuals most likely to be authorized
and responsioie for preservation decisions are indicated In the
examples which follow. Other staff embers in various units say
appropriately be charged with certain levels of decision, e.g.
replacement of lost or missing periodical issues or books under
$50.00; or choice of bindery (commercial or CUL).

Methods of documenting the decision, such as recording on the
shelf hat card, entering It into the online record, coding it
onto the piece itself. etc., should be utilised to minimise redun-
dant handling. (Determining the most efficient method for
recording these decisions is beyond the scope of this document,
and a separate group should explore the possible options for this
activity./

The following routine activities present the mast likely and

BESt COPY AVAILABLE
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frequent opportunities for preservstiom decisions and related
activities:

1. Selecting (11111LIOGRAPNE11): Example of types of
preservation decisions and activities: bindido not bind; restore
upon receipt (used books); catalog for restricted collection; do
not catalog (office copies, ephemera. added copies for reserve,
etc.). The bibliographer is also involved In reset:vetted
decision. of replacement, rebinding, withdrawal.

2. Orderingand_ReceivIng (ACQUISITIONS LIIRARIAN): examples
of types of preservation decisions and activittemt replacement of
individual periodical I ; identification and return of
defective copies.

I. Cataloging (CATALOGER): examples of types of
preservation decisions and activities: recoamendation for
preservation microfilming; identification of missing parts in
collating.

4. Materials Processing (SUPERVISOR, PRESERVATION OFFICER):
examples of types of preservation decisions and act:Vitlest Oyler
encaomulation; commercial or CUL repair; microfilming.

5. Circulation (SUPERVISOR): examples of types of
preservation decisions and ctivitiest Identification of
materials in disrepair and referral to selectors; recommendations
for replacement of lost or missing materiels.

6. Pulling for_Interlibrary Loan (INTERLIBRARY LOAN STAPP):
examples of types of preservation decisions and activities:
replacement of missing pages; identification of materials In
disrepair and referral to electors; recommendstton of replacement
of lost or missing materials.

In addition to these routine processes In which preservation
decisions and activities may be required, mystematic collection
maintenence/review and disaster recovery are activities which re-
quire preservation action.

Treatment pstions

The Preservation Department offers number of options for
the treatment of deteriorated material, primarily based on the
condftton of the material. The earlier deteriorated material Is
identified and sent for treatment, the more economic the treatment
process will he. The tresteente which follow are ordered from the
least esprnsive and routine to the moat costly, complicated, and
time - consuming. Processing is not included in the cost figures.

1. Commprcial binding and rebinding. At a current cost
averaging $1.75 per pmiphlet volnrve, $5.75 per monograph rebind,
and $7.00 per aerial volume, our two commercial binders will pro-
vide long-lasting protecti,n for materials added to the collet-

tionm in paper cowtru and serial volumes; and rebinding when the
paper is still sound.

2. Preservation Department repair and rebinding. Material.
that need mote care than a commercial bindery will give can be
repaired and rebound in house. Serous, of the hand work and
staffing costs, this Is often more costly than outside binder.'
work.

3. Protective enclosures. Materiels that cannot be rebound
because of deteriorated paper can be placed in s protective came.
This la advisable for the following categories of materials: those
which have value as artifacts, those that are already preserved
but a copy is to be kept as long as possible, single volumes of
aerial sets, or those materials not important enough for sore
expensive preservation. Each C4011 costs approximately MOO.
Single sheet items or pamphlets my be encapsulated in myler and
post-bound.

4. Replacement. Materials that are atilt is print or have
been reprinted, or Licrofilsed by another source may be replaced
through acquisition budgets. Costs are variable. Microfilm of
another libraries' copy of an item may often be ordered from the
holding library It CUL'. copy is too badly deteriorated to film.
(se also section lV.D.)

5. Preservation Department microfilming. Deteriorated mat-
erials that have not been preserved by other libraries or coseer-
cial ventures may be 'microfilmed inhouse. Estimated costs are
$50.00 per ISO exposure monographic title. Serf.) title. incur
one bibliographic coat, about $25.00 or half of the tote!, but
hays higher collation end film's& costs.

6. Lonmervation treatment. Rare and valuable mate,ials may
be treated by a conservator. Costs are high. Each item must be
considered in light of evelleble treatments end funds. Decisions
to engage outside conservators should be made in coordination with
the Preservation Department.

IV. Collection Preservation Policy Guideline.

A. Introduction

Preservation decisions for individual items or groups of
items are very difficult. The decisiona are often subjective.
The following considerations will both present the larger context
for preservation decisions, and assist the librarian In asking
consistent, logical decisions. Secsuse the materials are
defriiorating so quickly and it is expensive both to keep mater-
ials in poor condition on the shelves or to treat the materiels,
it is imperative that a systematic process be initiated rapidly.

I. Decision - making consideration

1. e of collection

a. Libra -,y of record: Many Columbia libraries hold
much comprehensive collections in certain subject areas that they
are considered libraries of record, e.g. SLS in library science
and Avery in architecture. A library of record is defined as 4

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



library which agrees to eg:Jiro, maintain, mind lead items from,
its very Intensive collections for the benefit of other libraries.
For these subject collections, retaining one copy of each teat in
any format Is of prime importance. Generally speaking, the basic
text aunt be kept In perpetuity and be mended, rebound, and
reply ..d if it deteriorates or is lost. RLG primary collecting
responmi.'itiee subject areas may also fit into this category.

b. Research leel collections: There are collections
that support research In certain areas, although the materials may
not be unique or the collection designated se one of record.
Individual decisions must be made for this Later's! in relation to
its value to the collection; other factors to consider are the
scope of the collection, the content of the item, and its use
patterns.

c. Instructional support collections: There are
collections that are designed to support s specific department's
educations! programs. Current materials may be mended or rebound,
but not necessarily replaced, or aerials may be preserved, but
monographs not.

d. nuplicate collection: Some collections contain no
unique mnterial, but material which is duplicated in another
collection, e.g. College and Surges-Carpenter. Material may be
weeded more heavily, and withdrawn when deteriorated beyond
rebinding. so long es the withdrawal decision is coordinated with
the primary holding collection.

e. 'tare Rook.and.Manuscript collections: Volumes that
are old, valuable, Impossible to replace, an7or have value as
Artifacts, involve extreordfnery conservation needs. Materials
thet fit into this category ;fired in section !V.D.

2. Type of materials

A. Monographs. Monographs should be purchased in hard
cover if poAmible. When paper covers are the only format
available, ttey will be commercially bound before being added to
the collection. Premerva:t-In decisions are made on an Individual
tussle.

b. Seriels. Setols should be cosercially bound as
early as is practicable for their security and preservation.
Microform nr paper replacement should be considered depending on
use. Preservation decisions require a consideration of the entire
holdings. Individual deteriorated volumes may be boxed in order
to keep A se* together.

c. Monographic series. Volumes in monographic series
ore treated Am monographs if separstely classed, as serials if
classed together.

d. Nonprint_materials. Each type of nonprint material
has its unique preservation needs which oust be considered.
Preservation decisions must be made using the same criteria for
print mmtprfnis as well no considerations of unusual housing
requirement'', reading equipment, and fragility of the media.

3. Evidence of Use

Materials that have circulated or been requested on Inter-

3

library Loan are obvious candidates for preservation decisilms.
Although past use ueuali1 predicts future use, IT is difficult to
second guess scholarship needs, and Asterial should be preserved
if the content warrants.

C. Guidelines for withdrawal of materiels

Deteriorated materials may be withdrawn if they meet one of
the following criteria!

1. Mc longer within the scope of the collection;
2. Duplicates or added copies;
3. When they have been replaced;
4. When they have been superseded, anti the earlier edition

is not necessary to the collection;
5. Ephemeral;
6. Easily available in microform;
7. Easily available through a cooperative program.

D. Guldelinne for transfer to restricted access or ilpecial
collections.

Materials should be offered to the Sere look and Manuscript
Library in Sutler, and special collections in Avery, Health
Sciences, East Asian, the Science Division or Law depending on
collection and subject matter for consideiation if they meet one
of the following criteria:

1. Early printed books:
a. Printed in Europe before 1600;
b. Printed in England before 1714;
c. Printed in the United States before 1812;
d. Health Sciences and Science monographs printed before

1876;
e. Art and Architecture printed before 1800 or in the U.S.

before 1895;
2. Important first, limited, or special editions;
3. Landmark editions of books in the history of subject;
4. Fine bindings, typographic, or graphic illustration;

ph.tographic illustrations:
5. Important signed, annotated, or association copies;
6. Special subjects: trade catalogs, view books, Confederate

imprints, modern art movement documents, Columbia
University related materials.

Any questions as to whether a book is suitable for transfer
should be directed to the librarian in charge of the appropriate
special collect' ,n.

E. Guidelines for Replacement

1. Deteriorated Volumes

Materials should he replaced when possib7e as they become
deteriorated and still have value to the collection, If the

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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material can be replaced in hard copy, either by a new edition, a
reprint, or soother copy in better condition, tills is the replace-
ment of choice. The second nost desirable replacement is by
available microform either from a commercial source or another
library. Considerations of space In a library may result in a
preference In- microform. If neither option Is available, a rec-
ommendation should be made for inhouse microfilming. because
t'.'re er., so many titles that need preservation microfilming,
inhoume filming tier cannot be used to film Items already
available from a commercial source; nc matter what the cost.

2. Missing Volumes

Materials that have been declared missing should be re-
placed under the ease conditions es deteriorated volumes.

3. MiesIns Pales

Pages which have been reeovqd either from a bound Journal or
a monograph can be replaced by ordering them from a commercial
publisher, or phntocopies from another library through
Interlibrary Loan under certain conditions. Consideration should
be given to the number of missing poses, the accessibility of the
materiel, and the cost of an interlibrary loan transaction. If

the number of pages is high or if the material from a monograph
would he to,,nensive if borrowed from another library, then
consideration should be given to rep:acing the entire book or
inurtlal rather than Just pages.

Replacement pages for aerials are ordered in most departments
through Bonk Acquisitions. Certain guidelines should be followed
In preparing the replacement pages for rebinding. The pages must
hu copied on acid -free paper and oust be douhle-sided. Adequate
rn,rgins must be present. These pages ,.ay be tipped into the volume
if fewer than six pages; more will require rebinding of the
volum.e. It the number of pages is significant, consideration
should hr given to binding the replacement pages separately if
they represent a distinct unit such as a chapter, entire article
or Insole.

V. Sample policy statements

Sample statements for the business' Library and the Butler
Collection are appended. These statements are samples only and
have not been officially approved.
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Vi. Recommendations

The Preservation Policy Committee makes the following
tecommendatiomes

I. That each Department, Division Chief and Distinctive
Collection Librarian set annual goals for preservation activities
and that those goals and accomplishments be reported to the
**sources Group Director for the Annual Report.

2. That a survey of library backlogs be rade to determine
the recent of deterioration of materials in then and plans made
for the preservation of esterial before they are added to the
collection.

1. That euldelinee foe transfer to the Rare Book and Manu-
script Library and other special collections be reviewed and
meteriale actively identified for transfer.

4. That consideration be given to the emtsbilohment of re-
etrictive access policies and collections for Items which are of
great valor, but continue to fall outside the scope of the special
collections.

5. That budget lines for replacements be established for all
acquisition budget unite.

6. That a preservation budget be established for corser4m-
tion treateent and housing supplies for each Departmental Library
Ana histinctive Collection.

T. Thnt the Jittery adminietration continue to meek funding
for atormgc facility to replace other storage areas with poor
environmentel conditions, to provide new otorege, and to renovate
existing library facilities which have poor envir4nmental
conditions, including relampling, temperature, humidity end
filtration controls.

A. That each Department Librarian and Distinctive Collection
Librarian, and the General Library Selection Officer prepare a
written preservation policy statement. This statement should be
prepared in consultation with bibliographers, other library unite
that collect in the name areas, subject specialists, and other
appropriate persons.

.17
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Conservation Office

Staniord Libraries Brittle Books Program

A survey condolted at Stanford in June . 1979 in the humans: tea and MotiAl
!vole colleitions in the Cren Library dot rained that 26.51 of the tollection

WAN mo deteriorated as to require immediate attention.

In order to alleviate some of the problems calmed by brittle paper, the
(.atservarion Office has designed A Brittle Books Program to route and handle
these materials. dace hooks have been identified as brittle, there wee six
alternatives available:

i. biscard, based upon valise, signifieance, and holdings of other
libraries

2. Rep/scene:it, either by new or used copy

1. Protective cover and copy retained

4. Photocopy, In house or purchased from another source

S. Mt( Seiopy, in-house or purchased from another source

ft. Itolote
7. Phased ih.terioration

ibe final decision IA made by individual members of the Collection Develop-

ON r.,,nt Staff in con)onktien with the Conservation Office.. A search is conducted
by to-ar,ation In the ';taniold. Univetulty of California, Berkeley, in print,
oot of print, reprint milt micrographic catalogs to provide bibliographors
with am much information an p.,ssible to choose the hest option. After the
(I WIC, IN Mille, the COMNrwitIOn Office follows through by ordering or routing
mitetials AS demrribed in the Paltry and Prccedure Manual.

Potil nit.; dear IdItication and /or the strengthening of brittle paper are

pes1hl, the alternatives available to libtatiom are loss that. Ideal, and
go ,at .osts in time, staff and budgets in order to preserve the

lotllectoAl content ut vital Ilscarch material.

Brittle Books Program

Choosing the best alternative for brittle books is often difficult,
c-metime because no alternative seems best. The Library of Congress recently
published three criteria for general consideration when contemplating the
choices available:

1. Physical Condition: How much time is left before the hook is
irretrievably lost?

2. Scarcity: How many copies exist - what condition are they in?

J. Significoce: If this is the last copy on earth, and It will
disintegrate tomorrow, is it worth sa.ing?

In light of these criteria, and the searching which was done by Conserva-
tion before the bibliographer was asked to make the decision, choice:; can
sometimes be more obvious.

n1SCARD

hany times works can be discarded simply because their significance is no
longer, or will never be, important. Other times discarding is host because
Stanford holds other copies or other editions, or OCB does. Or the book may
not be useful for research at Stanford, nor does it seem likely that it ever
will be.

RiPLACERENT

Brittle material may be replaced by new editions, reprints or copies in
better shape. Sometimes this is more cost effective than microfilming or
photocopying, or necessary if portions of the original test have been lost or
damaged.

PROTECTIVE COVER AND BETAlN

Occasional y matetial is deemed important enough to retain in its original
state. If it is extremely fragile, it is wrapped in an acid-free portfolio or
a book bus and transferred to the locked stack for protection.

PHULIICOPY

See attachment

filr.ROCOPY

See attachment

RESFURE

For material of great scarcity of value, restoration by a conservator may
be chosen.

PHASED UCTERIORAT1ON
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Preaervetion Photocopy

General Statement

The photocopying of eaterials has been common for many years. It has only
been in the last eight to ten years. however, with the great improvements in

There are some guidelines to help determine the suitability of material
for preitervattor photocopy:

I. if a volume is part of a set, replacement with hard copy is
appropriate.

2. if the item is high-use one, hard copy is preferable.trytou$Iugy of the phntocopylng process, that permanent copy could be expected.
How the qeslity is such that the Xerox Research Facility states
manence of the Xerox process is affected only by the permanence

that the per-
and durability

1. Current reference material is appropriate for hard copy.
"I the paper used. Thus a photocopying process can be employed,
as an alternative in replacing materials for preservation.

if suitable, 4. Items requiring reference to extensive notes or graphic materials
are suitable for hard copy.

Standards
S. Any volume which includes plates or graphic material to be

saved is appropriate for photocopying.There are no national standards met for preservation photocopying. Thereere nbvions golaeltnes for quality which can be established locally. A
pernonrot/dornble paper of a medium weight is essential. The paper must heAcid-free with a buffer added to help prevent deterioration. The photocopy
machine MORt be well maintained no it will operate optimally to produce good
rontrast and Hear reproductions. Proper binding will help effect a copy more
permanent than tee original.

Iiflollton

Preservation herd copy is a photocopy made to preserve the contents of
/arterial in immediate danger of being lost, usually to brittle paper. Thephotocopy is staAr from the original material or from the copy held by the
Stanford tIbteriee. The hard copy is bound and returned to the stack for use.

Cottlelines

Selection for preservation hard copy is made at the Stanford ltbraries by
the bibliographers in conjunction with the Conservation Office. Material
suspected of being brittle is checked out to CON as a location. If the material
is in fact brittle, the title is 'Patched in the Stanford catalog to determine
If Stanford holds other copies or editines. It is also searched In the various
in print. not ulf print, reprint, and microfilm catalogs. All information is
made Available or the bibliographer to aid him /her decision. After searching,
pte,.ervatien bald copy is considered as one of the alternatives for replacing
material.

20

Routine

Once photocopying has been chosen ss the most appropriate preservation
technique, the volume is prepared by the Conservation staff. All missing
pages are replaced by copy (role another source, or a page is inserted stating
that the page is missing. If the item is to be discarded, then it is disbound
for copying, as a better image will result. Whenever possible, double-sided
copying will be done maintaining the original format and size. After copying,
the new material will be checked carefully against the old for error. The new
copy will be sent to Binding and Finishing to be bound. Conservation will be
notified when the bindine is done and the volume has been endproces"ed. Then
the original will be discarded or sent to Cift and Exchange except in uni,,ual
circumstances. Conservation will handle Cancel/Transfer procedures.

If there were no changes in sire, format, or cataloging, the copy returns
to the shelves with no changes made on the catalog card. If changes were
indicated, then the copy would be routed by Binding and Finishing according
to the Policy and Procedure Manual.

All copyright restrictions are observed.

BES1 COO Olga_
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Preservation Microfilmirg

General btatemeot

Preservation microfilming was first undertaken 45 an official project bythe Library of r.fiRtP44. New York
Public library, and Narver, '.Ibraries in the1910's. Ruth Ibsen and l5mm black and white, silver halide film were foundis,ceprable for permanence under proper use and storage conditions. 15mmfilm Is preferred, as the resolution and reduction ratio of the imago of allsires of materirl is best. And Is easiest for users to read.

Standards

'loaf standards have been set by the American National Standard. Institutefor the physi.-al quality of the film, its filming and developing. In addition,library of Cw.gress. the National Micrographics Association, and the American
Llhc.ty Association have act 'standards regarding collation, targeting,

ilforsatien and st:rage.

Delitlitton

Preservation microfilming in defined as that undertaken to preserve thefotnts of marerill in immediate danger of being lost. usually to brittlepaper. The film is mule from the original text and is not a copy from anothermicrofilm. A preservation master must be stored In a limited Access, controlledenvironment with restrictions placed upon the number of copies which can heMAP from the original. The Library of Congress limits the use of its mastersto one. Moat other research libraries
place four uses as the upper limit. Aplesrvation master is not n use copy. Preservation misters, according to theNiti.ndl Register of microform Hooters, my only he held by non-profitotroniratinns.

1t tie tither hand, a master microfilm is one wide for the express purposeof resporvial sales.

Guidelines

Selectioo for preservation microfilming is made at the Stanford Librariesby the bildiographets in
conjunction with the Conservation Office, Itemssuspected of being brittle are checked out to CON as a /oration, If the paperis brittle. the matezial is searched in the Stanford cort,:loe as well As other

sources to determine if Stanford holds other copies or editions, if the mAturialis still ayailahle on the reprint, open or out-of-print marker, or whether tt
mil, be porchisod is a microfilm somewhere else, Purchase of microfilm indicatesSt %Ilford is willing to allow

someone else to maintain the preservation master.to..eetativ, mirotilming supports an effort advocated by the Library of Congress,tiro York Piddle Library. RIC and ART. After neatchtng, microfliming iscensidered as one alternative for replacement of soterfais,

22

jar

There are some guidelines to help determine the suitability of the partico-
volume for microfilming:

1 if the item is unique to Stanford, or if the contents arc so
important to the Stanford collection and replacement copy would
be difficult or impossible to obtain, a preservation master is a
safeguard against loss. From this master, copies ran he made for
use, hard copy can be made on request, and requests from ILL can
be handled.

2. If the item is a low-use one, but still important CO the collection,
microfilming is a good alternative.

3. If they are not high -use materials, serial runs or deteriorating
newspaper collections are suitable for microfilming. (In the
case of newspapers, microli1ming is the only copying alternative
available at the present.)

4. If item are deteriorated, little-used, and space is problem,

preservation microfilming is a good alternative.

5. If an item is quite scarce, microfilming is suitable as a 'ontti-
bution to national preservation and bibliographic recording.

!touting

Once micrnfilming has been chosen as the most appropriate preservation tech-
nique, the volume is prepared for the filming by the Conservation Staff. All

pages are checked to insure c:,apleteness. If any are missing they are obtained
as a copy from another source and included as a substitute. If missing text Is

not available, a note to tin,: affect is iacluded In the appropriate place.

The material is sent tt the outside firm which makes all Stanford Library
microfilms at thr present. They follow ANSI standards as well as Library of
Congress standards. The film Is inspected for density, clarity and error before
it is returned to Stanfotd. Film are stored in acid-free boxes and marked with
appropriate bibliographic information !I available. When the film is returned
to the library, it is checked In by Conservation staff who then route it.

Preservation masters are sent first along with the use copy to Technics)
Services according to the rousing instructions in the Policy and Procedure
Manual. The catalog department prepares bibliographic records for formai
changes and/or catalogs the uncataloged material. They submit the informatior
to the NR/IN. The preservation sasters are then sent to Administrative Setvice.,
who assign a control number, maintain an inventory file, send to controlled
storage and handle requests for copies or for a second generation master. the

use copy of the microfilm is sent to the Current Periodicals and Hictotest
Division. The otiginal material is held by the Conservation Office until the
olcrofilming has been completed. Then the original Is discolded and sent to
Gift and Fxchange if possible. In some limited circumstances the original may
be saved and sent to Area F in the Locked Stacks. Conservation handles Cao,e1/
Itansfer procedures.

All copyright restrictions are observed,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TILL !LW YO14( PUBLIC LIBRARY

The liseearch Libraries

!larch 23, 1967

ILCIOIICAL tf/fORIVillif No. 5

Preservation of the Collections

1.0 PIMP:CIL MD 30013;

1.1 Die ;Impose of this itimerndise is to provide specific quietists%
on policies, responsibilities, and procedures for the preservation
of all collections.

1.2 the specifications given !worries preservation efforts adopted in
recent times because of increasing deterioration and tedroloeical
cage.

2.0 POLICY

2.1 This messenvendUle it. to be arsidered as only interim in nature in
V tew nr the Librames plans and future cooperative activities in
the area of preservation.

2.7 11,e lierearch Libraries shall consider and, soheriever aid wherever
practicable, cow/orate with collection preservation policies and
practices renCenisnded by national organizations or in force in
other institutions.

7.3 All motivates involving preservation of the collections shall be
conducted in such a way as not to impede policiesices and prorethares
desired as a result of studies and surveys coiducted in-
dependently in the future.

7.9 The losearc Libraries shall have ultimate control over all policies
involving preservation of the collections,

7.5 Here shall tie a Collections Preservation Coordinator, reposti
the Chief of Preparation Services, whose prime function shall
integrate all current progress and to act as liaison betimen ce>ignated
stet f MAANTII, involved in preservation preblemer.

2.6 I1)e committee no Preservation of 'Me Pesearc Libtaries Advisotv
Cuuncil shall be respoisible for recommending collections preservation
pol icy aid prueedut*S.

1.7 W14!itewr ork's,nrvatiun Prxu-vtklre5 ir item. !,h.ill
1. in,,tituted .10.1 rtrelleted !whet" catalogue' by the Pmpral

2

'11:0111 CAL 1111314V10.11 No,

- 2 -

2.5 All order, initiated within The Reetarch Libraries for thee: (Atid4ict denof microform by the Photographic Service shall require both a negativemicrefons for the fleeter Negative File and a positive microform orhard copy for public use. When An onkr for a microfotte of creepiest*writ or complete net of a publication is nrceivust Irma ansourco, permission to ropy shall not be riven unless the organizetinnor individual originating the otter is willing to receive only apositive print of the microform and bear this cost of a mister negativefar The Research Libraries' collections it now existn or if the itemis not suitable for proiiiction under the Revolving flevi.
2.9 There shall be no public. use of at least one oat of nerat Jar micro-form produced for preservation purposes. tie only osmotic') shillbo the previously plvettead sinseatives for public um."
2.10 In recognition of the great value of reprint publishing, as an aidto preservation, Ths Research Libraries shall cooperete genenillvwith reprint publishers in lending of Research Libraries' materialsfor reprinting. Rarities and materials in excellent condition andon paper of lasting quality shall not ordinarily be lent for re-printing. Final decisions in this area shall swain with thedivision chiefs involved.

3.0 RIZPOIS I BILITI LS MD PlitCattRIS

3.1 Lath Division shall designate a staff mamber Wes shallappropriate collections preservation matters for that Division.The responsibilities of such staff geed ens shall bu to;
a.
b.

C.

d.

Roccreend material for rebindirip, replacement, or tenrmloctArrange to have volumes telettered, relexind or manila-rootwrapped 4en needed.
Consult with subject specialists within the Library and theCollections Preservation Coordinator when rosisur.aorv.
fonaard 'materials with reproduction decisiono to the
Collections Preservation Coordinator.

'tali roasters shall refer to tin slivit.ismsal stspeosolit.stive Allmaterial in need of immediate attention.
.1,3 All material rejected by the bindery as ton poor to hied or rest i latestshall he referred to the Collections Prormsivation (\xudie.ttr wean willcw.,.11t with the appropriate divisional representative to determine aproper course of action.

3,4 lbe duties of the Collections Preservation Coortiostor it riven inthe attached Appendix I.

9.S1 coy PN IMI.A1311
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TECIINICAL tiMORANati No. S

Duties of the Collections Preservation Cr.adinator:

a. Review all material designated tor preservation and when advisable
suggest alternative scans of reproduction or possible replacement.

b. Cooperate with and advise all Research libraries staff .amber:
ooncerned with the preservation proems.

c. Accept from divisional representatives all seterial submitted
for micrcreprodactien.

d. Consult with the appropriate divisions when questions arise
involvLngadcroform processing of 44t4M44l printed in character*
of non - Rowan alphabeig:

e. Determine the scheduling and work flow of items for preservation
from divisions to the Photopephic Service in consultation with
that Service after giving due oonsideratian to lactore such as
available perammel and funds.

f. Maintain statistic* of all material on hand awaiting filming and
other reproduction in the Photographic Salvos and of "aerial
retur.»A from the Photogrephic Service. (Statistic* shall be
forwarded to Chief, Preparation Services an a monthly basis.)

R. Have custody of filmed material awaiting cataloging.

h. Maintain liaison with reprint houses and have general responsibility
for the lending of materials for reprinting. Division chiefs shall
Ix, consulted before lending agreement is made, and consulted again
concerning the disposition of originals.

i. Maintain a Microcopy Information Center of data on developments in
the area of micmforms and an the availability of library materials
in .microform. Inquiries from other institutions with respect to
developments in the Library shall also be refined to this Center.

Maintain a Reprint Information Oenter to provide information for
the guidance of division chiefs wish;74 to acquire replacements in

reprint fops.

k. Maintain a file of information related to the preservation of the
collections.

f.

1. Apprise the Advisory Council's Cceeatttes on Preservation of
pertinent research and development with respect to preservations.

m. Serve ex-officio as a member of the Conedttee on Preservation,
Pe:search Libraries Advisory Ccuncil.
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iviCtivitThi)AiN;IN IM
I. N. A. IL/LH I

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORE L ALBANY: selected pages

Conservation Task Force

Larbara Via

May 18, 1981

Staff education 'and traininz - recommc.nt!ations

The Task Force has concluded after much research and discussion that
educating the staff in proper handling of library materials and conservation
awareness is one of the primary facets of a conservation program for the
University Libraries. Several aspects of a staff education program have been
identified and are set out here:

I. Personnel.

If staff awareness of library preservation is to work and
be an ongoing part of the Conservation program, there will
need to be established a permanent committee or interest
group in this area. Persons serving on this committee should
have an interest in, and knowledge of, conservation issues.
Logically, certain positions on the library staff lend
themselves to membcrship on such a committee. It is recommended
that the Special Collections Librarian and/or, the Archivist,
the Head of Non-Print Services, the Stack Maintenance Supervisor,
and the Head of Physical Processing %%mad be good candidates to
serve on such a committee. This committee would report to
the Assistant %rector for Operational Planning and Support and
would be responsible for implementing the staff awareness
program, suggesting improvements, and assuring that the
staff education program remains a viable effort.

II. Elements of the Program

a) Attitudes of the staff toward the libraries and their
collections should be addressed. A staff which shows concern
for the physical survival of the libraries' materials is
likely to encourage the patrons to do likewise.

b) Basic structure of the books. Emphasis on their fragil.
construction. See Attachment 1.

c) Proper shelving techniques including special handling of
oversized materials. How to shelve books in the stacks, hot:.
to place bcol-s On trucks to minimize damage. How to remove a
book from a tightly packed shelf., etc. See Attachment 2 and 3.

d) Photocopying techniques. How to position library materials
for photocopy so as to minimize damage to spines.
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e) Non-print materials. Their special needs. Ways in
which staff unintentiunally damage these materials.

III. nethodology

a) First step would be a crash prozren to alert all staff
members that the library is embarkin7, on n cennervatien program.
A panel discussion could be held, a slide-tape program on
preservation could be shorn to all etaff, a library eahibit
could be set up, a staff bulletin could be initiated, or a
combination of all these things.

b) Consideration chould i.e given to developing an in-house
slide-tape program dealing with the conservation problems :..nd
solutions in our libraries. Such a program would include
proper materials handling. Several progra ms exist which have
been developed by other research libraries such as Yale and New
York University Law School. These programs should be previewed
(and possibly purchased) for ideas. Sae attachment 4.

c) A mial slide tape program, geared towards our student help
should be prepared. This program would not be as detailed as
the one for the whole staff and would emphasize shelving
techniques.

d) Staff Information bulletin. A bulletin designed to increase
awareness of the library's conservation problems and the steps
it is taking to solve those problems could be emphasized. The
bulletin should have an up-beat style and suggest ways that
staff could help the library's conservation efforts.

e) The staff education committee should contact the committee on
progrwas and set up a program dealing with some aspect of
conservation at least once per year.

f) An in-house manual should be prepared detailing the
specific steps to be taken in handling various conservation
issues. One person should have clear responsibility for
maintaining the currency of this manual.

g) The staff traing committee should work closely with the
heads of the various units of the library to make certain that
library workers are trained to be aware of conservation and
proper handling techniques.

h) A library exhibit should be set up on the structure and proper
handling of both books and non-print materials. This would be
educational for both staff and patrons.

IV. People Resources

The following people areyilling to give advice, and have
experience with staff trairt in conservation/preservations.
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YALE UNIVERSITY

INTRODUCTIOr TO PPFSFRVATIOr '40PErFOF

I. Introduction
A. Purpose and organization of Preservation Department

1. Interrelationship of 3 divisions
B. Teaching function of Preservation Department

1. Instruction in any phase of expertise and responsibility
2. Consultation available to other derts., special collections, S&Ds,etc
3. Other workshops given
4. Central supply

Care and handling of books
A. Physical structure of books

1. Why important to understand
2. Demonstration of stages of book construction

B. Various ways a book is used and handled in YUL, what happens at each
point of use, what stresses put on volume at each point
1. Acquisitions
2. Processing
3. Shelving
4. Browsing
5. Charging out at circu-ation desk
6. C & H by user after taken out
7. Book return and book drops
8. Reshelving
9. Shipping

C. Education of staff
1. Demonstrations

a. Various problems resulting
b. Proper shelving techniques
c. Formats might encounter in

2. Slide show (to be shown)
D. Education of users

1. Slide show for freshmen (not shown)
2. Example set by staff
3. Handouts
4. Instruction signs

from poor MR habits

library, and how to handle each

III. Keeping abreast of new developments in Preservation field
A. Boating list of preservation literature
B. Short reading list available
C. Regular, though infrequent, updates

V. Qestions and answers



Orientation Programs in Preservation at Yale

On an annual basis, we present a Preservation

Orientation Program for all new staff (we had

a drive several years back to reach all present

staff, and Circulation staff in particular).

This program consists of the Head of Preservation

(or her designee) presenting a 10 minute intro-

duction on the Preservation field in general and

our efforts at Yale. The Read of the Conservation

Division then speaks for 10 minutes on that

Division, its work, and the general theory of

Conservation. The Reference Librarian in

charge of the Microtext Reading Room then gives

a short presentation on handling microforms.

Our 28-minute slide show on the Care and Handling

of Library Materials" is then presented, after

which all attendees are taken on tours of the

Preservation and Conservation divisions.

We also present an annual Commercial Binding

workshop to those staff members throughout

the system who are responsible for or involved

in the preparation of materials for the Library

Binder.

We have presented over 20 disaster work-

shops (in 1983) to every library unit.

We also have a brief (5+ minute) slidefape

show for incoming students and ',lave had modest

success at showing it during the student orien-

tation period for the last several years. The

1- page, folded handout included in this packet

is also handed out at that time.

30
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UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT

STAFF ORIENTATION

PRESERVATION ORIENTATION FOR LIBRARY STAFF
- University of Connecticut -

Audience: All new full-time and part-time staff members.

Frequency: Two presentations (in the same week) each semester.

Length of presentation: Two hours.

Content:

I. Introduction.

A. Relationship of the preservation unit to system-wide organizational
structure.

B. Function of the preservation unit; its internal organization.
C. Objectives of the orientation program.

II. The Care and Handling of Books, a slide/tape show produced at the
Yale University Library. [Suggest to audience that they look for
relevant information regarding care of both library and personal
collections.]

III. Discussion and demonstration that highlights and emphasizes important
points made in the slide/tape show.

A. Relationship of environmental factors (temperature, relative
humidity, light) to longevity of library materials. Climate
control within the University of Connecticut library system:
problems and solutions.

B. Relationship of modern bookmaking technology to the need for proper
care and handling of library materials.

1. Paper: the decline in quality over four centuries. [Show
pre-19th century imprint, brittle volumes published in 1860,
1880, 1900, 1920, 1940.]

2. Case bindings: how they differ from earlier bindings, where
and why they are weak, how this relates to shelving practices.

C. Recognition of materials that should be sent to Preservation. [Show
difference between structural and cosmetic damage; what mold and
mildew look like and how to handle infected materials when routing
to Preservation.]

D. Handling techniques: Shelving and removal from shelf [show book with
ruined headcap, and how that happens]. Tying books with cotton
string and securing microfilm with acid-free paper strips [show
what elastic bands do to books and film]. Writing messages on flags
rather than clipping them to book pages [show what metal and plastic
paper clips do to paper]. Handling microfilm. Photocopying
[show oversewn book with inadequate inner margin, and text block
cracked in pieces -- explain that some materials can't be success-
fully copied; demonstrate how a right-angle copisr is used and
note their locations in library buildings].

IV. Treatment options.
A. Need for remedial treatment. [Show kinds of damage that are most

prevalent in the library system: wear and tear, mutilation,
inappropriate repairs.]

B. In-house options. (Show examples of a variety of treatments- -
simple to complex.]

C. Commercial binding. [Show examples of the variety of styles
available; describe the nature of the decisions that are made
in-house, and the discriminating way in which binding services are
used.

D. New technology: the pending impact of increased use of alkaline
paper (mention the upcoming ANSI Standard for Permanent Paper for
Printed Library Materials), mass deacidification facilities,
optical disk technologies.

V. Conclusion: the University Library's preservation program- -how it
will grow and change.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TO:

Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
Carbondale. Illinois 62901

Marna Litman

October 13, 1982

Karen Ashby, Adminiatrative Services
Saundra Benjamin, Education/Psychology
Jerry Cassidy, Catalog
Darlene Cawthon, Serials
Jim Chervinko, LCS Project
Linda Davis, Circulation
Sue Dotson, U. S. Grant
Nancy Fligor, Undergraduate Library
Camille Hedden, Library Saralee*

FROr Darrell L. Jenkins,- director of Library

SUBJE..

John Keiffer, Library Services
Sharon Kowaltik, Order
Lily Lee, Science
Betsy Leenig, Interlibrary Loan
Catherine Martinsek, Social Studies
Sidney Matthews, Library Services
Carole Palmer, Humanities
Lillian Peterson, Spe la, Collections
Regina Shelton, Undergraduate Reserves

Services

:onserystion in Morris Library" Video Tape

A fifteen-minute video tape--written and produced by the Conservation and Bindery
",potion of Serials Departeent (primarily Debby Willett)--has been .:ompleted and was
Mown at the October 11 meeting of the Administrative Council. The file is designed to
serve as a teaching /instructional aid [or student workers in Library Affairs.

The video tripe will be shown in the near future to Student Worker Supervisors in
Library Affairs, followed by a discussion of the use of the video tape. My thinking
would be to have separate meetings for the student workers in each department or
division and have each meeting conducted by the respective Student Worker Supervisor.
The video tope can he shown and discussed as one part of each meeting. Student Worker
Fupervisora could certainly discuss other matters as well. Since the conservation of
our materials Is a very Important matter and included in the Conservation Policy
statement adopted by Library Affairs, attendance by student workers will be required.
More than one meeting in each department/division ray Ds needed. Also, the video tape
will eventually he placed in the Self-Instruction Center for individual viewing.

You will he receiving more specifics shortly. If you have any questions, feel free
to -,o1act Carolyn Morrow, Debby Willett or me.

Thank you In advance for your involvement in this activity and your on-going
-,,,mitment to the maintenance and sevice of our valuable collections. Your
cnntribution is of vital importance.

CC:

0 0

Department /Division Heads
Library Affairs Fiscal Officers
Carolyn Morrow
Yenreth G. Peterson
Debby Willett

TO Carole Palmer
Nancy fl Igor

Karla Owens
Betsy Leenig

Regina Shelton
Catherine Martikek
Nth) Cook
Lilly Lee

Southern Illinois
Unhersity at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62001

Morris Library

November14, 1953

FROM: Carolyn MOrrow, ConservationLibrarian

SUBJECT: Conservation videotape

Enclosed you will find a lis.t (hopefully complete) of those students from

your department/division who attended the viewing of the conservation
videotape on November 9-11. There could be ommisions--students were
merely asked to sign up as they came in.

The videotape will be on reserve in the IRS Self Instruction Lab under

the title "Conservation in Morris Library" for those students who did not
attend one of the scheduled viewings.

Oh, 47 new people in all attended. And we're preparing/expecting to see
more germ up for repair as a result.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY

OUTL7,:NE FOR TALKS TO LIBRARY STAFF

Preservation and conservation
Public health vs. medicine
Librarians and archivists have to play the role of the public health officer
There is room for everyone
You have to know something about the problem and solutions

Problem
Poor materials, air pollution & central heating, more use
Democratic society results in greatly increased use, access and display
Technology results in greater range of materials to care for
Greater literacy means that books & records are cheap common; result, contempt
We have the old disasters (fire, flood, war) plus new ones (pipes, constructn)

Solutions

Many things to do to extend the life of the materials, more or less by velue
Encourage the use of pgmalivaa materials
Slow down the rate of/oererioration by controlling temperature & humidity,

removing pollutants from the air, storing material in safe containers
(permanent, stable materials).

Slow down the rate of physical deterioration by repairing early, protecting
vulnerable material in boxes and restricting access, improving shelving
and handling practices among users and staff; for very valuable materials,
full conservation is called for; for circulating materials, library binding.

Reduce the damage caused by outside agents: insects, humidity & mold, insects
Reduce the likelihood of damage from disasters, and salvage promptly and

systematically.
When necessary, replace the book with a microcopy or a photocopy.

3 4
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(API 1 OR TI/g_ IIBRARY'S COLIECIIONS: A RULE FOR EVFRYONF

5;

PhFASE:

Omm

. Handle books with clean hands. Fingerprints are often indelible.

. Handle microfilm by the edges, as you would a photograph. Smudges
and t;ratches obliterate images, destroying information. Phono-
graph records should also be handled by the edges. Fingerprints
can cause chemical changes in plastics, altering the surface of
disks and the sound they produce.

, bfai't at metal paper clips to book pages for any reason. They
crimp and tear paper, and leave rust stains. Plastic clips are
lena damaging but should be used with discretion.

. rosning instructions should not be written on library materials
(or parts of library materials, e.g., errata sheets). These mark-
ingn are a defacement and should be jotted on scrap paper instead--
flieta are less likely to get lost than small slips.

. Aveid using elastic hands to hold together damaged books or piles
of material. hands can dent covers and cause paper to tear and
ernmhte. An they deteriorate, they give off damaging sulfur
cnt,ound.:. Use cotton string instead.

mkke sine that hooks Jr your work area and in the stacks are shelved
upright. Leaning aunes bookbindings to break down quickly.

opoka; too tall to shelve upright should be shelved spine down--
oot cell their fore edges. Fete edge shelving is extremely wearing

briokhindinis because it stresses their weakest part--the hinge.

. A non-damaging way to remove a boot from the shelf is by placing
in index finger firmly on the bead of the text block and tipping
it old. Yanking at the top of the binding eventually ruins the
spine roc/clingcloth and paper tear, leathct breaks.

. turn clown the corners of pages to mark your place. The creases
will be petmoevnt, and if the paper is brittle the corner will
to. 1k awAy with one fold. Laying a beok face down weakens the
hin,ting and can rioil pollen. The best way to mark your place is with
o slip of paper- -mint with a pencil or other bulky object which
distorts the binding.

. When photocopying hooks, take care not to wrinkle or crumple pages.
If a hook is hound so that it resists !wino pressed flat, don't
l'uc it !.file for a less than perfect image of the page you're
c"PYIglq.

fl 1,411,15,1111 eel ( )Nr41( III ill IlViNCO SInNitS

3 5

. Don't eat or drink while reading library materials, or in an area
where crumbs and spills might damage them. Food attracts paper-
eating insects, and spills cause permanent stains.

. Be alert for signs of mold and mildew. When you discover moldy
material, put it in a plastic bag, immediately wash your hands,
and bring the problem to the attention of the Preservation officer.

. Bring damaged materials to the attention of the Circulation Depart-
ment, where they will be charged out to "Conservation" and sent to
the conservation work area. Minor repair problems can become
major ones if they are neglected too long. And do leave this work
for the conservation staff. Pubber cement, white glue, and pressure
sensitive tapes have poor aging properties and damage ;'per and
bindings. They should not be used on research materials.

And finally- -don't read while swimming.

Preservation Office
October 1982
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ARE AND HAUDLING OF LIBRARY MATERIALS

illervim a NIA foie its shelf by pulling at the top of the spine often will
(117;(' Ile spine to tear. A better way is to push the valance on either side
Issk just far ennugh to grasp the cm you need in the middle of its spine.

Men reeheivimi, he sure that bloke are properly assorted SO that they stand
eeriabt. Allowing taroks to slump on shelves can weaken their hinges and cause
tivel to terror? disenrieal. Forcing holes onto tightly packed shelves can easily
came dormsso. Take the time to adjust bookends or shift materials as needed.

A-eid shelvini barks on their fore - edges. The force of gravity eventually can
looter' a Look at its Nevem. Heavy text° can he Fulled right cut of their covers.

hve.raida can he very destructive. Avoid those with shaup edges. They can knife
into Ivlor, wrinkle or cut paper. and tear cover materials. Those with flanged
edg!: are preform!. They 'amid be at least one inch taller than half the
laoeht of ramst books on the shelf. Without such support, taller tanks will band
to le over and can beater! warped. Rusty bookend' can stain and damage book
eArare replace or repaint them uherever possible.

Vhreet too till for mired shelving should be laid flat if the shelves are wide
rale.01 to meirat than. If the shelves are to narrow, separate folio shelving
....held he larae.led. Nn orae than three or four oversize volumes should be stacked
on repo! one ,nether. If folio cases or flat shelving are not available oetions,
',epee, lame breaks spine doers and use acid-free streamers to indicate their call
teciere.

la, ere pleat boks up against the bait wail of the shelf . This can cause their
tear-edees to he iabrakal and lack of air circulation can encourage mildew in
he humid ueather.

ovelleaded Ix oktrueks invite disaster. Never pile books on a top of a full truck.
MiSe mire that any boles in transit are 80CUTc; if a truck is not full, use

hokends to prevent the books frnm falling off. All but oversized valirmas
.1,411.1 lixai upright on baaktrue* shelves. Folios should lie flat and care
etroe i he taken to avoid banging the edges and corners of large volumes against
elevater doors and aisle shelvine.

stirsi'Yttr,

ii,,e,vieare is one of the primary causes of danvage to library materials. Decause
fq Us. TCAt stress photeerepaing places on bindings, books should be copied only
wtwtt ,iteetutely wee:Leary. They should be positirerd on the machine up that only
li le.` at a title is on the extemaire surface. Avoid pressing dram on the spine..
a .4a with tartar inner margins or brittle paper shuuld be referred to Library.
l'haolisa teat ion :,:ervire, Rams 2 Hatcher.

37

Socks with torn spines, brcken sewing, loose pages, or weak hinges should be
referred CO the Book Repeir thit. Tape should never be used to repair torn

Minor page repairs on batiks that have little physical value should be done only
with special document repair tape. it can be ordered from the Distribution and
540y Unit.

For attaching bookplates, pockets, or date- slips, use only adhesives reoomr
mended by the Oonservaticri Unit.

ZSItG

- Avoid using metal paper clips and rubber bards can books. 'ills sharp retail edges
can tear and crimp paper sod leave rusty stains. Rubber bends can emit sulphur
amperes-is which cause paper to deteriorate; they can be especially &raging to
paper that is already brittle. Plastic pew clips and cotton string ties are
available floe the Distribution and Steady Unit.

Open new books carefully; forcing the covers back can break* beak's spine
especially if the volume is tightly band.

Minimize the number of items inserted in new books during processing. Thick
packets of catalog cards and order Mpomecan weaken the binding.

- - Avoid leaving stacks of books piled an desks, tables, and floors. in crowded
wart areas, they are easily tipped War.

ENVIR:111ENT

- Try to avoid shelving beaks in areas eaposed to direct starlight. 1)1 rays can
accelerate the chemical deterioration of paper and fade cloth covers. Where
possible, keep shades and curtains closed and turn lights out in little used
areas.

Do net shelve library materials near or on radiators. Avoid housing than in
close pariximity to light fixtures or fire sprinklers.

Coed housekeeping is important. tuft and dirt can stain becks and hasten chem-
ical deterioration. Spillage film food and drink disfigures materials and can
encourage insect and rodent infestations that axe often difficult to eradicate.

Protect the collection from rain and snow; keep a suipply of plastic tote bags
an hand for use at circulation desks during bad weather. Bags are available
frum the Circulation Department, 104 Hatcher.

BEST COPY NVPAA131.E.
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CIColumbia university preservaticL libraries

arots
Microform* have their owe specific reeuirements for proper handling and storage. Safeguards again=

mishandling will prevent unnecessary wear and tear. Microform. are easily scratched and torn if not handled
correctly. 3ecsuse of the heave has of microform service copies to libraries, the more rigorous archival
standards established for the storage of Water negatives are impractical. However, since repair and
replacement of any library materials are both costly and time consuming, all efforts at proper care and
handlina will help to extend the useful life of microform.. Supplies mentioned below are available from the
C. Supply Ions or the loprosrapitr Laboratory.

Clean, well-saintained reading aquipeunt can prevent damage to film. Dust and dirt on glass flats scratch
and abrade the emulsion obliterating the image. Clam equipment regularly and keep lens hi:mains
covered who not in use.

Handle sicrofilm only by the edges or by the leader; and fiche by the header. Fingerprints leers oils and
acid on the surface which blurs the Image sad attracts dust and dirt.

When working with a large quastity of sicroftle or fiche, use white cotton gloves to avoid fingerprints or
scratching.

Tears that era spotted should be repaired hams the file goes to the shelf. Further damage can occur when
torn film is used om a reader. Torn silo can be repaired by the Isprography Laboratory staff using
splicing squipsset. Pressure sensitive tape should never be used to repair tsars. File with extensive
damage Mears text is lust) may need to be replaced.

Roll film should bergs adequate leader and trailer for easier handlirg. Deere will be his to load reading
4114pr-sat more easily preventing damage from fingerprints. Leader and trailer can be spliced to film
by the Raprography staff.

MicrofilsZbeul4 be stored 4n plastic reels, in closed boxes. Metal reels with sharp edges should be
replaced with plastic; damaged or worn boxes should be replaced to keep out dust and dirt that can
scratch film.

Remove all rubberbands on microfils reels. Sulfur is rubberbands causes chemical reactions that desalt
film; and even sulfur -free ones can damage.

Full reels of microfilm will stay neatly wound by themselves; shorter titles that tend to unwind should be
secured with paper wrap-arounds.

Rewind nicrofils reels firaly but not too tightly. Too tight can cause buckling or a ;etching and film can
stick cowboy when temperature end humidity axe high.

Microfiche are best stored in individual paper envelopes. This provides protection from duet, dirt, and
abrasion. filing without envelopes is not harmful if COSMATitUrt 4nd humidity are kept law to prevent
their sticking together.*

All eicroforms being added to the collection should be ritually inspected for completeness, overall
appearance, and readebility. Scum of the problems to watch out for are:

blurry image
deep scratching
too light or too dark
anything teat causes the image to be illegible
missing or out of order pages, issue', etc.

The leprography staff is available to help confirm these problems.

Microforms with problems of image quality as well as env bibliographic anomalies should be brought to
the attention of the Acquisitions Department. Duaccentable nicroforns should be returned for refund or
replacement. Micropublishers that show repeated przblens should be identified so they can be avoided in
the future.
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"Conservation in Morris Library"

Handout

TERMINOLOGY

acid deterioration: deterioration of a Material such as leather, paper, etc.
from the degraciative effects of acids which are present due to the manu-
facturing process and the absorption of air pollutants.

archiv,1: mr archival quality; considered safe for use on materials of
permanent research value.

baOtone the tack of the book block or the edge which is bound.

book Waco: a group of bound pages or the book before it receives a cover.

brittle book: one in which the paper has become
embrlttled or fragile dueto acid deterioration. In the extreme, the pages of a brittle book willbreak off when turned.

case- bound: a mass-produced binding
structure where a book block and itscover are made separately and attached in a step called casing-in; thespine of the cover is not glued to the backbone of the book (in contrastto traditional hand boif5inding where the book is constructed as asingle unit and the leather is

glued directly to the backbone of the book).

stsinTin: the operation of attaching a book block to its cover by gluing upthe Super and endsheets, placing the
cover Around the book block, and

pressing until dry; also "recasing".

fore -edge: the front edges of a book, opposite the backbone and spine.

hinge: the grooved area on either side of the spin* where the book blockis attached to the cover.

tnterleaving,2aper: a thin, smooth, acid-neutral paper placed in a book as
a barrier against the effects of acid from an adjacent item.

phase box! a protective enclosure made from heavy-duty grey board, which
ties at the fore-edge by wrapping string around a button. Typically,they are used for damaged volumes which cannot be repaired or dO not
warrant repair.

portfolio: A Simple protective enclosure used for thin or lightweight
items In need of protection.

iTc,tvctive enc.nement: a general term any container which encloses and
this prott-ts a vulnerable item; it must always be custom-de so that
the item is held snugly inside without movement.

reter,,It1e a principle of sound conservation
treatment whereby wnetever is!on?. !(,) en item ran be undone or the treatment

reverseu, tilthOut Jama9e
to tht item.

.ii.1010rhlx: a more elaborate type of protective encasement; a cloth-Levered,
hoA with a pintrd rpinr,

TuRN- IN HINGE

ACID - NEUTRAL PAPER,

SUPER MULL

cOVER

CASE

IIIRISTOL SPIN". crow.

HEAD EIAND

SIdINAVURE
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Fte.:etvation Guidelines for Transporting
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Preservation Culdlines for In Hulse Exhibitions of Library
Matcrials 5.1-.16

INTRODUCTION

Much of the work of preservation lies In properly caring for library mate-
rials as they are received, processed and maintained within the lthr..ry.
Staff education and training, therefore, are viewed as a vital component of
the Central Libraries preservation program. In developing this aspect of the
program the need for a set of staff preservation guidelines relating to spe-
cific library functions was early recognised. The present document to inten-
ded to fill this need.

In general terse the guidelines contain inforeatinn on how to prevent (Inner-
essaty damAge or deterioration of library materials in particular work areas.
The emphasis in presentation is on simple language, practical illustrations
and a format which facilitates use es an initial training tool and subsequent
reference for continually changing personnel. The materials complement rather
than displace existing library orientation programs or training guides.

This lnomeleaf manual if a collection of independent modules, each address-
ing staff preservation guidelines for a particular library function. There
is some repetition of text and illustrations between modules. when the infor-
mation is applicable to more than one function. The complete rollertion of
modules Is bring distributed only to deportment heads, since they Are charged
with ensuring that each employee receives a copy of the appropriate mndnle(s).
Ohaecvance of this reponsibility is essential to the General Libraries pres-
ervation program; success of the program will depend upon the sustained ef-
forts of the entire staff.

-- 1981/83 Preservation Committee -- 1983/84 Preservation Committee
bi2

fV Lynne Brody Lynne Brody, Chair
Mark Cain, Chair Jane Garner
Jean [Milne Wayne Perryman
Anita Farber Nancy Phillips
Jane Garner Bill Richter
Richard Horton Lila Stillson
William Richter Darnell* Vanghel
Willie Sirnm
John Womack

42
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P414" 1.1

PREAFAVATIon GOIOXLINES FOR
CIRCULATION ASO STACK MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL

This manual it intended to help circulation and stack maintenance staff
protect the library materials they brindle. The basic preservation rules
contained here, If followed, will not only keep vulnerable materials avail-
ahle for current use, but also pr them for use in the futute.

CIACOLAtION AIWA

I. Rookdrorl

While hookdrops provide service when the library
Is closed or during peak use tines, they are major
soorres of damage to books. Circulation staff can
Attempt to minimise this damage by emptying the
bins or tonne SS often me possible. If a bin Is
employed, it should be carefully positioned below
the hookrnp in order to avoid damage to barks.

LiSlUEDIX

Care should be given to proper removal of books
(tom bins. Gently lift a few volumes at a time, removal of
pr.v1a1ne adequate support underneath. Do not books
lift by beadraps or hoards or toms them in piles
either in the bin or on a booktruck.

2. Chree/hischatie

14 When charging Of discharging a book, check to to-
.re that the date due slip is on the text-side date due
(right) of the front emdabett. tf the date due slip
slip has been placed on the inside front board
of the hook, relocate it if possible to the cot-
fret position.

Peffotttowl for terms bold-fared in the text can be
follnd In the GLOSSARY At the end of this manual.

4

lage 1.12

PARTS OF A BOOK

TIXTIILOCK

A
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Page I./

if that Is not possible, hold the book on Its spine,
with the textillock vertical and front board flat on
the desk when stamping.

In the eau. of Items in laved -on nr glued-on pamphlet
hindingw, the date chu, slip may be placed on the in-
aide hack cover.

If the (runt rndsheet contains decoration, maps, ii-

luetration, nr speciel bookplates. the date doe slip
vh,utid he pot on the first blank sheet after the front
endshret, en the text side.

When sensitising nr desensitizing hooks, handle each
individually nod carefully to 4vold the wear and tear
revultiog from rough quick handling.

Remove papers and bookmarks inadvertently left In books.

3. Plaaesent of Security Strips

Generally. areurity strips ehnuld be placed in the hollow
of the book spine with care taken to insure that they are latulal

Strips

not jAmmeA between the sewing and the super. If the hook
hag a tight hack, ix paperbound, or is in a pamphlet hinder,
a rw, way adhesive strip should be used. If the volume has
potential value as an artifact, the appropriate bibliogra-
phee should he consulted before a strip is inserted.

Dvtinitionv for terms bold -faced in the text can be found
In the GLOSSARY at the end of this manual.

4C;

Felt' 1.1

If it is necessary to use two-way strips, insert them
between pages (preferably blank pages) as close to the gulps
inner margin as possible to avoid loss of text. Two-way between
adhesive strips must never be insetted between pages
where either the text or an illustration is printed
across the margin.

a. Problem books

Some categories of problem books are easily Identified
And shnold be pot aside fur review by bibliographers or
sepervisnrs. Damaged books, such as those with loose
hinges where the testblock page. with severe water dam-
age, with damaged or loose spine, or covers, and with
loose pages are some of these obvious categories.

damaged
hooks

Refer collections of loose plates, inadequately secured, loose
to bibliographer or supervisor who will decide what to materials
do with them.

Potentially rare or valuable books, especially those in
2 state of disrepair, should also be referred to a Ab-
liographer or supervisor.

B. TRANSPORTATION OF ROOKS

Handle and transport books carefully. Improper loading and
removal of books from book trucks is one of the most frequent
Causes of dam..ge to library materials and potentially the most
preventable if stack personnel learn proper handling and trans-
portation techniques.

1. Nand-carryin&

rare books

When hand carrying books, carry moderate, manageable hand-
armloads. carrying

2. Book trucks

Place books on trucks in an upright position with no
other materials stacked on top of them. If a shelf of

truck is only partially full, keep books vertical
with a bookend or with a group of books laid flat to
support the others. Do not place them on their fore-
edge even for a short period of time--as for example
when arranging them in call number order--since this

Definition for terms bold-faced in the text can be
found in the GLOSSARY at the end of thIa manual.
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NOT

cut cause the truly of a book to come (nose from its
covers.

Large folio -sized volume, *tumid be placed flat on
A shelf.

No other important points to remember when loading
A track are not to overload it and to evenly di.-
tribote the weight. Do not jam books too tightly balancing
on the shelf. Even, balanced distribution and nor- weight on
mil sired loads make the truck easier to manage and trucks
prevent it from tipping over.

NOT

Nefinition for Terms bold-laced in the test can be
f000d in the GLOSSARY at the end of this manual.

Move book trucks carefully on and off elevators,
around corners, and in narrow passages, paying
special attention to any material which may be
protruding. Let your supervisor know if an ele-
vator Is not stopping evenly or if truck
wobbly or unstable.

Kelm( also to section C., SHELVING.

). UoloadInt book trucks

Many of the above inatructions should Also he fol-
lowed when unloading. Refer also to toe next
section on shelving.

C. SHELVING

It is essential that staff be well informed about proper
book handling and placement. in addition to contributing
to the conservation of library materials, won-ordered
stacks and proper handling techniques serve as a positive
exdmple for library users and form the haste for the educa-
tion of users on preservation materials.

I. Position and placement of books

Place a book on the shelf so that it stands verti-
cally and upright and is gently supported by the
book] on either side, additional support being
supplied by bookends. Rooks should not be shelved
too loosely. They can be permanently bent or
splayed if this Is dome.

NOT

l'Ae,. 1. .$

Raneuvering
trucks

ELUELE
position of

books

Jamming hooks too tightly on the shelf should he
avoided. Overcrowding can create problems; in the ovetctoiminA
easy removal of books fro, shelf. Binding damage
can also result.

Definitions for term, bold-laced In the test can be
found in the GLOSSARY at the end of this manual.

13ES1
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Library book-ends should be free of sharp or rusty
edges. When possible, they should support over half
of the height of the book and should have wide
profile. When shelving Ewer book-end be careful
not to accidently 'knife' the pages of the book with

the edge of the book -end. Report book-end problems to
Your uperviaor.

Page 1.6

book-ends

Fort-edge shelving is unacceptable since it can cause
the bookblock to loosen from its case. If volume I tore -edge

too tali to shelve vertically, it is preferable to shelwini
shelve it on its seise rather than on its fore-edite. is wrong

It separate shelving for oversized materials exists,
consider having the volume recataloged for the over-
sized area.

When removing a book from the shelf never pull it by
the top of the 'piste, since this might cause headcap
damage. Rather the two adjacent volumes should be
pushed back slightly in order to grasp the book firmly
fur removal.

NOT

Definitions for term* bold-faced in the text can be
found 1, the GLOSSARY t the end of this manual.

removing e
book

i./

Whenever possible, avoid shelving books on the top
shelf. If library space constraints require that use of top
the top shelves be weed, always use kick stool shelves
In order to avoid damage In the placement and re-
moval of books.

Ideally, each shelf should reasin at no more than
7511 of capacity to order to provide for collection shelving
growth and to avoid the book damage often resulting for col-
from overcrowding. Routinely alert your supervisor lection

to overcrowding in the stacks in order that plans growth
for necessary shifting can be made.

2. Oversized volumes

It may not be possible to stand oversized volumes
upright or to provide separate oversized shelving
areas in all libraries. If this is the case, over- shelving
sized volumes should lie flat, no more than three position
deep on the shelf, on shelves deep enough to sup-
port them, or they should be shelved on their
seise*. Very large tomes, such as those found In
art studies, should always be shelved flat.

When essaying so oversized book from the bottom of
a stack, the books on top should be removed one at
a time, and afterward put back in the same wanner.

D. CARE AND MAINTENANCE IN THE STACKS

This Section is directed at unit supervisors as well as
stack maintenance staff. The supervisor needs to ar-
range for necessary supplies, services or use of equip-
ment and consult with bibliographer* when appropriate.
Keg/pins the stack areas clean and functional often in-
volves the collaborative efforts of staff from many
areas of the library as wall as custodial and mainte-
nance staff.

rcaoving a

volume

1. Vacuuming_and dusting

Dirt and dust are very damaging to library books.
They can abrade volumes, therefore causing mechan-
ical as well as chemical deterioration. If pos- vacuuming
Bible, the stacks unit should borrow a vacuum
cleaner with a hand-held cleaning head for peri-
odic vacuuming projects.

Definitions for terms bold-faced in the text can
be found in the GLOSSARY at the and of this asocial.
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COCHMOIA eNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
"CARE AID HANDLING Of LIBRARY MATERIALS"

List of Slides

I. flank
2. Brittle hook
1. fatly ptinted hook, in gnod condition
4. Early hand paper making process
S. Machine paper making
6. Brittle honk
7. Hyquothelmnoraph
R. Window Ac and fan (tyical environmental control)
9. Mouil on book
In. Mould no mictofIlm
11. Suh-hesement (ancient IIVAC system)
12. tight faded binding
11. Stack lights on timers
14. Window with shades pulled down
IS. Exhaust fumes
16. Patticulate matter (dirt)
17. Reading loom. books being used
18. nooks open on tables
19, nook under let/ of table
20, 1:ond site
21. Neat nhelving
22. Pont shelving
21. Pout helving-leaning

hj 74. Peimanent damage fume leaning
+4 75. Font shriving

26. Ptneet shelving using bookend
27. volumes ton tell for the shelf
2R. Spine down shelving
79. Implopet tote-edge shelving
3n. Tall honk pinjecting ton far into aisle
11. leaning oversize volumes
12. (atoll flat shelving for oversize
11. Flat shelving for oversize, not properly used
14. Cattying ton many hanks

Imptuperly loaded hanktruck
16. Piete..ly loaded honktiucke
17. Pinpetly loaded hookttuck, Inc. flat for oversize
18. Teatine headcap when temnving honks
19. Proper removal of hooks from shelf
4n. Ptoper lemma) of hooks 'tom shelf
41. Ptoper temnval of hooks rum shelf
42. Proper temnval of honks (tom shelf
41, unbound and hosed materiels in the stacks
44, nook falling out of protective emelt-I:utter
4S. Fotefon objects left in hooks- flowers
46. Fnieign ohiecte left in books-peati necklace
47. Matettale in process-papers in and ruhhethands on every vol.
48. Paperclips left in volume
40, Oamage (tom papeiiie-tucty

r,

50. Damage from paperclip -,mst and torn paper
51. Damage from paperclip- brittle paper
52. Damaging tuhhethands
53. Damage from tuhhetbands-on brittle, unbound vol.
54. Acid migration
SS. Collection maintenance unit
56. Selection officer review
57. Shelf for setting aside damaged materials
58. Rooks being checked out for circulation
59. Bookdtop-inside
60. Sort 6 arrange area
61. Booktiuck
62. Cleaning volumes
63. Presetvation microfilming candidates-shelves
64. Damage to spine-joint torn
65. Damage to sewing-htoken
66. Cover damage-worn
67. Covet damage-cloth binding, detached
69. Cover damage-detached hoatds
69. Covet damane-leather binding, joint separated
70. Texthlock sepatatinq ftom cover
71. Cover damage-spine
72. Damaging hooktape
73. Scotch tape en covets
74. Masking tape on covers
75. Sticky residue from booktapir
76. Cover damage-pamphlet binding
77. Unbound volumes in the stacks
78. New oversewn volume-does not open flat
79. Volume sewn through fold-opens flat
80. Atoken sewing
SI. Damage from photocopying
82. Old oversewn volume- brittle paper cracks as pages turned
83. New adhesive binding-pages loose
84. Torn page
OS. Damage from hook tape used for tip -in
86. Papet damage from scotch tape
87. Brittle hook-oversize plate torn along folds
88. Btittle hook-illus and test on different paper
89. Brittle hook-sewing broken
90. Blittle honk- illustrated
91. Brittle hook
92. Sending new hooks out tot commetcial binding
93. cut, binding slip
94. Volumes tehound in-house
95. Work being clone by in-house hindety staff
96. Work being done by in -house hindety staff
97. Rebinding sequence - before
98. " test block with new and sheets
99. after
100. rape. repair-japanese tissue
101. Protective enclosures-coonnetcial
102. ritittle newspapets

cf,,,hinn tonic fit ippl,p,ont
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04. Microfilm camera °potato'
05. Brittle hook i replacement microform
06. Monk frandwitch
07. Food-beet bottle in stacks
OS. food-hteakfast spilling on book
09. Food-hook as costet
10. Food-coffee stain

mouse
12. Mice floatage
11. Cockroach in card catalog
14. Cockroach damage -view of stack area
IS. tocktoach damage-detail
16. Mate' damage (running title 'Death by Water)
17. Water damage-swollen from air drying
IS. Motet damage-solumble inks
19. Mould
20. Rooks stated on floor
21. nooks ranted on floor
22. noses of hooks on floor
21. Omens of water damage -sin'.
24. " - pipes
25. " radiators
76. - open window
27. Building under renovation
2$. New construction

N
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"Conservation in Morris Library"

The conservation program at Morris library is one of the few

comprehensive programs in the country. Its primary function is to

1,3intain the collection in usable condition. The Local Bindery and

Conservation tab share space on the seventh floor of Norris library.

The conservation program cannot be successful, however, without the

i,elp of tne entire library staff. Through the efforts of all those

handling library materials, unnecessary damage can be prevented.

Srme of the obvious problems encountered in the stacks are due

ti patron abuse or ignorance and to simple neglect of stack

naintenince. Conditions such as fore-edge shelving, littering,

leaning books, and headcap damage cause unnecessary wear.

title

shot of

Conservation 14.1;

people at
worken..-41 and

boardshear

lOPOIFYING CONSERVATION PROBLEMS

In ,,r.ler tl recognize bcoks in need of repair and to provide

rr,.,10r maintenance, one must first understand the structure of

a tr.pical case-toond book. A typical book is made up of the book

brk ( or group of bound pages) and a protective cover. To reassemble

a took, en!sheets made of heavy paper are first tipped onto the book

tl,,k. A voven cloth called super is glued to the backbone of the

bIct.k. This super, along with the endsheets, is used to attach

tn' book block to the cover. A strip of scrap paper is then glued

ti the taobooe to help secure the super, At this point the book is

ftdi to be casrd:in, or reattached to its original cover. This

dt (:duo) is also included in the handout) represents the same

of book structure.

t,h'n handling looks, one should be aware of the eeneral condition

(. ee. If te book block is sagging or pullin.a away from its

mt3 rtds to he thffitetied. This is a common problem

c +n to easily rerair,A. However, these items cannot ,be identified

lookirg at the volume on the shelf; they must actually be

pan of stacks
in disarm;

outer
etrActurs

recsseiblu:

book block

endsheate

super

aper

c.%er

bask bloc:c

drawing

icose

tight

handled. Some repairs are wy to recognize without close examination,
brittle book

such as a loose or damaged spine. In some instances, the paper of the

book has become fragile due to acid deterioration. In cases such as

this, the item cannot be repaired. If pages have actually broken

off, the book should be sent to the Conservation Lab for brittle
brittle

book processing. Because of the overwhelming number of brittle books, but intact

those which are intact and not in current use may remain on the shelf.

Items needing repair should be routed to the Local Bindery.

REPAIR i MAINTENANCE

If a book in need of treatment can be caught before extensive

repair is required. treatment tan be simple and inexpensive. for

example, the cost to tighten hinges is only 3St, whereas having a

cover replaced commercially costs $6.62. The time required for

processing and repair also varies significantly depending on

whether the item can be treated in-house. Tht time required for

in-house repair is minimal because the procedures are relatively

simple. Loose hinges are tightened by applying glue with s knitting

needle and pressing until dry. It is important to apply the glue to

the hinge area only; the spine of the cover should never be glued to

the backbone of the book.

Often the spine becomes damaged because of rough or careless

handling, exposure to ultraviolet light, and the normal wear and

tear due to frequent use. If caught before further damage occurs,

It can be repaired quickly and inexpensively. The old spine is

carefully removed and the bookcloth of the cover is peeled back

slightly to allow a new spine to be attached under the cloth of

the cover. The new spine Riede of bristol and matching bookcloth

is attached by gluing one side to the hinge and cover. The spine

itself is never glued. It is important that the new spine is

properly affixed to the hinge. The other side is then attached

in the same manner. Once the new spine is in place, the book-

cloth which was peeled back is then reglued. If the bookcloth

matches closely, the repair is not very noticeable. When the

procedure is cmpleted, the book must be allowed to dry in a

book press so that the hinges become tight on.:e again. The

original spine is trimmed to remove the frayed edges and re-

attached or mounted onto the new spine.
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In some cases, a book cannot be bound or repaired due to its

unusual format. A small volume of loose plates or pamphlets, for

examPle, should not be shelved without protection. A portfolio

can be constructed which encases the item and prevents the loose

Sheets from falling out.

Other items require protective encasement because they cannot

be repaired, such as this volume affected by bookworm damage. A

"phase 49;t" can be constructed to fit the book exactly so that

there is no movement inside the box which could further damage the

volume. The book should always be placed in the box right-side up

with the spine to the let: so that It will sit on the shelf properly

There are also some books which are boxed because they should

not be repaired. such as old leather volumes with detached covers.

InterleavingLpaper should be inserted inside the covers when there

is evidence that acid in the leather cover has begun to damage the

pages. Grosgrain ribbon is used to hold detached covers in place.

The knot should always be placed at the fore-edge of the book. The

Item is then encased in a cloth-covered. clam-shell box called a

colander bo, Both the box and the book are charged out.
ta.#

C7;$ With an average book costing $25, one can realize the impact

which the conservation of library materials can have on the budget

for purchasing or replacing materials.

HANDLING PRACTICES

There are a number of ways that each one of us can prevent

dAige which occurs in handling library materials. Often it is just

a matter of correcting bad habits. Careless handling of books not

only results in damage but also shows a lack of respect for library

materials which may be imitated by library patrons. It is our

responsibility to educate patrons as to proper handling in an effort

to conserve resources. If staff members have a poor attitude toward

conservation of library materials, how can patrons be expected to

develop the proper attitude? Books should be handled with care and

never tossed or dropped, Carry only a few books at a time, always

rovidiro support and setting them down with care.

5
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When loading a book truck, never fill all the shelves on one

side and then attempt to move the truck. This makes the truck im-

balanced which causes It to tip when in motion. The books inevitably

will slide off, causing considerable damage. If only One side of the

book truck needs to be used, the books should be placed in thei

..riddle of the shelf.

Never load a truck with the books placed on their fore-edge.

fore-edge shelving is never acceptable, even as a temporary measure.

This can cause the book block to loosen from its case, especially

with oversize or heavy volumes. If the volume is too tall to shelve

vertically, it is better to shelve it on its spine rather than on its

fore -edge.

To properly load a book truck, care must be taken to evenly dis-

tribute the weight. The top shelf should be filled first, with the

truck stationary and the shelver moving from side A to side B. The

shelver remains on side B to load that side of the second shelf, then

moves to side A to complete loading the middle shelf. Extraneous

materials such as paperclips, bookmarks, or pressed leaves should be

removed before reshelving. This is also an appropriate time to select

items in need of repair. The shelver remains on side A to load one

side of the bottom shelf and finishes on side B. Never overload the

truck.

It is important not to crowd to many books on a shelf. Books

should be spaced far enough apart so that they may be easily removed.

abehakesrd-.-

Always use a stool when shelving overhead. This allows you to

read the call numbers accurately and handle the books properly. Re-

shelving is an opportune time to practice stack maintenance. Such

habits as straightening books should be a normal activity during

shelving. When properly used, bookends can prevent a row of books

from leaning.
1. 1

Large folio-size volumes should always be placed flat on the

shelf, no more than four volumes high. It is necessary to move the

top volumes before removing a lower one.

REST coPY AVAILABLE
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Never remove a book from the shelf by pulling at the top of

the spine. Headcap damage Such as this can be prevented by first

pushing in the two adjacent volumes an.; then grasping the book'

firmly by its sides when pulling. Often. spine damage occurs by a book
tugging or grabbing at books on the top shelf. Always use a stool

to reach an overhead shelf so that the volume can be properly re- grabbing off
moved,

It is important to maintain good housekeeping practices such

as removing litter from the shelves and dusting. (Simply pushing

the dust around does not remove the dirt.) When shifting the

collection. clean can be easily done. Books and shelves should be

vacuumed with a hand -held vacuum cleaner available for loan from

the Conservation Section. For ranges that are very dirty but where

shifting is not required, books can be vacuumed directly on the

shelves by adjusting the amount of suction. Individual books

should be cleaned with a One-Wipe brand dustcloth which is chemically

treated so that it picks up the dirt.

Under no circumstances should Scotch tape or any adhesive tape

be used to mend a torn page or insert loose pages. Over time, the

tape breaks down, leaving adhesive residue and permanently staining

the paper. This is often a serious problem because well-meaning

patrons try to "repair" pages themselves. for should a cover (or
masking tape

the binding) be mended with masking tape, electrical tape or so-calleo

"book repair" tape. The damage caused by these pressure-sensitive

tapes is not reversible. There are certain tapes which are considered fil'IQPialt

"archival", or safe to use because the process is reversible. Film
plast is one of these archival tapes, although it is only used on a

limited basis. It is suitable for taping small tears in new maps or

repairing torn covers of unbound periodicals. All other mending

problems should be routed to the Local Bindery for repair. In the

hindory, tears are mended with a strip of Japanese paper torn to fit

the size of the tear. Wheat starch paste is used to affix the mending

paper to the tear. The mended page is then allowed to dry, with the

aid of a strip of blotting paper. When properly done, the result is

a nearly invisible repair.
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One of the most serious problems affecting all libraries is

the mutilation of books and journals. The most Common mutilation

problem is journal articles which are ripped out. Other forms of

mutilation are underlining. turning down pages, and cutting out

pictures or coupons. A partial solution to this problem is to

educate the patron as to the seriousness of the problem. Many are

unaware of the expense involved in replacing missing pages, the

inability to replace certain items, and the frustration it causes

other patrons. Even after efforts at education, some selfish

people will continue to mutilate. Therefore it must be stressed

that defacing state property is a serious crime and the offender

can be prosecuted.

Another type of boo abuse is rough handling while photo-

copying. A book should never be forced open in order to obtain

a clear copy. This places a strain on the book's structure and

can damage the spine. Nor should the cover of the photocopy machine

be used to put additional pressure on the book. The proper way to

photocopy is to support the volume while copying, applying only

gentle pressure on the Cover.

Phonograph records are put into special binders designed to

protect the disc. Loose pamphlets which accompany the record are

sewn into the binder. like books, it is important that records are

not allowed to lean as this will cause warping.

Common sense should be used when handling maps. Do not try to

remove a single map from the bottom of drawer. The weight of the

maps on top of it can be considerable, causing the map paper to give

way. especially at the corners. Groups of maps should be stored in

folders within a map drawer to allow easy removal. A stool should

be used for higher drawers so that the item can be more easily lo-

cated and removed. Care should be taken in removing items so that

strain is not placed on the map paper; folders on top should be

removed before a lower one is taken out.

With proper handling and continued maintenance, this unnecessary

damage can be eliminated, Conservinglibrary resources requires just

a little effort on the port of each one of us, yet has a tremendous

impact on prolonging the life of a book.
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Conservation Office
Stanford Libraries
June, 1980

General Disaster Guidelines

There are some practical steps to consider when organizing a disaster
prevention and action plan. The firs: group below covers prevention and
pre-planning suggestions. The second list offers ideas for action if a
disaster or problem occurs.

PREVENTION AND PRE-PLANNING

1. First, an emergency phone list of library personnel with current
numbers is important. The list should be distributed to fire, police and
administration. One person must be designated to receive the call, assess
the problem, and initiate the phoning of others if necessary. if people are
assigned "vital" jobs, they should also designate a back-up person.

2. Priority areas within libraries should be established so everyone
knows which is to be saved first, second, etc. if that decision has to be
made. These priorities should include also which materials can be abandoned
if necessary when cleanup time comes. Remember to save the shelf list or
catalog. A second copy on microfilm off the premises is desirable.

3. Emergency procedures for dealing with fire, flood, bomb threats,
tornadoes, etc. must be clearly understood by all staff.

4. Sources for emergency supplies should be located and contacted ahead
of time in case of disaster. These might include: generators, pumps, trucks,
fo:klifts and pallet movers, freezer space, cartons and freezer wrap, fumigators,
fans, dehumidifiers, sling psychrometer (for measuring temperature-and humidity),
book carts or trucks.

5. A list of resource people such as plumbers, electricians and carpenters
should be included.

6. Staff members should be knowledgeable about where to turn off electricity,
water and gas, or know who can respond immediately.

7. Have a ready list of conservation experts to call upon for advice.
Remember that the Library of Congress has preservation experts available for
emergency advice and consultation.

8. Have a small stockpile of emergency supplies on hand. Plastic sheets
to throw over book ranges may save precious volumes while pipes are being
fixed. A wet-dry vacuum or mop up equipment will prove invaluable. A roll or
two of clean newsprint will offer opportunity to start air-drying a few wet
books immediately.

9. Fire extinguishers readily available and current are necessary. Having
staff trained to used them appropriately is important. Use only extinguishers
appropriate for paper. Knowing what to do to keep fire isolated to one area
until the fire department arrives may destroy one section but save the library.
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10. Set up an accounting system with authorities so it can be put into
play immediately - or understand the process already set up. The lack of this in
a large organization may cause time-consuming delays.

ACTION

1. First, don't make hasty and foolish decisions.. Follow your plan,
consult experts, proceed with deliberate haste.

2. Make sure the building is safe to enter. In case of standing water,
be sure all electrical hazards are eliminated. Wet floors are very slippery,
personnel should be warned. The fire department will always make the final
decision on the safety of the burned building. Listen to them - don't assume
in your anxiety that they are trying to slow you down.

3. Once in a disaster area, assess the damage as carefully and logically
as possible. Have personnel who are familiar with the material assist. Take
careful notes on the material as it is for insurance purposes as well as plan-
ning. Photographs are very helpful. Inform your insurance carrier or risk
management office.

4. After a first assessment, retreat to a quiet place to decide your
plan of action. Contact experts who have had experience and ask advice after
explaining the situation as carefully as possible.

5. In case of water and smoke, vent the building as soon as possible. It
is imperative to bring down the temperature and :tumidity. Turn off all heat,
and if possible turn on the ventilation system, even the air-conditioner.
If need be, break out windows. Measure temperature and humidity and keep track
of it so you will know if it continues to fall.

6. If parts of the building are safe, but a roof has been lost, cover
material to avoid further damage from exposure.

7. If large amounts of material are wet, put your action plans into effect
to get them to a freezer. This involves keeping records of material, handling
all wet material with extreme care, loosely wrapping individual items so they
won't stick to each other, boxing items one layer deep and spine down in
boxes, and sending to a freezer facility where temperatures are at least -20° F.
If material is floating in deep water, you may have to have the water pumped
out first. As long as material is submerged there is much less danger of mildew.
Ihere::ore, weigh how much you can handle at a time, and leave the rest submerged
until you can rescue it, but the quicker the better. Material coated with mud,
slime, or sewage can be rinsed very gently under cool running water before
packing if necessary.

8. Mate7ial just slightly damp can be air-dried in a cool, dry facility.
It should be stood on the head end with pages slightly fanned if possible.
The surface of the table should be covered with clean layers of newsprint. As
the book dries, the pages should be interleaved with newsprint or white paper
towel. As the towel becomes damp it should be changed. Air should be kept
circulating, the temperature and humidity kept as low as possible. Interleaving
sheets may be impregnated with thymol if desired to help prevent mildew.
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9. In large areas where mildew appears, fumigation with thymol may be

necessary. Call upon a professional exterminator to do this.

10. For single sheets, flat material, prints, etc., drying may take place
flat and between blotters or several sheets of clean newsprint. Extreme care
must be exercised with art prints to avoid destruction of the medium.

11. All film, slides, photographs can be immersed in distilled water
(or cold, clean water) and sent immediately to the nearest photo processing lab
alerted ahead of time to the arrival. Caution; some emulsions may be water-soluble.)

12. Be careful about making on-the-spot decisions if it is not necessary.
Ycur pre-plan should have helped you decide what material can be lost if it
needs to be. Everything will tend to look impossible at this point, and material
you may decide to discard as hopeless, will often be salvageable.

13. Burned and charred material requires special care in handling as the
paper and bindngs are very brircle. Support single sheets on cardboard and secure
them with another sheet of hea'ry paper or card on top. There are ways to remove
the smell of smoke, the most effective is by using a vacuum chamber and ozone.
Many times burned books are easier to replace than restore, but this depends
on the kind of library and its materials. Perhaps having materials available
for research use until new material can t,° bought is worth saving much in spite
of obvious drawbacks.

14. Once material is frozen, it can stay that way for a long time. This

gives you a chance to consider various alternatives for recovery. Even if

air-drying is decided upon, freezing material allows you to dry what you can
handle at one time without being overwhelmed. And freezing at extremely low
temperatures offers the added advantage of drying out material in the freezer

while it sits there.

15. If you are missing a roof, walls or doors, arrange for security. Also

.Jut into effect that part of your plan for moving out everything, re-roofing,

or whatever is appropriate.

16. For training, have staff and volunteers read Peter Waters' booklet,
Procedures for Salvage of Water-damaged Library Materials, Library of Congress, 1979.

17. All floors, shelves and surfaces touched by water and/or smoke must be

thoroughly scrubbed. This should be done with a formalin solution or other mold

inhibitor like thymol dissolved in methylated spirits. Care must be exercised

in their use.

18. Large masses of frozen books can be dried successfully by the vacuum
process. In one process, the ice is sublimated (vaporized without first melting)
and collected on a panel to be drained off after a load is done. In another

process the water is evaporated under pressure and drawn off. These successful

methods have been described by Corning Glass Museum and Library, Stanford

University Library, McDonnell Douglas, General Electric and Lockheed.
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Thoughts on Mounting Exhibits

STANFORD UNIVERSITY

Conservation Office

1. Do not allow contact between paper of unknown characteristics (acidic,
high lignin, etc.) and leather bound volumes. Do not place exhibit cards
or information sheets on top of books unless acidity is checked and is
neutral or higher.

2. Do not oil leather before an exhibit unless exhibit cases are environmentally
controlled.

3. Control the light, be especially wary of WV light as spewed forth by
fluorescent tubes. Employ WV shields in cases.

4. Do not lean one heavy book against another, as extreme stress results
in vulnerable areas such as hinges. Always use a book cradle or comparable
support.

5. Avoid using he book on display as if it were itself a pedestal - don't
place another boc..k on top, or an artifact.

6. Never, under any circumstances, place fine old books upside down in the
display case to show off bindings or covers unless well-supported on a
special cradle.

7. Mylar strips or smooth glass blocks may be used to hold pages open.

8. Keep book spines off hard surfaces, use a pad underneath, or a cradle.

9. Be especially sensitive to leather on the spines of old, tight books, and
the hinges of hollow backs.

10. Do not force a tight book open. Make a special cradle to hold it and use
mylar strips to hold it open at a natural angle.

11. For extended exhibits, or with especially precious material, turn exposed
pages daily.

12. Manuscripts may be exhibited and handled easily by mylar encapsulation.

13. Single leaf items must never be mounted directly against glass - good
museum board mats are a must.

14. Water colors, especially with pale, faded colors, or tinted prints
and maps cannot bear any exposure to natural light. Even a few hours of
direct sunlight will c...use serious damage to such items as well as photographs.

15. Keep track of the temperature and humidity inside the display case. You
may be creating a miniature hostile environment.
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INTRODUCTION

Conservation Services has been established at Princeton University library
to providd proceames, treatment and consulting services fur preuerviniun and
coliservetiun of library and archival material'''. Our major goal is to increase
the useful life of culla/ellen*. We actively pursue this goal through:

I. Preservatkin: Examination of deteriorated materials to select
the must ad.:ie.:it and effective alternative to atabiLize ths condition
of the it under consideration.

2. Processing: Prebindery records and controls all items sent
to the cumraerdal binderies.

3. Treatments: Book Repair performs mending. repairing, and
rebinding of hooks and paper to conservation standards, and/or
Douciiiiticution: the spraying of books with en alkaline solution
to neutralize destructive Acid* in paper.

Alternatively. increasing the life of collections may result from consultingstaff abuul storage. Lighting. heating. binding design, shelving. or training.

These Guidelines have bean prepared to reels* staff in binding preperetionsand the use of our other services. They will be constantly updated until we
e . 1 nAtx.yok with fully covers the subject. We would appre,:iete your

Hub Parliament
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CONTACT PEOPLE

CONSERVATION SERVICES

tort Hook Inquiries. Preservation Asst.
Conservation Librarian
Preservation Co-ordinator
Nerd of Treatments

Aso/Aids:A Supervisor and Prebindery

SERIALS DIVISION

Serials Librarian
Assistant Serials Librarian
Serial* Supervisor
Pre-order and pre cataloguing

'rears Leader

Cataloguer
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5.0 NOTES ON PRESERVATION

A comprehensive preservation program includes preventing
damage to materials as well as treating materials as
they become deteriorated. The following notes provide
int,,rmation and guidelines on how to prevent damage.
They should assist all library staff in the proper care
and maintenance of the collections. Further detail on
topics dealt with in these *Notes" may be requested from
the Preservation Department lx22231. All staff are
encouraged to suggest additional topics for inclusion in
this section.

5.1 SHELVING

Proper shelving can greatly extend the useful life of
library materials. Unnecessary damage can be prevented
by recognizing destructive shelving practices that cause
the breakdown of a book's binding structure. Volumes
incorrectly shelved and handled give way to stresses
that can permanently warp bindings, tear a book from its
cover, crack spines, and crumble brittle pages.
Attention to good shelving practices and keeping shelves
neat goes a long way toward preserving our library
collections and encouraging users to follow our good
example.

5.1.1 Rt,MoVING VOLUMES FROM THE riELE

Do not pull a volume off the shelf by the head cap of
the spine. Push the two volumes on either side of the
desired volume back slightly, leaving the book free to
he grasped solidly.

Tilt out the first volume in a tight row by placing a
finger on the top of the book and tipping forward far
enough to grasp the volume.

Push in bookends after a volume is removed to keep
remaining books straight.

Large volumes shelved flat should be removed one at a

time and placed on a table for use.

Use d step stool to reach high shelves.

5.1.2 RESIIELVING

Shelve hooks vertically, in an upright well-supported
position. Make sure each row of books is straight and
supported by a bookend.

Place books too tall for the shelf spine down, but avoid
volumes projecting out into the aisle.

73

Shelve oversize volumes flat, ideally one to a shelf,
but not more than three. Provide consultation space
near the shelving area.

Fasten securely all portfolios and boxes protecting
fragile materials.

Before reshelving, dust books to remove damaging dirt
and set aside for review volumes needing repair.

5.2 CLEANING BOOKS AND STACK AREAS

Particulate matter, dust, soot and dirt is an unending
threat, especially in New York City. Dirt is more than
an unsightly nuisance; it can abrade book materials, and
introduce destructive chemicals which hasten
deterioration.

Whenever sections are being shifted, dust each volume
before placing it on he new shelf. In addition,
establish a regular cleaning cycle aimed at working
through the entire collection every three to eight years
(depending on the size and value of the collection,
local dirt conditions, and use patterns). This thorough
cleaning should include removal of every item, cleaning
shelves and each volume. If possible, use a small
vacuum cleaner with soft-brush attachment and use
Endust-treated cheese cloth. Do not use the mineral
oil-impregnated cloths provided to the Facilities staff.
Work from the top shelf down, exercising extreme caution
in handling brittle items. During this process, damaged
or deteriorated volumes can be identified for treatment.
Units undertaking a cleaning program for the first time
should consult the the Preservation Department.

Eliminate foreign materials from the stack area. Food,
WErria77ind smoking apparatus should never be permitted
around shelves. Shelf labels should be of the type
which fit into brackets on the front-edge. If tape must
be used, be sure it does not extend above or below the
edge of the shelf; this is necessary to keep the
adhesive from the books.

5.2.1 KEEPING OPEN STACKS NEAT

The natural tendency is to leave things as they are
found, or more so. If books are haphazardly sprawled on
shelves, users are likely to be casual about handling
them. But if they're upright in neat rows, users will
tend to keep them that way, and may even straighten up a
toppled row if it is a conspicuous exception to overall
neatness. Give enough time to straightening and
cleaning to create an overall impression of Care for the
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books so that reader: will be inclined to perpetuate the
arrangement.

5.2.2 STAFF FOR SHELF MAINTENANCE

To accomplish all these thinge, one person should be
given specific responsibility for the appear/free of the
shelves; in a large stock area, this responsibility may
be divided, by area. among two or more assistants. A
crash program of straightening up may be easily combined
with re-shelving, shelf-reading, wtedino, etc. The
responsible person should have these notes as a guide,
and should be encoiraged to suggest major shifts,
rearrangement of shelves, requests for more book-ends,
etc., as appropriate.

5.3,

5.3.1

MICROFORMS

mirroforms have their own specific requirements for
proper handling and storage. Safeguards against
mishandling will prevent unnecessary wear and tear.
Microforms are easily scralchel and torn if not handled
correctly. Because of the heavy use of microform
service copies in libraries, the more rigorous archival
standards established for the storage of master
nelet1vel are impractical. However, since repair and
replacement of any library materials are both costly and
time consuming, all efforts at proper care and handling
will help to extend the useful life of microforms.
Supplies mentioned below are available from CUL Supply
Room or the Reprr';raphy Laboratory.

HAND1.ING

Clean, well-maintained reading equipment can prevent
damage to film. Dust and dirt on glass flats ecratch
awl abrade the emulsion obliterating the image. Clean
equipment regularly and Peep lens housing covered when
not in use.

andie microfilm only by the edges or by the leader; and
fiche by the header. Fingerprints leave oils and acid
on the surface which blur the image and attract dust and
dirt.

When working with a large quantity of microfilm or
fiche, use white cotton gloves to avoid tinge: prints or
scratching,

Tests that are spotted should be repaired before the
film goes to the shelf. Further damage can occur when
torn film is used on a reader. Torn film can be
repaired by the Reprography laboratory staff using
splicing equipment. Pressure sensitive tape should

never be used to repair tears. Film with extensive
damage (where text is lost) may need to be replaced.

Roll film should have adequate leader and trailer for
easier handling OA least 18" of blank film at each
od). Users will be able to lo'd reading equipment more
easily, preventing damage from fingerprints. Leader and
trailer can be spliced to film by the Reprography staff.

5.3.2 STORAGE

Microfilm should be stored on plastic reels, in closed
boxes. Metal reels with sharp edges should be replaced
with plastic; damaged or worn boxes should be replaced
to keep out dust and dirt that can scratch film.

Remove all rubberbands on microfilm reels. Sulfur in
rubberbands causes chemical reactions that damage film;
and even sulfur-free ones can damage.

Full reels of microfilm will stay neatly wound by
themselves; shorter titles that tend to unwind should be
secured with paper wrap-arounds available from the
Reprography Lab (x4884).

Rewind microfilm reels firmly but not too tightly. Film
wound too tightly may buckle or scratch and film can
stick together when temperature and humidity are high.

Microfiche are best stored in individual paper
envelopes. This provides protection from dust, dirt,
and abrasion. Remove any plastic wrappings or
rubberbands for storage. Filing without envelopes is
not harmful if temperature and humidity are kept low to
prevent the sheets from sticking together.

5.3.3 INSPECTION

All microforms being added to the collection should be
visually inspected for completeness, overall appearance,
and readability. Some of the problems to watch out for
are:

-- blurry image
-- deep scratching
-- too light or too dark image
-- anything that causes toe image to be

illegible
-- missing or out of order pages, issues, etc.

The Reprography staff is available to help confirm these
problems.

Microforms produced outside the Reprography Lab with
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problems of image quality as well as any bibliographic
anomalies should be brought to the attention of the
Acquisitions Department. Unacceptable microforms should
he re urned for refund or replacement. Micropublishers
that s ow repeated problems should be identified so they
can be avoided in the future.

5.4 CONSCIOUSNESS-RAISING AMONG PATRONS AND STAFF

5.4.1 USER AWARENESS ITEMS

Consciousness-raising bookmarks, stand-up sign and

photocopying poster designed by the Preservation
committee are available from the Preservation
Department. Please request supplies as needed.

5.4.2 AUDIO VISUAL PROGRAMS

Audio-visual programs from various libraries are
available through the Preservation Department. A

department may contact the Preservation Department for a
training session on any aspect of preservation.

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

The Disaster Preparedness Plan is available in every
department or the library- It is in a red binder and
should be accessible to all staff. It is the responsi-
bility of the Preservation Department to come to your
aid in a disaster situation and the Head of the
Preservation Department should be notified immediately.

N Please become familiar with the Disaster Preparedness
Plan.

6.0 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES PRESERVATION COMMITTEE

In the Fall, 19131, a Columbia University Libraries
Preservation Committee was established.

6.0.1 CHARGE AND MEMBERSHIP

Charges To advise and assist the Head of the
Preservation Department in determining preservation
needs of the library System; to serve as liaison and
resource persons on preservation; to assist in setting
goals and priorities relating to preservation; to

consider policy and procedures in relation to

preservation; to accomplish specific projects relating
to preservation.

Membershipt Librarians and supervisory staff chosen in
consultation with Group Directors and Distinctive
Collection Librarians.

Representations Technical Support (1)
Services (3)
Resources
Distinctive Collections (2)

Resulting in a membership of seven, with two year
overlapping terms, with reappointment capabilities.

6.0.2 MAJOR PROJECTS OF THE PRESERVATION COMMITTEE

6.0.2.1 The Disaster Preparedness Plan

6.0.2.2 Patron and staff awareness posters, bookmarks, and stand
up signs.

6.0.2.3 An environmental survey and recommendations in the area
of environment.

6.1 THE RLG PRESERVATION COMMITTEE

The Preservation Committee is one of the programs of
RLG.

6.1.1 GOALS

The Preservation Committee is charged to provide the
President with advice on projects required for the
establishment of a cooperative preservation program
within the partnership. Specific counsel should be
given on, but not limited to, the followings

1. Development of a plan for sharing preservation
responsibilities and ensuring continuing availability of
research resources in all appropriate fields.

78
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2. Development of means to exchange information
regularly about items preserved at member institutions.

3. Definition of policy issues governing preservation
responsibilities of RLG members that correspond to their
collecting responsibilities.

4. Systems development work required to use RL1N
effectively for preservation purposes, e.g., sharing
information about items preserved, provision of
management reports, etc.

S. Evaluation of available technologies related to
preservation to determine RI.G's potential role as a site
for pilot projects, testing, or experimentation.

6. Identification of special data bases or retrospective
conversion projects that would expand coverage of infor-
mation within RUN and assist in supporting rational
cooperative preservation policies.
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This procedures avqual gives detailed,
atep-by-step deactiptions of

eetabliahed Preservation Division routines and reflects current practices.

Any of these routines
may change in the future; at that ties the procedures

manual would be updated. the manual documents the entire range of wt.at can

happen to a book once it is charged to the Preservation Division office.

The Yale Preservation Department
le responsible for the saints anes of the

Vale University Library's research col:action in usable condition. It is

tomptined of three divisions:
Preservation, Preperatioas, and Conservation.

Each division has its own area of responsibility and expertise, and all three

work closely torether to find solutions to the proolems of collection

preservation. The Preservation Division has direct responsibility for the

slain:tensor* of the circulations collections housed in the Sterling Memorial

(MIL). Seeley C. Mudd WOOL and Cross Campus (CCI.) librarfea; It serves in

an advisory capacity to special collections and to the school and department

lihroirire in the Ytti. system.

Items in need of preservation attention are referred to the Preservation

Division l'y tLe Circulation Department. The division staff charges material

into the office aid conducts a thnnugh search to determine how the item fits

into the collection se whole; whether or not the item is commercially

avnilohle, and, if so, in what forest and at what price; and tne physical

condition of any relevant volumes. This information allows the appropriate

hiezt apeciratet to sake a decision about the disposition of the deteriorated

Itcm(0.

The form used. records kept, And thorough preservation search conducted

,,,re all develop.d to suit conditions at Talk's Sterling Memorial Library and

to fill tn.. cedo of that collection. Ei'cn procedure can be adapted to fill

10,./1 cinch stop rtvised to fit local conditions.

MUSSING BOOKS

Iceaa thet are in poor condition or that have other preservation problems

are sent to the Preservation Divleion.
Circulation personnel will bring these

items to us or books are placed on the talbe by the supply cabinet is the

Circulation Department Office where we pick them up. Each item is examined

and screened.

). Can item be sent for New Case Only 1. looks can be sent to a commercial

(NCO) or pamphlet binding (paw)? binder for NCO if the paper is

sufficiently strong and flexible,

and if the leaf attachment la

sound. If tt. tee's impr:,nt is

pee-1700 and sects the criteria

for NCO, a search must be done in

case it might be a Beinecke

candidate. See p. for criteria

for NCO. Small items of is" thickness

or less with strong flexible paper

can be sent to the in-house repair

unit for pamphlet binding.

YES: Charge into Preservation Sloe belcm. Follow Instructions

Office. for NCO, p.

NO; Charge book into Preservation See section below for charging in

Office. Iteas.
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CHARCINns NOOKS IN

I. Hake out search card. 1. On a II" * 5" lined file card, supply

the following information:

a. tall number

b. Complete author entry, and

translator, editor if applicable

C. Complete title

d. ?lace, publisher, publication date

a. Series mote (if any)

f. barcode (if item has one)

g. Stamped shelf data (Each search

shelf will hese a different date.

Fill one shelf before changing

the date stamp Bed starting a

new shelf.)

h. Any information or special

instructions regarding the book

(i.e. repair only, missing pages,

charging info). See p. for
t.n

Sf E ExAm.I.E Fut? FOR AI

2. fliLe out charge card.

82

instructions on handling frog/sent*

and empty covers. "Repair only"

would be noted for volumes.

2. Fill out a stall charge card including

the following information:

a. Call number

b. brief author and title

c. barcode 0 (if item has one)

d. Publication date (if no hotrods)

e. Stamped shelf date.

3. Place book on dated searcn 'holt. 3. Naha sure the search. card is in the

book so that the call number can be

seen. Fit as many books as is

reasonable without cramming on the

shelf. books are usually laid flat.

4. Place charge card in file to go

to Circulation.

5. input hind /or update location on S. Someone from Preservation will take

CEAC. the charge cards to Circulation

periodically (at least once a week)

to update the location on CEAC. if

tha bock does not have a barcode,

Preservation staff will add the title

to the data base and attach the

assigned bat-code to the charge card

with double-sided tape. See page

for procedure.

6. Cards are flied by call number.F. File the charge cards in the

"In-Process" file.

7. The number of books charged in

are recorded on the Initiating,

acct.
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!TIC-OWING BOONS

The procedures for annotating search cards prior to discharging a book

from the Pr than Office are given with the description of the individual

process (NCO, replacement, etc). This section concerns the handling of the

rtall charges filed in the main charge card file.

1. Pull charge card from file. Cross 1. hake note on the card of what

out call number. happened to the book if it is not

going directly to the stacks (i.e.

replacement by, transfer, discard)

?. if the book has a barcode, attach 2. Barcodes must sometimes be seaaved

barcode to charge card using a from a book by hand.

raperclip.

3. Are GEAC recotds being updated 3. Circulation staff will udute GLAC

and book rerurned to circulation? information, by changing location

YtS: Place charge card In book and statue.

with the "Discharge" note

shooing. Place book on

truck for Circulation

pickup.

No: Pep 1 At ement See instructions for processing, p.

Trivoilera See instructions for processing, p,

Discard See instrucitony for processing, p.

!AV IxAtielE(5) foR fokMAT

ICU

Check all books received in Preservation to determine if any can be sent

to a conacre:al binder for NCO. For any books that can be sent for NCO proceed

as follows:

1. Is this vo.ume part of a set or

reties?

YES: Check all other volumes in All volumes of A or aeries

the stacks for condition. needing NCO are sent at one time.

Note color of other library bound

eagle's.

NO: Proceed to step 2.

2. Charge booS in. 2. See instructions for charging books

in p.

3, la there a barcode in the book?

YES: Remove barcode and attach

it to the search card.

NO: Proceed to Step 4.

4, Annotate search card.

5, /ilia search card in Bindery

file.

6. Areetate tin charge card.

he as careful a ponsible to keep the

barcode sticker intact. Attach the

removed barcode in the upper right-

hand corner of the search card with a

a paper clip. (If the barcode is on

the inner pekoe of the book and not on

the cover or flyleaf do not remove it.

Annotate the search card "In book."

4. "To B for NCC," number of volumes,

volume numbe s in parentheses and the

date.

5. File by call number.

6. "To fl for NCO" and the date on the

back of the char, e card.
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1. File charge card in Main file. 7. File by call number.

6. Put flag in hook instructing

Preparations to "Return to

PrefieZVAtioil."

9. Put flog specifying "New 9. Specify color if book is one of a

CaseOnly" and the binding
series or act bound in one color (or

color it necessary.
a predominant color.)

10. Put books on the rreparations 10, Preparations scuff r..ollecs materials

shelf.
from this shelf on Friday runnings.

SCE EXAMPI.LS

NCO

looks with loose, torn, or broken bindings can be 'tent to a commercial

librc.y binder for NCO If the paper Is strong, the leaf attachment sound, and

the textblock intact. The condition of the paper can be checked by folding

a cosner of s page; the paper must be able to withstand a double fold. If

mote than one type of paper Is used, check all types. The leaf attachment

must be sound and the textblock in one solid piece. if only the first or

last pages are loose, they can be tipped down by Preservation Office staff, and

the Look can then be sent for NCO. IC more involved repair is necessary (i.e.,

oevins the textblock, page repair), the Item can be sent to Conservation for

NCO preparation.
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NCU .110q

I. With the revound volume in hand,

pull the search 'aril from the

Bindery file.

2. Annotate search card.

3. HAVC all volumes on search card

been returned?

lEr.: Annotate search card and

file in dead file.

NO: Mettle scotch card in

Bindety file.

4. Discharwcerds for returned

olumete).

Sit FOVHAIS FOR fOltilAr

8b

2. "Returned from It," number of volumes,

volume,' number in parentheses.

date.

"Done" (underline this final annotation).

4. See instructions p.

PRESERVATION SLARCH1NC I - CAIA:OCS

1. Pull one shelf's worth of eeatch 1. Choose the earliest shelf to search.

cards.

2, Alphabetize cards by main entry.

Is there a main entry?

YES: Proceed to step 3.

NO: Check shelf list.

3. Check each entry in the card 3. Monographs or sets of monographs can

catalog, lerelly the Public be checked in PC or OC. Japanese and

Catalog (PC). Compnre entries Chinese must be checked in PC; serials

for corrections or additions. can be checked in PC or the Serials

Catalog. Hake sure the call number

and all imprint information are correct.

Add the number of pages in the item,

the author's detest. series notes, and

other pertinent information.

4. Add the number and dates of 4. For a set, enter number of volumes to

volume' for a set, or total the right of the cell number ("Sv ")

holdings with dates for a anti the inclusive publicatf_on dates

serial. after the date already entered. Enter

holdings of serials under the imprint

Information (Holdings: v. 1-43, 1875-

1410). All gaps Aust he indicated.

If a serials listing is complicated,

make a copy of the holding cards and

otaple to search card. Mark search

card "holdings attached."

S. Note other editions of that title 5. If Yale owns no other editions 01

gcacrally in order by data of copies of that title, enter "only c. Cii.

yi!ltc :ion. Other editions should be notil vith the

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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date of publication underlined, the

call number (if the first part of the

call number duplicates that of the

volume being searched, show three dots

and then the part of the number which

differs). the number of volumes, and

any special notes (5th ed." or editor's

name if different). Volumes in ocher

collections need only show the date

of publication and the collection name.

Show where the volume being searched

fits in by date with a caret 00. If

an exact duplicate is held elsewhere,

show ft by "Same" with the location

underneath. If item in hand is a

translation, searcb catalog for other

editions only In language of item in

hand. Note translator's name. Also

note existence of any editions in

original language and/or in English.

Sake extra blank search cards with you

in case you need them.

6. Not': if Yale owns different titles

by that author. b. If so, enter "Others" on the far right;

if no, enter "Only."

7. Note if there are collected works 7. If none are found (works are listed

of th4t anther at Yale and if the before all other titles), enter "No Wks"

fOntAn title being searched. on the far right. If there are works

in the came language as the volome

being 4earched, show the u.11 number,

8. Check any entries not found in the

Public Catalog in the Shelf List

Catalog under the call number and

recheck in the PC.

SEE ElltiliPLES FOR }OR.MAT

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

the number of volumes, and which volume

includes that title if contents are

analysed. Simply note that works are

held if in a different language only

(Wks in Ital. only). If there are

many editions (1.0., more than five or

six) of an author's works, just note

this fact.
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BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY: Two pages from Emergency Handbook

1. Call Vim university Polies (02:2) and mart.

2. Cm11 ten mien, denim{ (13$25) end revert.

3. Notify tea Salved. Timm. Collie, ender Ileum mall a
imme ef tam UM to npatiast,

!lien Remy
beam Larsen
Wert WOWS
limey 4. 0100.
woo leirwsre

1012 273 -ISIS
a4,04 211-2741
110444 224-6400

25011 214-04S7
seta 220 -220

P. Toro off MN mall011 INI electrical sediment in the Oath of
someone niter. DO net AWN is swap noise nay le is contact
MIA live wired.

.' S. Cover effected seed states wits elastic wanting aid Wm.
Its net moo wry material free sashed.

I. home affective art soft sad Om in team area. Call Art
edieremnt 01221111.

7 Symms* woe sown sae area affeelme by flossing.

I - IL Pellaa inntroctiena filen Nevietsity Polite, Salvoes UM foe
.. tam wilding dermal. . .

6 ; 4 fr .7.4 7- .4.-$. - ..
. 4,N r

AfXIIIISTS AI PIEDICAL EJEIMICIES

I. Call University Police (x2222) and report.

2. Call Willing Hershel (x3S3S) and riCOOrt.

3. teep vicsie Still - 00 NOT MIL

4. Cover victim with blanket, coat. etc.

S. Administer first aid if %reined,

G. Clear area of spectators.

7. Stay with victim until help arrives.

11. Determine cause Of accident. report to building Hershel and
correct if possible. If it is not possible to COrrett. post
morning :Alm.

S. Follow instructions from University Police and the Wilding
Hershel.

10. Complete a ITU Accident leomrt for Student or Guest or a
Supervisor Upon of Acciotat and submit to building Marshal.

ACCIDENT D. MEDICAL EMERGENCIES

FIRE

CRIME/LIRNORLISM

ONS

WEATHER EHTREMES
EHHINUUHKES

WATER LERKRGE RNO FLOODS

.1
7 ;.Y2t,i4e

.. : .w

NV ON

BOMB THREATS

I EVACUATION (Non-Life Threatening)
I EVACUATION (Life Threatening)

50
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TAB FOLDER Using Promatco 10 or 20 caliper library board.

I. A. Measure length and width of book, using ruler and triangle.

Turn book over and repeat.

Take largest of both measurements.

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH

B. Measure height of book. Place a board on top of book,

apply gentle pressure and measure with ruler.

C. Cut a piece of scrap board the exact length and width dimensions of the

book. This will be used as a guide. On this piece

mark in pencil the measured height of the book.
Mark an additional measure of 1/16" on this guage.

11

II. A. Cut a piece of board (piece A) sufficient to wrap around the book( Three

times the width plus two times the height), plus at least 2"

and cutting it the exact length of the book.

(Grain should run vertically) LEA/G.7A
A OF
4 400K

B. Cut another piece of board (piece B) sufficient to wrap around the length
of the book (two times the length plus 2 times the height), making it the

exact width of the book.
(Grain should run vertically)

III. Beginning with piece A
ee MDR, , ttkiCIAJG- #41004

A. Mer-;ure 2/from left," mark with pencil point and using ruler, draw a line.
-e

g-
wimm

os
too'

!.
B. mea!,_re a tab, approximately 1" in width in this area.

:. With the scrap board guage you have cut out, position on piece A and mark
with pencil on the right side
top and bottom. Remove guage
and score between these points ////

/with ruler and bone folder. / 4

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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D. with height of book measurement which has been marked
from the first score, top and bottom, 7-i
adding the additional 1/16". Mark with Li
pencil point and score.

ri

on the guage, measure

E. w,,ng guage, position on piece A, placing left corners of guage next to the
last score line. Mark piece A top and
bottom at right corners of guage. Score.

I

F. Using height measurement on guage, mark top and bottom of piece A, adding
only 1/32" additional height to
this measurement. J

G. Using guage, repeat step E above. Mark and cut off the excess. (An additional
1/16" may be cut off this end, in order to make a better fit, if desired.)

jimmo.

H. Cut out the tab and fold along all score lines.

IV. A. Take piece B. Center guage on piece B. Mark both top .; d bottom and score.

B. Using height measurement on guage, mark top and bottom and score. (Do not
add the additonal 1/16" onto this uleasurement. Score.

94
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C. Fold all score lines.

V. Check to make sure piece A and piece B fit the book. Round corners. Trim
and round tab.

VI, A. Position piece A and piece B together.. PieLe A is on the outside.

B. Measure position for tab slot.

C.

1. if book height is less than 3/4", the tab slot
will be on the side of the folder, approximately
1" from edge, 11/4"long,1/16" wide.

2. if book height is 314" or more, the tab slot may
either be on the side or on the corner.

1"

Paste piece A and piece B together, but if slot is on the
paste around the area of the slot.

D. Press under weight.

53
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SOUTNEIN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY: For ILLINOIS COOPERATIVE CONSERVATION PROGRAM

4.44-41-44141,441,11..41"41,44,,w,01-41"41,w,.041.
-141L-W-W-4-4t1
.41,40A1,4t4-411-44-441h 4

'411"41"41"41"411"41"41"0"uk,101.41t.0.0.0.0.0.41,,

111441, "41"44"41"44"14at114!i004114.1411.1.104tii#404.'
,-4-41-41,-01"0"411,41411"ilitan"

l,a0
All..0111411.411'441141'114.-01111"A

-0111` 41.111,411,1141.41-44'.111 .41"44, /44. 1.4..41614.4w.,441.441,14....1
IVW"111:.* 41' 11.414i .411. 411- 41, IP. 111:111.111- 411.-411t-AU'Aliill'411411'411's,11-411.-111-1110-111-11F4111144111-

TIPPING PAGES INTO BOUND VOLUMES

MATERIALS:

1] paper cutter

2] glue: polyvinyl acetate adhesive (PVA)

3] Japanese paper suitable for cutting into strips [Sekishu, Kizukishi, Goyu]

4] waste paper

5] waxed paper

6] unbleached linen thread or heavy carpet thread

7] sewing needle

8] small glue brush [i" to 1"]

9] scalpel and blades or x-acto knife

10] ruler

11] bone folder

12] scissors

1114 Ott 11 Litilth W' itt4411.41111IPA .444 41.4 14/t it 4 t IPA 41, & t 06104111

Tip-ins are loose pages or groups of pages that must be inserted into
volumes. Often they are errata slips, replacements for misprinted pages, an
index or table of contents, or photocopied replacements for pages missing or
torn or cut out of books. It is important that photocopied replacement pages
have inner margins of at least 3/8 inch; if not, they will have to be recopied
or guarded with a strip of Japanese paper. If replacement pages are copied on

both sides, the te;,t material should line up.

SiAgle sheets are easily tipped-in; however, judgement must be used when
tipping-in a number of pages. If the inserted material is too thick, it will

put strain on the binding and damage its structure. Materials too thick to be
inserted should be rebound with the book or the entire item replaced. In some

cases, it may be appropriate to bind the material separately and shelf it next

to the book.

KEMPORZIN . 4..40 411114

PROCEDURE FOR TIPPING IN SINGLE SHEETS

1] Determine if the textual material will fit

into the book. If not, the sheet will have

to be recopied or reduced to fit,

2] Place a ruler 1/4 incn in from the inside

margin and crease the sheet upward against

the ruler with a bone folder.

54
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PAGE TWO OF TIP-INS

If the margin of the sheet is less than 3/8 inch or if the inner margin of the

book is less than 1/4 inch, see procedure for guarding below.

3] Place the fold of the hinge into the inner margin of the book and mark the sheet

for trimming on the top, bottom, and side.

4] Trim the sheet using a paper cutter or a ruler and scalpel. A piece of card-

board can be used as a cutting surface to protect the work table.

5] Place the creased hinge between two sheets of

waste paper so that only the creased area is

exposed for gluing.

6] Glue the hinge with PVA. [Too much glue is

not desirable and will stick pages together

or wrinkle the sheet.]

7] Position the folded edge of the glued hinge

as far into the book's inner margin as possible.

8] Usihg a finger or the bone folder, rub the

hinge to adhere it to the page.

9] Place waxed paper into the inner margin on either side of the tip-in to protect

adjacent sheets from moisture/excess glue while drying.

.1111.401, #1,10t, 1114014 I, Uh W.Ipt,114t, pi, 91,11118111t, Ott pta Ot, pl. 11, I, H1,1111.141, lit. lit, it, lit, t, pt. Oki

PROCEDURE FOR GUARDING SINGLE SHEETS FOR TIP-INS:

1] Place the sheet to be tipped-in into the book and mark for trimming (if necessary)

at the top and bottom. Use this procedure also for single folded sheets.

2] Trim the sheet using a paper cutter, or a scalpel and ruler. Cut a strip of

Japanese paper [Sekishu] 1/2 inch wide and somewhat longer than the sheet.

If the inner margin of the book so narrow that the hinge of the tip-in will

be over text, use the thinner Japanese paper [Kizukishi].

3] Place the tip-in sheet between waste sheets

with approximately 1/8 inch of the inner mar-

gin showing. Glue the edge of the sheet with wxsTE. crrtops.

PVA. Remove the waste strips immediately and

throw them away.

4] Place the edge of the Japanese paper strip over

the glued arca and rub with the fingers or a

bone fCder to secure the attachment. Pace

the glued hinge between waxed paper and under

a flat board and light weight to dry.

55 97
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PAGE THREE OF TIP-INS

5] Trim the excess of the Japanese paper strip off the top and bottom and proceed

to Step 2 of TIPPING-IN SINGLE SHEETS above.

14.411,411%1ii!.111.+11%. 41,.11P.111,.1111.111. 11%.111%. 11!.11,.)1,.411, 11,.4111.1141./11..111,.

PROCEDURE FOR TIPPING-IN SEVERAL SHEETS:

1] If the inner margins of the replacement pages are at least 3/8 inch wide, place

a ruler 1/4 inch in from the inner margin of the first sheet, crease the sheet

upward against the ruler, and fold. If the inner margins are less than 3/8 inch,

the sheets should be recopied with wider margins or a guard of Japanese paper

added [see above].

2] Place the sheets one on top of another

with 1/8 inch of inner margin showing.

The folded edge of the first sheet

should be turned under.

3] Glue the exposed edges with PVA, separ-

ate the sheets, and lay them one on top

of another with the inner margins lined

up exactly.

4] Proceed to Step 3 of TIPPING-IN SINGLE

SHEETS above.

Nv. N Ni. U , pi, HI, w.ipi.ups
4.'111'` 0'101`111311"1111'1 '`1111`111"111 '111`./11`.111,-111`111'

PROCEDURE FOR TIPPING-IN SEVERAL FOLDED SHEETS:

1] Remove the staples. Place the folded sheets into the book and mark for trimming

[if necessary, on the top, bottom, and side.

2] Trim the sheets using a paper cutter or a ruler and scalpel.

3] Cut a hinge strip of Japanese paper [Goya] 3/4 inch wide and the length of the

sheets. F0 tOisare

4] Fold the hinge strip in half and place it

around the folded edge of the sheets.

5] Thread the needle with a piece of thread

2i times as long as the sheets. Starting

in the inside and center of the folded

sheets, sew the hinge striT, to the sheets.

Use 3 holes for short items and 5 holes for

long items. End w4,th a square knot.
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PAGE FOUR OF TIc-INS

63 Using waste strips to protect the item,

glue-up the hinge strip and place the

item as far back into the book as possible.

7] Smooth the glued hinge with the fingers

or a bone folder and place a piece of

waxed paper on either side of the tip-in

to protect adjacent sheets from moisture/

excess glue while drying.

.10.1pidutoutvp,.441.144441.441.*,14,4,460.44141111. 41.44141w, mi.0440..401. 0..41,. 4.4 .
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TREATMI.NTS MANUAL

instructions for making Book Wrappers

Princeton University
Conservation Services
Firestone Library

I. Generally, the material used for book wrappers is acid-free map folder stock, .010
thickness. For larger and heavier books. .020 thickness can be used.

2. Cut one piece of paper with these otmensions:
width tz width of book (at widest point)
length = 3x length of book plus 2x thickness of book

or, length can be left long and trimmed down later

3. Cut another piece of paper with these dimensions:
width length of book (at longest point)
length = 3x width of book plus 2x thickness of book

or, again length can be left long and trimmed down later

4. Position hook at one end of first piece of paper. Wrap paper around book, cressini,
at edges with fingers (see diagram A, ersrate sheet).

5. Remove book and go oN.,tr creases with bone folder. Trim off excess paper, if any.
6. Re wrap bouk in first piece of paper. Make sure it fits well. Leaving book wrapped

in paper, place at one end of second piece of paper. Wrap and crease as before (seediagram li).

7. !lenitive book nod go over creases on second piece of paper with bone folder. Trimoff excess paper, if any.

S. Moo the two ph cps of paper together with PVA. First piece (vertical) is glued ON TOP
tat of atmit piece tiortzontoS) it is not necessary to glue, entire surface lust a few lines horizontal
OD a4itiesitia is fine (see diagram (). piece

9. W'Ivn dry, place book in center of wrapper. In pencil, mark top flap '1', bottom flap
'2'. spine flap '3', anti foretige flap '4' (see diagram C). These numbers will later
tell the u'cr in what order to elot,e the flops.

10. 11,;e ftiolrffe pattern to trim down flap '4'. In general, tongue should be no more

Instructions for making Book Wrappers (2)

2

width e
width of
book

length
3.x length
of book +
2x thick-
ness

vertical
piece

wrap
this
way

than 2" long.

Wrap thpv art rtind bouti in numerical order. Make two marks nn flap '3' as shown in
diagram I). tItiftitct wrapper and cut alit in flap '3' with a knife and straightedge.

12. Willi corner cutting machine for scissors), round ALL corners, including those on
tongue.

13, /Win w ,1, baps arsenal book in correct order and insert tongue into slit. Wrapper
is ecnspiie.

7,

vortietd piece goes on top
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Princeton University
Conservation Services
Firestone Library

length
horizontal piece

width = length of book
length = lx width of book

2x thickness

wrap this way

yr/I'm') = book wrapped in first
piece of paper

)= adhesive between two pieces of paper

creases



Explanation of Student Aseistan, Handbook Samples,

A handhaook fur strident asaistants in the conservation unit is in the

profess of being developed. it is not OT intention to write a new manual

hot to gather the procedures, with modifications that meet our needs, that

we UNe on n regular oasis (generally frost Jane Greenfield, Hedi Kyle, and

rurolyn morrow) and consolidate them in a binder for /tech student. When

a student loins the staff he/she will add to the binder each new procedure

nv It 1,4 learned. In addition, we are writing a series of "check list"

nt steps for eagh procedure that our students can follow easily and quickly

without always having to refer to the detailed instructions.

the handlandi is gent-tally divided into the following categories:

i. Cent's] deparisteot.Informatton includes chedulins, filling out time

sheets, pay schedules, brenks, production expectations, etc.

2. flow fTokn_frr.e. made gives general information about hand bound books

versus production hooka.

1. tare of tiTlit, elujymenrand pod workini_hohlts reinforces what is

tcy,ularly stressed.

4. (1,1.0 k lists and inspuutipps of all procedures done in-house.

S. M -Idonvous derrrinentalElectices gives explanation of flags,

tattle taping, keeping statistics, RUSH materials, brittle books search-

ing, eft..

h. Appendix will have rumples of materiels used in the bindery (paper,

cl,th, koltd what and when to use each), various paste recipes, etc.

Cars of Tools and Equipment

Sou are responsible for your band tools and the cleanliness of your

work space. You ors also expected to cooperate in keeping order and

cleanliness in the department.

Care of Hand Tools

The following tools are yours to use while you sr* working in the

conservation unit. They are to be kept is their container and put on. your

"work in progress" shelf when not being used.

Sone folder 1" Brush

Scalpel le !rush

Ste - through and metal ruler Round paste brush

apetula Small water color brush

Paring knife Dividers

Scissors Tweezers

Potter's needle Sawing needles

Erasers - Pink Pear/
Magic Rub
Mars Plastic

All other tools and materiels are either in the gray cabinet or

on the peg board above the work benches.

At the and of each day you should wash your bone folder, knife and brushes

with soap and water. It is !important that ALL adhesive be removed from the

bristles. If &Motive build-up is not checked, the bristles become hard and

the brush is impossible to use.

Maintainins Your Work Stec,

When you sr* finished %Corkin, for the day, put the books you are working

on and your hand tools on your shelf. Throw away all paper used for pasting, rot

etc. Wipe area clean. Canter the IN sheet of binder' board with several ow

sheets of waste paper on top so that the space is reedy for the next worker. 114.

Department Procedures

It is everyone's responsibility to keep the department picked up, clean at
and in order. The following will sake the department a more pleasant and

-ft
productive place to work for everyone: -a

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Put all used waste paper and scrapes of cloth in the trash
ronteinitt.

Respect others working by not spreading what you are working on
around the department.

Put off cuts of paper and cloth back in their respective drawer or
bin. Cloth pieces large enough to be used again should be rolled
and put in the box next to the cloth bins. Containers on top of the
map drawers are for small pieces of paper that can be used for
pasting.

Be sure to remove ell staples, clips from saterials being cut on the
board shearer or the guillotine. As a safety precaution, the blade
of the hoard shearer ahould be dawn when not in use.

Everyone takes a weekly turn keeping the sink area clean. Check the
schedule posted on the monthly calendar next to the sink for your
turn.

Put weights and pressing boards en the first shelf next to the
telephune after being used.

Univet4ity of Cincinnati Conservation - '85

Materials Used in Books

The meteriels used in books and is their repair have unique behavior

patterns that effect how a book functions. You need to understand and

identify theme characteristics in order to sake good repairs.

One of the most important characteristics you will deal with continually

le the "grain" of paper and binder.* board. This means that Cies* materiel.

fold or bend more easily in one direction than in the other. For e book to

function well the pages suet turn (fold over) stilly. in other words, the

"grain" is parallel to the spine of the book.

Three ways to find the grain of paper.

Visualli. Many papers, including sort Japanese tissues, have lines called

"chain" lines, lighter than the rest of the paper that are about 1" apart and

visible when the paper Is held up to the light. The grain is always parallel

to these lines.

University of Cincinnati - '85
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aendine. This is perhaps the most comma way to find the grain. lend

the sheet over in one direction and then in the other direction and feel the

resistance. The direction with the least resistance is the dirsttloo of the

grain.

wetting. Cute small square of the paper you want to use and lick it on

one side. The paper will curl into a tube, Indicating that the pain im

parallel to the length of the tube.

Check the sample folder for the various kind, of papers w* use.

106

Covering Materinl

We use several kinds of asterisk' that protect the testblock as covers -

binder's board, UOSSUM board and liwrary hoard. Like paper, board has a

"grain", however, the method for determining the grain is somewhat different.

tut the board on a flat surface and bend one edge with your thumb

underneath the board and your fingers on top. Like paper, the board will band

more easily in one direction then in the other, but because of the thickness

of the material the bend will not be as great.

The pale of your hands

and fingers will cum. with

the board lobe^ 'vending with

the grain.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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iT

Clo.h

Cloth cnnnnt he said to have a grain, but it does fold sore easily

along the lung wit!) threads parallel to the length of the roll. Also

look fur the selvage edge. It is also in the direction of the warp threads.

SELVAGE

The cloth used in binding should be cut aro that the warp threads run

parallel to the spine of the book.

4.

411A

,` tg
or Ds

University of Cincinnati Conservation - '65

Adhesives

In the UC conservation unit we use several kinds of adhesives - PVA,

pasta and eathyl cellulose. Each has different properties and different

uses that you should be aware of.

PVA, a polyvinyl acetate emulsion, is a good ell-around adhesive. It is

white (or slightly cress colored). &scout, it has a relatively low moisture

content, it dries quickly creating a flexible bond and the paper it is applied

to will cockle only moderately, if at all. However, because PVA dries quickly

you will not have a lot of time to complete a procedural step. Example: Lift

and reallign a piece of paper or cloth.

PVA can be thinned with water. The brand we use is very thick and must

be thinned. Sometiets we combine it with prepared methyl cellulose (see next

section).

Uses for PVA: Tighten books in their rases

Attach pockets to the inside of covers

-1p-in, attaching labels

Making s new case

All steps of spine repair and rebacking a cover

Affixing cloth to smother surface

Attaching exclosure parts together

Undiluted PVA is kept in a large tuba on the shelf next to the sink.

Smeller Jars of diluted PVA and mixture are on the first shelf of the same

unit.

Methyl Cellulose is a vegetable adhesive. it is in powdered form and

suet be added to cool water to sake a translucent substance. It is slow

drying and does not have very strong bonding qualities, therefore, it is

usually mixed with PVA to 'eke a mixture.

Mixturq is 501 PVA and 502 Methyl Cellulose. It extends PVA (and paste)

and gives you more rise to work. See appendix for mixing instructions.

Uses for Mixture: Can be used for any of the procedures list for PVA,

except tighten books in their cases.

Paste is made with either pre-cooked wheat, rice or corn starch. Pre-

cooked wheat starch is sprinkled onto watew. and beat until the desired

complacency is reached. Uncooked starch is mixed with water and cooked to

the desired consistency. Instructions for making uncooked and cooked paste

University of Cincinnati Conservation - '65
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are given by the student supervisor or student who has already learned

this procedure. Check appendix for recipe..

Porte cannot be kept fora long period because it tends to sold /sally.

Therefore, we add o-rhenylphenta (throat CM also be used) during the

final step.

Paste dries slowly, will stretch and cockle paper, but .t is easily

removed with water.

Uees fur paste: Cleaning spines of bookblocke

Hinging in loose plates and pages

Guarding eiennt ea with Japanese paper

Repairing tears with Japanese paper

Swcking fragile paper

Workins Ttp#

Measuring

Here are several ways to determine the distance between two points.

Swore with * ruler. This wake fine if the surface is flat. if you

are measuring a curved surface, 1-e. the spine of a book, the ruler will slip

one the measurement will be incorrect.

Hark the messurement on a strip of paper and transfer the mmasuresent to

the material.

Place the item to be measured on the materiel to be used and nark the

measurement on the material.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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BRITTLE BOOK PROCEDURE FORM

charge book to Conservation

!.parch MRL

pull all relevant editions/volumes/Copies 14 charge
to Conservation

search OCLC (and NUC as appropriate)

search microform and reprint catalogs (all reverse)
and list available replacements:

3 Putaiblior/source

( ) microform
( ) newer edition

2. publisher/source

(for militi( nat nnurces, see revcree)
[ ] splint' tig Catalog, if appropriate

1 T process

4.

(

(

(

( ) reprint
( microform
( ) newer edition

eichdraw:
discharge & route to Cataloging

brittle but intact: tip in disclaimer & discharge
replace with commercial copy:

submit order card; hold book till replaerment
received, di!;charge; route both to Cataloging

date ordered received
photocopy on Perninliie

discharge; route original & photocopy
to Cataloging

-4

0

monographs

serials

newspapers

Pibliorranhir SParfth ProcNiure

C 3 National Rerister of Microform Masters

C 3 Guide to Microforms in Print

3 Guide to Reprints

C 3 Books on Demand

E 3 International Bibliography of Reprints

C 3 Books in Print, British B1P

1 3 National Register of Microform Masters

3 Guide to Microform* in Print

3 Guide to Reprints

I 3 Serials in Microform

C 3 other

1 3 Newspapers in Microform
1 3 Newspapers on Microform I Special Collections

3 Guide to Microform* in Print
3 Serials in Microform

C 3 other

Additional sources listed below:
( ) microfilm at Micrographics! .-4

route to Micrographics for filming
-4

3 publisher/source $

3
date sent returned

r
m ( rc rint

I 3 microform

arc(-!.!;ton Master Negative
C 3 newer edition

di rep & route original & fiche to
Cataluging: 4 pa,lisher/source

da t sent Mtlfned___ 1 3 reprint
_ . . 3 microform

report Master Negative: C 3 newer edition
date sent

le prorotiiire form in c lofted file f publisher/source
C 3 reprint
C 3 microform

3 newer edit ten

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Call/
Older Nu.:

Author:

Title:

PNOTOREPRODUCTION DECISION FORM

Date:

ACTION NEuDIESTED:

Make: neg. lilm pos. film bind
neg. fiche pos. fiche photocopy

DISPOSUZION: Pages
Target Collation Missing

Original: withdraw as is
discard box

keep tn location wrapper

CR annex envelope
Le other

Negative:
film
fiche

withdraw
discard
uncat. for
cat.

FilmM

(locat inn)

Polarity:

MICROFORM CHARACTERISTICS

Positive Negative

Dimensions: mm (film)
X cm (fiche) X

number

Reduction
ratios

Color:

Emulsions

,

monochrome
color
mixture

silver halide
vesicular
diazo
other

Generation: first
printing
Master
service
copy

Master Preservation Copy
mixed ---

Printing Master
Film (service copy)

(other location- -

service copy)

=w amil.11.

Positives withdraw
film discard

fiche uncat. for

cat.

(location)

Film (service copy)
(other location)

Photocopy bind i cat. for (location)
acid free

Selector/Initiator

1 side 2 sides
other

114

Fund Date

Bases

Comments/
Condition:

Date Filmed:

X safety

Data Supplied by: Photographic Microform.
Service Librarian

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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To: CONSERVATION OFFICE

From: DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

initials

Call Number

Main Entry

liatt

Collection

Other (specify)

Please -leek request

Evaluation

Bindings

Paper Repair

Soards

ROCASO

Bon/Housing (specify)

Encapsulation

Flatten

Mildew

insects

Cradle

Mat

Other ( specify)

COXMI:;TS

Various institutions: Flags for noting requisite treatment

CAUTION

fr Baas
andakiIfsishwa

D0. asetk phis

El 0 Tioreafisehrie

1 CI;titZialli
Mak
Maw Ammo

,.. Maio peeiedhgrossrpor
"-IT Galli lattirVr.=,,..-

Di Desseirkkiiii&M.
c-4:H: De id so& tido per '-
-..1:1 Simmaid irerectises

' .-------

..`",1--.7-i-!'it

,et Iv

41.

., 4.4 *111102=c"..7";
1"1 *

47C.410 2:
ablittlild04166114441". 6;' '44

A67.TfleMfk=41

f (!roes
P6 Oneidas S11p .,rt:

T16111111711.

a.. egg 7;i7 "..' C "'"' ^'
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Book repair

MINOR REPAIR

minimum
paper hinges
do not detach boards
remount old spins

tighten hinges
use old case

endsheets
retain old endsheets
new endsheets

back -
reattach super

Mir
tip-in
crompton tissue

repair

spirit -
maze
repair
replace

corners -
maize
stiffen

other -

Book Repair

replace spine
new cloth under old
new case
phase box
book wrapper

tighten joints
remount old spine
use old case

new endsheets
resew
partial resew

take down to be
sent out

leather treatment

Special Attention

Minimum

replace super
do not detatch bds.
tip-in
crompton tissue

repair
stiffen /rem ze corners

other -
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University of Missouri-Columbia,

Library News Notes

Issued Periodically for the
information of the staff of the
University Libraries

Number 538

ANNIVERSARY

Oleta Edwards celebrates 25 years with the University Libraries on
February 1. Congratulations!

PRESERVATION AWARENESS MONTH

February is Preservation Awareness Month in the
UMC Libraries. The Preservation Committee has
planned a series of articles, posters, bookmarks,
and an audio-visual presentation to raise the
awareness of staff and patrons to preservation
concerns. The posters, which you will see
displayed throughout the Libraries, were designed
especially for us by Pat Marrin, whose cartoons
have also appeared in the Missourian.

The repeated audiovisual presentations scheduled for Thursday, February
21, at 10:30 in the Conference Room and Friday, February 22, at 2:00 in
Library Instruction Room 1 will include a videotape on proper handling
of books from Southern Illinois University and a slide-tape presentation
from the Library of Congress on planning a preservation program which
will be a good introduction to the Preservation Self Study we will be
undertaking in October of 1985. The audio-visual program will also De
made available to the branches, and another showing can be scheduled for
Ellis if there is enough demand.

The Preservation Self Study scheduled for the fall of 1985 is sponsored
by the Association of Research Libraries and will guide us in examining
in depth the state of our collections and facilities, analyzing what
needs to be done to remedy the problems, and devising ways to implement
changes. The consultants who will be providing expert help will be
Carolyn Harris of Columbia University who is Chair of the Preservation
of Library Materials Section of the American Library Association, and
Duane Webster of the Office of Management Studies of ARL.

One of the coals of the study is to increase preservation knowledge and
awareness among the staff. To achieve that objective many staff members
will be involved on task forces. It promises to be an exciting and
challenging time for us all as we tackle one of the most serious prob-
lems confronting our libraries--that of our deteriorating collections.

67
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DISASTER WORT:SHOPS

The Preservation
Department has been
conducting a series of
workshops on water-related
disasters. Gay Walker, Head
of the Preservation
Department; Gisela Noack,
Head, Conservation Division;
and Carla Montori,
Preservation Management
Intern in the Preservation
Department, have given the
workshop to the staffs of
over 20 school and department
libraries, as well as to
several departments in
Sterling.

The presentation covers
the nature of water-related
emergencies, and how to be
prepared for and cope with
one. Special emphasis is
laid on knowledge of the
physical layout of the
building, the organization of
the collection, and the staff
lines of responsibility. In
order to involve as much of
the staff as possible, the
workshops are held it the
Y arious libraries. Several
books, ranging from the
nerely damp to the thoroughly
wet, are used to demonstrate
the handling of wet
materials.

The Preservation
Department hopes that these
:!1saster workshops will
enable staff to cope
independently with minor
problems; the central staffs
or both the Conservation and
Preservation Divisions are
always available for
cor:sultation, and for
assintance with larger
problems.

Much of the material
uovercd in the workshop
presentation is summarized in
tne Yale Ur-iversity Libn!.ry's
lisz 12.d :
1.4.a=71. This hr.' let spts

YALE UNIVEISITY: free Yale University l5brary Staff Nays_

out the basic procedure tofollow in case of an
emergency, and provides agood working outline fordeveloping localdisaster-prevention and
recover', plant. It has been
distributed to all
departments for inclusion in
the Islj;rary ptpeedurea }!nua1,
(Section B-12) . Extra copies
are available from Molly
Schubert in the Librarian's
Office.

The Preservation
Department will be giving
workshops on other topics
this spring. These include:
Introduction to Preservation,
Commercial Binding, Minor
Repairs of Library Materials,
and Brittle Books Procedures.
Notification and sign-up
sheets will be sent to school
and department libraries.
Anyone with questions about
the workshops can call Carla
Montori at 6-3176.

-Carla Montori,
Preservation Mgt.
Intern

rhlS isa p-ricTIMor Xigtsj41'411I-1-010 OrMTS
4:7;?:+4.1C't141;17-417'1

17 17444A1"-klr.7txriN75Mg,t4-4/av
CS 014

-61,\ apeZ4V14-46w-"i,mr-i;5;EL51a4,,
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY: From Library Bulletin

Page 220

CONSERVATION NEWS

A new Conservation Advisory Group has been formed to help channel advice and
suggestions to the Conservation Office from other departments and branches in
the University Libraries' system. At the request of the Conservation Officer,
the Group is working on revising the Disaster Response Plan for the libraries.
The Group,whose members are Ella Harsin, Harry Llull, Carol Rudisell, Rocky
Nilan., David Rozkuszka, Karin Eckelmeyer, Judy Mader-Mattimoe, Don Intersimone
and Phil Leighton, as well as the Conservation office staffshave organized
themselves into two working committees - disaster prevention and disaster
action. When she written plan is ready it will be distributed and widely
advertised. The plan will take into consideration only the contents of the
libraries and will be coordinated with the disaster response planning being
undertaken by Roy Stampfli which addresses people and fac.:lities.

As part of the program to help branch libraries evaluate their conservat.on reeds,
and to try to help them meet these needs and concerns, the Conservation Office
this past year has undertaken two collection surveys in branch libraries - one
in Branner Earth Sciences and the other in.the Cubberley Education Library. In
both cases special portions of the collections were examined book by book to
determine condition. Each book was slipped with the Conservation Office analysis
of the treatment required by that particular volume. Suggestions were made for
rehousing and/or changing environmental stresses, and a final report written
outlining an organized way in which the collection could be treated.

Treatment varies from phase boxing,to leather dressing,to conservation repair
and/or rebinding,either by the workshop staff or by commercial rebinding. Branner
Library is now sending small numbors of material at pre-arranged times to the
conservation Workshop for treatment. Over the next few years progress will be
made in that particular special collection.

In October the Conservation Office will be scheduling its branch visits for the
coming year. If branch librarians are interested in consultations they may
contact the Conservation Office for more information.

Sally Buchanan (Conservation Office)

******************************* *
THE STAFF ROOM IS OPEN'

****************************;
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NARVAID UNIVERSITY: from HUL Notes

Update on Preservation

Number 6

"Update on Preservation" is an occasional column sponsored by the University Library
Preservation ammittee. Its purpose is to bring notes of interest front the fields
of preservation and conservation to the attention of HUL Notes readers. Information
is compiled by Doris Freitag and Ann Si2rz,4::77, who weZcome suggestions and queries.
This article, the sixth in the series, was written by Richard Haas, Records Manage-
ment Officer in the Harvard University Archives.

Records Management

The traditional Records Management Program is concerned primarily with informa-
tion economy, efficiency, and conformity with law. To accomplish this, the
Records Manager monitors the life cycle of records, from creation through disposi-
tion, always concerned with remod proliferation, the proper disposition of
obsolete records, and the legal requir.l.mmts affecting records keeping. These
programs have proven to be very valuable to many corporations, governmental
agencies, financial institutions, and, more recently, colleges and universities.

Although some non-academic institutions have demonstrated their concern for recording
their history by establishing an archives or by donating records to archival reposi-
conies, many have not. Academic institutions, on the other hand, have a far
greater inherent respect for the preservation of their past, as well as concern
with the more pragmatic aspects of records management. Recording the history of
individual colleges and universities is best accomplished by the preservation of
the small amount of institutional records considered to be historical, primary
source material. To differentiate these records from those of short-term value
is one of the important functions of the Records Management Program of th- Harvard
University Archives.

Once "official" records of permanent historical z$nd administrative value have
been idtni-it'iod, we actively work with the origirating office through workshops,
written guideline::., and persona: contacts on the proper storage and preservation
of records, prior to their transfer to an archival repository. This involves
addressing the requirements of not only paper records, but also those products
of "new technologies": film, fiche, magnetic tape, COM, disk, and photoduplication.
As a part of this process, the Records Management Program intends to work closely
with the University Library's Preservation Committee and the Library's preservation
staff.

The goal of the Records Management Program is to assist the University in the
efficient maintenance of its information resources while allowing for the complete
documentation of its history. To achieve this, we must combine the traditional
skills of archivists and librarians with the more pragmatic skills of the records
manager, and employ both effectively.

...,%=1;;It;:=r--L,..)

HUL NOTES, a weekly newsletter for the L;niversl.ty .7;:hrarl, stare, is r7.41ed
every Thursday by the Office of t;:e Director of the University Li27ra

The editor is 7%7.ela Wadsworth House, 495-3650.
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EDITOR: DA vn,

BRITTLE BOOKS: HOW BAD IS IT?

A WEEKLY NEWSLETTER
FOR THE UNIVERSITY

OF CONNECTICUT LIBRARIES

August 19, 1983

In 19Th a survey of Yale University's library collection was undertaken to determineits condition. The study, the most comprehensive end statistically significant surveyof its kind ever attempted, was supported by the Nstional Endowment for the Hu-manities and took three years to complete.. A ranoom sampling of approximately
35,000 volumes, selected from every library in the Yale system, confirms what hasbeen suspected about the challenge we face if our documentary resources are to berescued from oblivion. The graph reproduced below should put to rest all chargesthat the preservation community is guilty of histrionics and idle speculation.

Keeping in mind
that all materials
that fall under
the arch formed
by the three
plotted lines are
too brittle to
handle without
risk of damaging
them, this graph
tells us some
interesting
things:

1500 1749 1649 59 fre 79 89 99 1909 19 29 39 49 9 69 111ffil ft ..Irse
m MS as gob 4.1
IbMwal liao

Although paper manufactured around 1600 is quite good (paper manufacturedearlier Is better still), the gradual introduction of various chemical and machineprocesses lowered its quality over the next 200 years. Thus the percentage ofembrIttlement is less than 10% for materials printed in the early 1600s, but ashigh as 40% for those printed, toward the end of the eighteenth century.
. 1800 marks the beginning of a sharp decline in paper quality, a trend that con-tinues into the century one "improvement" in papermaking technology follow-ed another. Nearly 80% of all post-1860 imprints sampled are printed on brittlepaper. This high percentage increases over the next couple of decades, anddoesn't drop sharply until between 1940 and 1950.
. Since most post-1940s papers are of no higher quality than those that pre-datethat decade, we can expect the papers that look good on the right side of thegraph to exhibit a very high degree of embrittiement over time. In fact, we canexpect all three plotteo lines to arc higher and higher towards 100% embrittle-merit as our library materials continue to age. Only early papers, and the smallpercentage of acid-free papers that have been used since the 1970s, will remainstrong and flexible, and counter this trend.
. More than 70% of the sample of materials printed during the 1940s and '505already exhibits a high degree of embrittlement. The useful shelf life of modernpapers, then, is often no more than thirty to forty years.

The only sanguine feature of Yale's findings is that they are hard evidence of theimportance of convincing publishers to use acid-free papers, and the urgency of corn-miting resources to library preservation programs. (Jan Merrill-Oldham)
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Southern Illinois

University at Carbondale

Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Morris Library

June 11, 1981

TO: Department and Divison Heads

61144-
FROM: Carolyn Morrow, Conservation Librarian

SUBJECT: possible infestation of silverfish

A book and paper eating insect, the silverfish, has been captured on

the seventh floorpresumably among material brought up from Humanities.

Please be on the lookout for these creatures, as a full-scale infestation

could be very damaging and difficult to control.

Silverfish are very swift and move around
mostly at night so they are difficult to
detect. They are pale and segmented with
long antennas and usually grow to about
1 cm in length. Silverfish do not bore

tunnels in paper like "bookworms" (beetles
in the larval stage) but skim the surface,
creating grooveg and obliterating printing.
Actually, it is the sizing they are after,
though they are also fond of paste on the
spines and starch on the covers of books.
Visit the Conservation Lab if you would
like to see one.

Please alert your staff and report
any silverfish you see to me. Or if

you see any fresh damage.

cc: Dale C1uff
Art Logue
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Preservation and Conservation: Clinic, Exhibit

Preservation and conservation are the themes of the latest Widener Library
exhibit and an upcoming workshop by Allan J. Thenen, Paper Conservator. Mr.

Thenen will conduct a paper repair workshop for library staff members on
Thursday, 19 March, from 2-4:30 in the bindery of the Andover-Harvard Theo-
logical Library. The workshop is open to all library personnel; however,
space is limited to ten participants. Those interested should leave a mes-
sage for Doris Freitag, Rook Conservator in the University Library, at
Wadsworth House 5-3650.

The exhibit, "Keeping Harvard's Books: Preserving Information, Conserving
the Artifact," originally prepared last spring by Mrs. Freitag in honor of
Edwin E. Williams, is again on display in Widener Library. A review of this
exhibit by Sam Ellenport of Harcourt Bindery, Inc., will appear in the March
1981 issue of Library Scene'. The exhibit, says Mr. Ellenport, "remains with-
out a doubt a tour de force of organization and presentation. . . . Unlike
most of the exhibits about preservation and conservation which I have seen,
this one ch,es not 6epend upon the dramatic, striking examples of rarities
found within a collection to attract one's attention. . . . By presenting
examples of problems found in any library, and showing the means by which
they may be approached and possibly solved, Ms. Freitag has created a pre-
sentation that focuses on the common problems [with) which most users of li-
braries are . . . unfamiliar." Mr. Ellenport describes the exhibit in detail.

Preservation/Conservation Workshops

Doris C. Freitag, Book Conservator in the University Library, will conduct
two workshops on "The Preservation and Conservation of Library Materials"
for members of the University Library staff. The workshops are in two parts:
a theoretical discussion, which will be held in the Pfeiffer Room at the
Divinity School, and a practical demonstration, which will be held in the
Conservation Bindery in the Andover-Harvard Library.

The dates for Workshop I are 13 and 20 November. Workshop II will be held
on 4 and 11 December. All sessions begin at 9 a.m. and will last until
approximately 1 p.m. Because space in the Bindery is limited, enrollment
must be limited to ten participants in each session. Interested staff mem-
bers may sign up by calling Wadsworth House, 5-365C.
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY: For Illinois Cooperative Conservation Program

ILIJNOIS COPERATVE CINSERVATION PROGR4M

INDIVIDUAL TRAINING SESSIONS

IN LIBRARY CONSERVATION, COLLECTIONS MAINTENANCE,

AND BOOK REPAIR
. I

Workshops being held by ICCP around the state are providing basic information on con-

servation and preservation problems and specific information on preventative mainten-

ance for library collections. Demonstrations of simple conservation and book repair

techniques conducted at the workshops allow participants to observe solutions that can

be applied in the local library. However, participants attending workshops frequently

nave commented on the need for further hands-on training for an appropriate memier of

the staff. To meet this need, ICCP is offering an opportunity for intensive individual

training, tailored to a specific library. In contrast to the workshop experience, the

individual training sessions enable the trainee to acquire an artillery of basic skills

and develop efficient work habits and experience in decision-making. Training is pro-

'tided by ICCP staff using the facilities of Morris Library's conservation lab. During

ICCP's grant period the training session is free. The participating library covers the'

cost of transportation to and from Carbondale, accommodations and meals. Depending on

the needs of the participating library, sessions can last from one to five days. Typ-

ically, a session would include in-depth, one-to-one training in:

1] BOOK REPAIR TECHNIQUES for circulating collections, including tightening hinges,

replacing torn endsheets, rebacking, mending torn headcaps and recasinq detached

book blocks into their original covers.

2] MAINTENANCE TECHNIQUES such as simple binding for paperbacks and pamphlets; encap-

sulation of flat paper materials; and paper flattening, cleaning and mending.

3] CONS:RVATION TECHNIQUES for rare, unique, or local history materials, including

proper storage, refurbishing, construction of custom protective boxes and port-
folios, and treatment of bound leather volumnes.

4] EQUIPMENT, TOOLS, AND SUPPLIES needed; prices and suppliers; setting up a work-

station; cost of treatments and workflow.

Training is tailored to the needs of the specific library collection and the responsib-

ilities of the trainee. Additional topics are covered if appropriate, such as efficient

use of commercial binding services, proper exhibition mounting, or developing a brittle

book replacement program.

FOR FURITER INFORMATION AND TO SCHEDULE AN INDIVIDUAL TRAINING SESSION, CONTACT THE

ILLINOIS COOPERATIVE CONSERVATION PROGRAM c/o Morris Library, Southern Illinois Uni-

versity, Carbondale, Illinois 62901 [618] 453-5122

kItt4.3) IN PART by L',U Ilya 1
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CARE AND HANDLING OF A basic sheet available in General
DO'S AND DON'TS Reference and handed out to the 600

freshman each semester during library
and conservation orientation.

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

Shelve books upright, not on foredge. Correctly shelved books are snug
enough to stand up and support one another but loose enough to be easily re-
moved from the shelf.

Do not remove books from ielfb.ulling on the seinewith your
finger. Push in the books on eit er si eteoof t the e or le you want and then remove
your selection by (*rasping it on each sid.) of the covering.

Avoid flip-flopping. Use a book end and keep the books tight. Standing
L.. one board weakens the structure (especially the hinge) of the book.

Oversized books should be shelved laying on their sides, in order to
prevent straining the binding.

Do 'not undertake any mending yourself. Do not use pressure sensitive
tape or unknown adhesives -- they are extremely difficult to remove. Any
items needing attention should be forwE7aed to Conservation Services. We have
the people and supplies to do the job quickly and carefully.

Avoid ressin books down onto the photocopier. Select a copier with a
plate at the side of the machine, so that the book can hang over the edge of
the copier. Oversewn and brittle books are readily damaged by pressing toohard. Brittle books should not be copied whenever possible.

Do not carry a large pile of books in your arms; use a book truck to
avoid damage from dropping.

,Do not pile books on the floor, use a book truck, or better yet, shelving
(which should be at least 4" off of the floor). Should there be even minimal
water seepage or leakage, books on the floor can be quickly and seriously
damaged.

Food and beverages may encourage the growth of pests and vermin, be
careful where you store and consume food. Spills and crumbs may stain and
damage books and paper. Keep food and beverages in designated areas and
not in stacks, carrels, or work spaces.

Excessive heat (over 70°F) and light (close fluorescent fixtures or sun
light) will increase the rate at which library materials deteriorate. Do not
place materials over radiators or near fluorescent lights or sunlit windows.

Open stiff books carefully, do not force the boards or nacres open; it
may break the back of the contents and hasten its deterioration.

Basic houSe keeping is important; a neat and clean work place ielps to
prevent accidents and reduces the deterioration of books and paper from soiling.
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cummsu UNIVERSITY: Plastic bag to protect books on rainy days

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Provided with the ASSittaaat at Oahu le Trapp Library Binders

LIBRARIES
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CARE AND HANDLING OF LIBRARY MATERIALS

A Deer's Colds to Preserving

the Yale University Library's Research Collections

The Yale University Library is the second largest university library in the
Uoitod States, with over eight million vulumes. It is also one of the oldest
sLakismic libraries in the country. This collection of research material is
essential to the continuing development of the University.

We ask that you, the nut at Ina library, assist in the effort to preserve
this important research collection by taking proper care of the materials you use.
Please observe the following guidelines.

Thank you.

CARE AND HANDLI3G

Kandla books with care, *specially if the paper Is brittle.

A well-bound book will open flat and stay open. Many books, however, will
not lie flat coo 6L.1 to be held open with two hands. Do not force a book open
or use a heavy object to keep It open.

Others will want to use the sage material. Do not fold pages or mutilate the
book. Do nut mark it in any way. If you find torn pages or if pages are missing,
please bring it to the attention of a librarian.

Do not turn down the corner of a page to mark your place. A crease in the
p.sge is permanent; if the paper is brittle, the corner you fold over will break off.
Du nut use any bulky object as a place mark. Anything which prevents the book
from closing properly. strains it. Use m slip of paper to mark your place.

Do nut eat or drink while using iibrary materials. Crumb& of food or spilled
liquid. stain pages and attract insects. Keep books clean.

Do not use paper clips or robber bands on books. Paper clips can crimp and
tear paper; rubber bands will crumples paper.

SHELVING

Pulling a book iron the shelf by tugging at the top of the binding can tear
the covers spine. Instead, push the bock* on either side nightly back, grasp
the book you want in the middle of the spine, and elide it off the shelf.

When you remove a book from the shelf, take the time to adjust the bookend.
Rooky that are coo loosely shelved will slump over or splay open, which will
weaken or distort the binding.

Be careful when removing heavy or oversized items from the shelf. Do not
bang the top or corners of the cover on :he shelf.

127

PHOTOCOPYING

Photocopying pages of a book can put great stress on its binding. The problem
of obtaining a clear image is made worse when books are published with narrow fuser
margins or when rebinding has reduced that margin even further.

Do aot force book open or mash it flat to photocopy facing pages. Many
books are not flexible enough to withstand being opened 1800 and will respond by
crocking in half. Copy one page at a time, being careful to support the book at
all times.

Place the book on the glass surface carefully so pages do not crumple. Pages
accidentally crumpled may crease or break, even under light pressure. Brittle
paper crumbles easily, even when handled carefully.

MICE/FORM

Microform. make up an increasingly large percentage of library collection*.
Give them the special care they require.

Dandle sicroforms by the edges. Fingerprints will damage the film by depositing
oils on the film surface. Fingerprints end scratches may obliterate the image.
Remember that damage which is invisible or insignificant to the naked eye may
become a major problem when the text is enlarged for reading.

If a film jams or tear. during use, leave it in the microfilm reader and
contact a staff member.

AT-WOME USE OF LIBRARY MATERIALS

Take care of the materials you take out of the library. Heat. sunlight, and
humidity are damaging to books. Do not keep thee on a windowsill or near a radiator.
Some material* are irreplaceable; all should be taken goad car. of.

REPAIR

The repair of library materials requires skill and training. Well-meant but
ill-advised repairs often do more harm than good. Do not attempt any repair
yourself. Please refer all material in peed of repair toe librarian.

Yale University Library
Preservation Department
1984
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Save a Book,

H.4 reserve

or

fidure users.

I Handle feoq,4 mdrefols
with special care

2 Remove books from the
shett without euittn9 the"'
at Me top of the spore

3 Refrain from mokang notes
or untlethrung rn litgary
Docks

4 PtiorocoovonlvvOler,

necessary Do not opatv
presscos to book sones
when copying

S Observe hbrery restnc-
trans on food and Wins

Repondomogesdocon
be repaired

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
;..8RARIES

STANFORD UNIVERSITY

LIBRARIES

are committed to the

CONSERVATION

of

LIBRARY MATERIALS

*********************

Please Help By:

I. Handling our many
saterials with cars.

2. Removing books from
shelves without pulling
them at the top of the
spine .

3. Abstaining from
food and drink while
using library material.

4. Refraining from the
use of paper cline and
smirking pens on books.

5. Photocopying, if
necessary, without
pressing bound material
flat.

6. Reporting damage so
it can be repaired.

Various Institutions: Bookmarks

DANGER

food and
drink

highlighting

dogears

mutilation

will ruin our books.

Keep them in good shape
for the next reader.

Thank you.

The General Libraries

University of Texas/Austi
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FOI rat PIKSWATION OT TIC MATMAI.,
7LZASI:

1. Use only oencils for taking notes
and/or taking sketches. Do mot use
ink of any kind.

2. Do apt make tracings of any of the
illustrations or pictorial material.

;. Keep all material either flat on the
table or uell supported. You are
requested to sit at one of the
tables in the Art 4 Design Library
reeding room, not at one of the
smell study carrels.

4. Return all materials to the Art 4
Design Library service desk before
you leave. if you wish to use the
saes material Later the seas day,
inform the service desk attendant,
who viii keep the items at the desk
for you.

P1DTDCOPYING: Material nay be Xeroamd
only at the discretion of the Art 4
Design Library. if a staff member feels
there is any chance of dame's, photo-
duplication will cot be possible.

The service desk attendant will fill out
the necessary fore for copying ''Restrict
ed" material. A staff member will take
your order to the copy motet on the
first floor %Acre you will pay 50 per
copy. (You should allow several hours
between placing your order and going to
the copy center to pick it up).
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PROTECT

your books
from rain
by

Water damages
books and causes

mold and mildew

REMOVING
BOOKS FROM

THE SHELF:

S'ide back those on tither
side of the one you want

Grasp books in the
mtddle of the spine

" Don't pull from the top

Help preserve our library
ccniectiorn the key to the
Coiumbra tradshon

SOME PRECht.717CNS

foe patrons of

THE HOOVER 2ISTITLTION

ARCtriTVIS
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University of New
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READER EDUCATION: MESSAGES I N BOOKS

ImmerneP
University of Connecticut: for books on
reserve

This book is extremely fragile and must be
handled with care so that it does not become
more damaged before the Library is able to
send it to a commercial binder.

Please open and dose the volume carefully.
keep loose pages in order, and return to a ser-
vice desk attendant rather than using a
bookdrop.

Thank you for helping to preserve the Univer-
sity's research collections.

University of Connecticut: for brittle
books

This book paper is highly acidic due to the
methods and ingredients used in as manufac-
ture. As a result it has become bnttle with age.
Please handle with care so that information
will not be lost to future readers.

A long-range goal of the Library is to pur-
chase an acid-free reprint or microform copy
to replace this volume, or to reproduce it in-
house on add-free paper.

Thank you for helping to preserve the Univer-
sity's research collections.

Various institutions

University of Connecticut: for books in
prase boxes

This fragile volume has been placed in a custom-
made box because as special features would be
destroyed by commercial rebinding. Please handle
it carefully and return it to the box after use, so
that readers can continua to appreciate us original
format.

STANFORD:

NOTE TO THE READER

FRAGILE

THE PAPER IN THIS VOLUME IS BRITTLE

PLEASE HANDLE WITH CARE

LIANFORD:

FRAGILE
DO NOT PHOTOCOPY

This material is fragile and
must be handled with care.

81

University of Connecticut: for
mutilated art books

A number of illustrations
have been removed from this
volume. Since It is impossible
to replace this book, pnoto-
copies of the missing illustra-
tions have been substituted
for the original illustrations. If
you need a color illustration,
see other works on the artist
or consult the staff of the Art
& Design Library.

PLEASE HELP US P1 ERVE THESE COLLECTIONS

Many volumes in The Research Libraries are scarce or in
fragile condition and difficult or impossible to replace The
Library requests that you open this volume and turn tne
pages with great care. Return it to the protective wrapper
If there is one. With your heft: it can be given to tne next
reader with minimum further deterioration
Face -down copying of this volume is not permitted Please
ask a librarian to suggest Alternative5

111

The New York
Public Library

i*O. 0.: aM. POWOC 0.5
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

The Cairo Evening Citizen Friday, April 9, 1976

S,11 Gives Preservation Tips - t__
/.1

Paper:-,Trectsur!s..,.couic1.130!..iost. to Rot
oWrNe'r. "

FROM SW produce-fres; sulfuric acid. It....ltniiivledge- and appreciation 'of' from mold, be eaten away by
News Service -: ;resulted hi papers that decom-' library materials will be in great insects, destroyed by suiinric

CARBOVDALE la there pose faster., their : those' demand in the very near future. acid, deteriorated by temp
anyone who doesn't -. have e manufactured before the middle.' We rust persuade publishers to perature and humidity and bitten
personal treasure tied Pr up in of the lith.ersitstryp,',.., -7: print t a finer quality rag papere to tatters by humans.
pa per" -An old fang*" Bible, So what am the enrage person and we' must. treat our valuable y Miss Clark his put together
genealogical traciag,.. family, di to help' Prolohlif the of7dociiments and books display an conserving
letters . irre pla eta b le keepsakes?. Several things, se- gnaw" care,"

1
tables. It will be on exhibit int,

documents? . '-' ^t`;.`= carding to Miss otherwise, it appears, much of Morrii Library's math hail
Chances are they areal going :."Firstof all," she sayi,-"do eet.eour heritage is going to rot away through the spring semester:

to last through as many mek pressure-sensitive our..

generations as you had hoped. In adhesive. tape ('botch tape') to .
a shorter time than you might repair or display a valuable

; think, they may simply crumble paws?! It can he removed with a
. to the touch. chemical solvent, bet will leave

And what shoot libraries? Are, brawn:stall:ay! which . are not:
their books and magazines also removable.' -7, , ;,
doomed to fall apart? . "Valuable. materials should

The answer to that, sad to say, . also be protected from extreme
is a qualified yes. And according!. temperature, humidity, pollution
to Carolyn QaTiW421 Southern'. and Iight.t Studies have

. Illinois University-Carbcociale's nota4t.'lliat
Morris Library; the decay 'rate temperituretfrom -.O. to
will be higher for documents and degrees and a relative buzniciiry
books printed on any of the many: of 50 pet. -cent, are oriptitnal for
widely -used inferior papers: book-and 'paper storige.717:'
Manufactured after SAM .tt.1"l'A. Libraries,- of -course,-: have

.- The ramifications of that 'apeeial problems because they
statement . are staggering,' have so many paper podia:ft to
especially when one considers the care for aod must contend with
millions of books in private and constant t handling + > and
public libraries and the personal mistreattneif":: 'by "! some
memorabilia tuc4ed away in borrowers;
thousands of family problems that libraries face

The paper that letters are being include ' improper binding;
written on, that. books are temperature control throughout

-- published on. that documents are the library; bookworm damage
printed on, comes in many dif7. ("The paper and glue offer a rich
ferent weights and stocks. But no feast to a variety of insects,
matter how heavy the weight or rodents, worms, lizards or beasts
glossy the finish, most of them of any kind. "); careless handling
are destined to deteriorate by borrowers ("bending covers
rapidly. That's because of the back too far, forcing a book open
discovery and use of ground wood to photo-copy something. bending
Pulp paper. page corners, putting pens,

Eefore 1850. paper was made pencils and rules in to mark a
from new linen or cotton fibers- place, making marginal
krig rag fibers that produced notations until the page is full of
strong paper. But with the graffiti"); book drops; improper
dernznd for more and cheaper shelving ("Books shouldn't
raper, the mention of a paper- lean."); and, would you believe.
maK:ng machine and book biting ("Human teeth
tedInclogical advances in the marks are not uncommon."). In
pr.nt:r.g Industry, a new process addition, there is intentional
%4.4s irtroduced which resulted in mutilation, like ripping out
a soft, shortfibered relatively pages.
" oak pulp which could easily be Preventive maintenance for
printed on. libraries includes proper en-

vironmental controls, protective
in uodition. rosin was in- storage, good housekeeping and

trocuced to papermaking as minor repairs. "Beyond the:."
s-,zing to give the paper a surface says Miss Clark, "the treatment
that accepts ink, Before that of items should be left to a
time. gelat.::; or animal sizing had professional.
been used in combination with "Persoii trained in paper and

book restoration who also have a
The new combination of rosin sound understanding of the

al.: created a nasty side- principles of cor.servation and

82 et1 :3
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Conservation: A New Mission for Libraries

1982

Perceptions about the purpose, or purposes, of the library
have varied greatly throughout the course of history.
Originally a library was primarily a repository, or ware-
house, for the literary fruits of man's imagination. Books
were acquired and placed on the shelves, where many
gathered dust for decadesor centuries. Then in the
Nineteenth Century came the notion that providing patron
access to the holdings of a library is as important as
storing them. In the past fifteen or twenty years, a third
function has been recognizedone implicit in the other
functions described aboveand that is the preservation
of the library's collections for future generations of
scholars.

Preservation, or conservation if you prefer, was not
widely recognized as a separate discipline in the library
profession until the mid-sixties, when the vulnerability and
value of research collections were underscored by the
damage which several natural disasters inflicted on a
number of libraries. Perhaps most infamous of these
catastrophes was the Florence Flood of 1966, which
ravaged the collections of the Biblioteca Nazionale
Centrale.

Library materials are not only threatened by acts of
God, and man, but as well by frailities inherent in their
own composition. Books and manuscripts, which have
been produced over the past 150 years and which
comprise the bulk of most research collections, are
particularly susceptible to this degradation because they
were printed on paper with a high acid content, a content
that increases with age. The natural deterioration which
occurs over time is accelerated by this high acidity and is
manifest in the brown and embrittled pages which are all
too familiar to both library patron and library employee.

The best preservation technique is preventiontaking
good care of the collections and storing them under
proper environmental conditions. When damage or sig-
nificant deterioration does occur, conservation can take
several forms. For a general collection, it might suffice to
preserve only the intellectual content. This car be done
by reproducing the information in another form through
processes such as microfilming, photocopying or phmo-
graphing. These methods, while preserving the sense,
cannot capture the spirit of the original. Much important
information such as, for example, the history of the
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Damaged bindings are major threats to book ;ongevity,

:

binding co printing techniques employed, will be lost.
When the original artifact is as important as the informa-
tion It contains, as is the case with a rare item or collection
of rare items, preservation in the original form may be
required. Conservation treatments may be employed to
restore the item to pristine condition or to halt deteriora-
tion and lengthen useful life without restoring the original
appearance, the choice being made based on aesthetic,
intellectural, ethical and economic considerations.

A variety of library activities, including book repair,
binding, the restoration of rare books and manuscripts,
preservation microfilming and collection security, have
preservation of the collections as the primary objective.
Aside from large onetime purchases, annual expendi-
tures for all conservation-related activities at The Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin well exceed a half million dollars.

This special issue o: The General Libraries Newsletter
describes some of the battles which staff at the University
are waging on the conservation front. Many of the
approaches are different. but the ultimate goal is the
same: to ensure that the cultural, intellectual and financial
investments which are our libraries will not be lost. MC
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Library
Books and valuable

documents from years past
are rapidly becoming an
endangered species to U.S.
libraries.

According to employees of
the Special Collections
section of Marriott Library,
libraries fare the problem of
preserving their book
collet tions. Harmful
environmental conditions
such as extremes in heat and
humidity, air pollution,
heavy usage and inadequate
shelvin accelerate the
natural deterioration
process The extent of the
problem is not fully known
and solutions are only in
their beginning stages.

Preserving an original is
costly and time consuming,
Marriott employees said.

Trained conservator, are
required and there are very
few experts now available in
the field.

In 1977 the library
established a conservation
laboratory stalled by two
trained conservators. 1Iw
laboratory is one of a

handful of U.S. library
fat slides for extensive in-
House restoration. With the
purchase of a bookbindery,
the laboratory is now
equipped in handle most
resonation procedures,

An example of the
restoration process is
exhibited with a t.posterstred

Pay lime
..

lab works to ,restore,tirr)e7worn books
ble staining. The document deacidify it. The drying
w: A generally fragmented process was repeated and the

and worn. ft was restored by poster, still in fragments,
the library's head conserva was ready for tissue
Mr. Paul Foulger, who said mounting.
he thinks it was one of the For mounting, Foulges

he first covered an ."
acrylic sheet with a piece of
white polyester cloth. The
cloth was covered with a
layer of rice starch paste. The
new backing material, long-
fibered handmade- Japanese
tissue, was placed on the
polyester and coated with
paste. .The fragnsenta were
then rewetterwd, picked up
on a support of pot yesmr-.
film with a sponge, arWtarh.
fragment was firmly
attached to the rice- paste-
coated backing.

When the poster was
assembled, the polyester Wm
was removed and a final -
coating of rice paste was
brushed over the surface.
The piece was then left taxis
dry. It was lifted from the
acrylic sheet, turned over and
the cloth backing was peeled
awl.

The finished document
was then ready for trimming
and protective encasement,

"The notice was placed
between twbi sheets of
polyester film fastened
together at the edges with
double-faced tape. Finally, a An exampk of the reisotailon proem Is exhibited by this

tinlh'mveted portfolio was retfieti single shed "Notice so Emigrants." 11112111 by
built to contain the restored jib= 7L,Roans.

single sheet "Notice to
Emigrants," signed by
Brigham Young as governor .
of the Territory of Utah,
June 12, 1332. The document
was given to the library as a

'Preserving an original is
costly and time consuming....

experts available in the field.'
at present there are very few

gilt from Sam Weller. owner
of lion's Book Stole. It
warns of the dangers of
Indian attack to travelers
enroute to California. and
suggests that travelers stay in
large groups, post vigilant
guards and keep arms and
ammunition ready at all
times. It suggests that they
camp away from brush or
covered places as the Indians
"will most probably prove

'troublesome this season,
unless due caution and
vigilance is used in passing
through this country."

When the library received
the nonce, it was pasted onto
a rhea of poor quality,
highly acidic cardboard
which had caused considera-

most difficult challenges he
has attempted.

In the restoration process,
he first separated the poster
horn its backing and washed
out as much dirt and
impurity as possible. The
piece was soaked in a
shallow-water bath for
several hours. As pieces of
the original floated tree, they
were lifted out of the bath
with a support at polyester
film, to which paper adheres.
He then dried the fragments
Irtween.two pieces of paper-
makers felt under light
pressure to ensure even, flat
drying. The cleaned and
dried original was again
immersed and soaked for
several hours in a solution to
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An exhibit of paper and

book preservation methods .
will be displayed in the.

, library atrium throughout
January. Programs and films
concerning papermaking,

. printing, book binding and
restoration will be presented
in the library auditorium.

Friday the library will host
an all-day conference on the
preservation of archive

BEST COPY AVAILAbil

materials fat the Utah
Museums Association and
the Utah College library
Council. The conference is
open to the public, and will
be in the library auditorium.
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UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI CONSEPVATION DEPARTMENT Ists:

Selected from a series of silk screen prints
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UNIVERSITY OF MILOURI AT COLOMBIA: Selected from a series
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YALE UNIVERSITY

HELP PRESERVE THE LIBRARY'S
MICROFORM COLLECTION

Handle microforms as you would photographs by the edges.

Fingerprints are extremely damaging to the film.

If film jams or tears during use, leave it in the microfilm reader
and contact a staff member before proceeding.

Contact a staff member if you should discover:

film wound on a metal reel. Metal reels should not be

used and can be replaced by plastic reels.

a roll of film secured with tape or a rubber band. Acid-
free paper straps are a suitable alternative.

film which has been repaired with masking, transparent or
other pressure-sensitive tape. These are harmful and can
be replaced by cement or heat welds.

torn or mutilated film. Early repair is important.

9° 143



Help 'Preserve our Library Collections

PLEASE

Don't Smoke

Don't Eat or Drink op.A.1

Don't Litter

The Key to the Columbia Tradition
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The Harry Elkins Widener Memorial Library

t..Nrroliriridi

In the summer of 1912. Mrs Eleanor Elkins Widmer
bestowed a memorial girt to Harvard that has illuminated
the hearts and mind:. or scholars for the past seventy years.
Her son. Harry Elkins Widener. a 1907 graduate of
Harvard, had been an avid bibliophile and collector. After
has tragic death aboard the Titanic. Mrs. Widener sought
to fulfill the stipulations ot his will his distinguished
3 001.1 volume collectioncc -isung of priceless English
letters. many with remarkabie bindings, illustrations. or
unusual provenancewas to come to Harvard.

To honor her son. Mrs Widener gave the College the
tunds needed to build a library befitting his interest 1.1:2
books and intlaS we.

The gift was a timely one indeed Gore Hall had been
hullt to accommodate Harvard's .41.0(X) volume book col
iecuun in 1841, vet barely 20 years later at was full By
N12. no space was available 'or Harvard's growing collet.
Lions and thousands or volumes were moved to cellars and
storage areas much to the inconvenience at Harvard's mt
dents and schoiars

Mrs Widener s generous gift thus answered one of
Harvard s ,greatest needs while creating an enduring mem
veal tor her sun The Harry Elkins Widener Memorial
Library Codas- nouses more than 3,000.000 volumes in the
hurnanitre.s and social sciences It is, perhaps more than
any other Harvard building. a symbol or the quality and
.lepth or the Ilniversitv s resources. and has become a
MOnurnent eniigntenment to scholars throughout the
world

Endowed book hinds otter a
unique opportunity to make a
continuing, visible contnbu-
uon to the Library. Book tunds
may be designated for scholar-
ship in a particular field, and
may serve as a memorial for a
colleague, friend, or family
member. Each book purchased
by a fund is marked with an
individually designed book-
plate, selected by the donor,
and thus becomes tangible evi
dente of the generosity :Ind
concern demonstrated for the
Library by Harvard's alumni
and friends

Preservation
Because modern paper manu-
tacniring methods increase the
speed at which paper disinte-
grates, the preservation of
materials has become 4 =nor
expense. One solution is micro-
filming, and to date more than
ten million deteriorating pages
have been preserved on film.
For many raze materials a
deacichficauon process is the
ur.ly remedy In the University
Archives, for example. more
than 250,000 photographs have
been cleaned and placed in
acid-free envelopes

Named preservation funds
may he rstablisbed to support
these vital activities. An added
need is a special conservation
center where vital preservation
work can be performed.

92

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Technological Advances
Computer-based equipment
and programs are the best
means ot making collections
accessible to scholars throw::
out the world. The Library
current goal is to make all
holdings readily available
throughout the University TI
next step in this multi-phasr
program is the completion ot
an on-line acquisitions pregr.
for all books and periodicals
Opportunities exist at vanuu'
giving levels to underwrite tt:
purchase ot computer equip
ment and programs for this
important purpose.
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Over half a million of them
are brittle. Or torn. Or coming
apart at the seams.

By the end of this decade,
that number could easily
double. And Cal's University
Library. one of the most
productive and comprehensive
in the country. could see much
of its important literature
crumble away.

Everything from rare
manuscripts to the everyday
textbooks that helped make
your diploma possible.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY

1411.11P'

But there is hope.
The library's Conservation

Department is doing all it
can to keep Berkeley's most
valuable resources from
vanishing. Last year alone they
restored 80,000 volumes.

This year they hope to do
better. And at the rate our
books are perishing, they'll
have to do better.

With your help, they can.
But the campaign to save

our books is just one of many
crucial programs at Cal that
need assistance.

Tell us which one you'd like
to support Or give to the
Chancellor's Fund, to ensure
your generosity is put to work
where it's needed most.

It may be just in time.
Our library books are long

overdue.

U.C. BERKELEY
Its not the same without you.

orvex-r hsincat..r.:4C, hanrr AP PC., 01 i'..1101 41.1`,4,..,
i ANN 1.4r. C."... 4. M. 44,4
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Conservation Workshop
February 20 - March 27, 1985

The workshop outlined below offers members of the Library
Associates an opportunity to explore the new field of libtary
conservation with staff of the Stanford University Libraries
Conservation Office and guest experts. The six weekly sessions
will emphasize the proper care and handling of books,
manuscripts, and photographs with techniques developed for the
conservation and preservation of library and archival material.

February 20 - Introduction to Conservation/Preservation:
Private, Local, and National Significance

February 27 - Protection and General Care for Materials

March 6 - Hands-on: Repair I

March 13 - Hands-on: Repair II

March 20 - Hands-on: Construction of Protective Enclosures I

March 27 - Hands-on: Construction of Protective Enclosures II
Summary/Discussion/Questions

Sessions will be !leld from 3 - 5 ,pm in the Associates'
Felton Room in Green Library West. The cost will be $30 for the
six. Enrollment will be limited to 20 participants so that the
workshop can have an effective hands-on component and each can
receive individual time and attention. Should interest exceed
the optimal enrollment, we would schedule another series in the
future. Any queries about the content of the workshop may be
directed to Sally Buchanan, Stanford University ConservationOfficer, at 497-3970.
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Wessage from the President

In 19114, its thud year of ei
went e, the Friends of the
Dinvelsay of Connecticut I.i
brutes face new eh...Hensel. Nut
least of these is the challenge to
maintain al surpass the success
of t he ozgAintailluies fleet two
}cars, based formality on the
endiustastic support of the Urn.

y.
A turther challenge is to

expand our reach nwise widely
ur the state: to tap the good
will and support of other ton
stnuensics who }Lae 001 interest
in the quality of the University 's
libraries the strength of then
reSCatih collections.

It is casy to be confident of
meeting these challenges, when
ionsidettog, the giuop of able
people who have joined Inc in
set vtll as ailleiS rho year.
We have been inspired by seeing
how 11$11111tAllt CvCre

Addl. lLIRS to available library
tebuut,o, can be, and we invite
others to pin us as Fin:mil,

Wiflutti C. Oft
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MEETING MAY 30
TO LAUNCH SAVE-ABOOK

The Friends spring meeting,
Thursday, May ID, at 3 PM, will
Lunch "Sart a Houk." Ann kussell,
the Director of the Northeast
Document Conservation Center Ill
Andover, Massaeliusetts will give a
talk with sinks oil conservation of
!Italy niateisls.

The meeting will adjourn to the
Special Colleettun's readuig room
and the Map Library to see special
matertals in rued of conservation,
and then to the repair wuckshup
where the Library's pteservation
staff works.

Jan Merrill 01311am, the Library's
conservation officer, reports;

tonne tin page

BARNETT
BENEFICENCE

James and Esther Harnett, who
had previously enabled the purchase
of two greatly dished items on the
"1 Wish" list, have made another
generous donation to the Ftictols.
Their latest sift is $1000 to be used
for acyuciorions In the departments
of special C ullections and Iitstuneal
Manuscripts and Aicloves

The earlier wits were a three,
volume Yet of 1 ems) of Henry
Adams And Chafes Dr: win's Z
utogv of Mr 1 oyagv of t1A1S

Deepest appreciation is expressed
to the !LOW its by the Friends in
behalf of the t Hi:awl, and all
those who will benefit from having
these 173.14C11111. available.

Meeting curet from page
The Northeast Document Conservation Center

in Andover, Massachusetts, was established to 1973
with start up funds hum the New haigiand library
Hoard and the Council oat Library Resources. In
meeting its stated purpose, "to help nurtinuitt
institutions safeguard collections of histurtcal and
.1..liattu.si value," the Center provides many winces
to libraries. Among them are: restoring snaps. docu
ments, books, photographs, and works of ail on
paper; microfilming collectioto of archival materials;
re:photograph nig nitrate negatives, glass plate negatives,
and other historical photographic magma's; eon
ducting situ/6110p> and seminars; and providing
disaster assistance when library collections have
been damaged by lire 1.4 water. NE1X.:C: was the
lust organtswri of its kind to be !SUL/11.111A in the
U.S., and has served as a ntudel fur the development
of other cooperative conservation etritets. Its staff
Includes some of the moat highly skilled contervatois
Us the country.

The University Library ss very fortunate to have
NEDCC's services so readily available. Unfortunately,
although the Library houses many rase and valuable
bouts, maps, and documents that are in need of
professional conservation treatment, to date we have
been unable to iffued the CCIIttei services, The
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Conservation In The University
Libraries Binding and

Conservat Depart ment
When ovr's imagine the library of
the fue,rre, Itoy envision bright.
4vri riparen with readers staring
nt 1.1inkine CPT swreens. Such

never seem to have any
That in heraune moat of

tte hi-itdcn have quietly crumbled to
q2
0%

There in irony in the fact that
the mooments of the 19th
i-htury. that produced greater
lif,ray In the ;,,pulation, re-
iii1t4d in such n great d'imand for

r that alternative fiourcen of
luir were deveirTd and, at the
om time, Intt'luced the der:true-

elemeniq into the paper.

the' early yvmr:1 of the 19th
thcr, wan insufficient

nni linen rneg to meet the
fr)r 1,nrcr, and, three' vat;

, 1 n 1 it dDMrld to produce
--,4!,1 1HW t tit; the I iter-
y w,,tking, clans in-

Ttipnp demands wire

The Lihrary Guild of The University of Cincinnati

met by the introduction of
alternative sources of cellulose,
mainly groundwood, and by the
development of machines to cheapen
the production of pulp. Oround-
wood gave a raw material that was
about 70% cellulose fibers and
30% lignin. The lignin decomposes
on exposure to light causing
discoloration and embrittlement.
Also, the use of chlorine to
bleach colored and dirty rags
weakened the fibers and often
left a residue of acid. So too,
the traditional organic sizing
materials were replaced by the
cheaper alum and rosin sizing.
Alum is an acidic salt, which in
the presence of atmospheric mois-
ture, can breakdown into aluminum
hydroxide and sulphuric acid.

These developments in paper making
have resulted in most of the prob-
blems we have today. Quantita-
tively, this so-called 'brittle
books' problem is the most aignif-
icant for the nation's research
libraries. One-third to one-half
of the hooks in major collections
Are no embrittled as to be unus-
able. A Library of Congress sur-
vey of their collection estimates
c.f../ on Far it

AnJ thr finotte-J

thatthat 35% (6 of 17 million volumes)
are too brittle to be used. And
further, that restoration of only
10% of those books at the rate of
20,000 per year would require 30
years and cost SIB million.
William J. Barrow, a pioneer in
research in paper deterioration,
conducted aging tests on samples
of paper from non-fiction books
published in the U.S. 1900-1939
and his results showed that 97%
had an expected useful life of 50
years or less. That situation has
not improved - - present day book
papers have an average life ex-
pectancy of only 25-50 years.

So, paper deterioration is 1he
central problem in maintain,ng
library collections. However, the
useful life of any paper can be
extended by storing it under ton-
trolled conditions. Paper de-
terioration is mainly caueed by
acid hydrolysis. This breakdown
of cellulose by acid hydrolysis
requires water, acid, and energy
(heat or light). As these are
controlled, the deterioration rate
of the book collections can be
slowed. The manufacture of most
modern book papers introduces
acidic contaminants to the paper.
Heat increases the rate of chem-
icgl reactions; an increase of
10 C doubles the reaction rate.
It is calculated that the useful
life of paper is more than doubled
by changing the storage conditions
from 77 Fahrenheit, 50% Relative
Humidity to 68 Fahrenheit, 50%
Relative Humidity. Pollutants
have a tendency to combine with
water vapor to form acids. For
example, sulphur dioxide, a major
constituent of industrial pro-
cesses, can form sulphuric acid.
If light, particularly sunlight
and flourescent, of sufficient
energy is absorbed by the paper, a
photocatalyzed oxidation of the
cellulose can begin, and once it

begins a chain reaction is set
off. The role of relative humid-
ity has been mentioned already In
regard to formation of acids.
Also, if humidity is too low, the
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paper loses flexibility and be-
comes more susceptible to damage
from careless handling. If hu-
midity is too high, mold ie a
possible danger. Duet is abrasive
and absorbs pollu,,ants.

The magnitude of the problem is
staggering! Naturally, it has
attracted a great deal of atten-
tion but very little action until
recently. Solutions are being
sought at the national level to
protect our cultural and intellec-
tual heritage. Publishers and
paper manufacturers are working
with the Library of Congress and
others to promote the use of alka-
line book papers. The Library of
Congress Preservation Research and
Testing Office is testing a mass
deacidification process that will
extend the useful life of book
papers. Also, optical videodisc
technology is being investigated
as a preservation medium for the
millions of embrittled volumes in
the nation's libraries. About
95,000 pages can be stored digi-
tally on two aides of a twelve
inch disc.

For the present, individual insti-
tutions are limited in the options
available to them. In fact, the
site and complexity of the problem
and the considerable expense in-
volved have kept a number of li-
braries from doing anything. The
University of Cincinnati is for-
tunate to have a conservation
facility and a commitment to pres-
ervation from the library admini-
stration.

The conservation facility in
funded, in part, by a grant from
the National Endowment for the
Humanities. The manifold contri-
butions of the NEH grant to pres-
ersation of the University Li-
braes' collections can be
grouped into three major areas:
1. The purchase of equipment and
supplies to outfit a hand bindery,
as well as testing equipment, such
as a pH meter; 2. Staff training
and development is encouraged
through support of attendance at

1.5..AL
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national profeasional eeting* and
advanced workshops. For example,
we were able to have represent-
ative at the American Institute
for Conservation annual meeting
and at a Bernard Middleton work-
shop on the restoration of leather
binding; 3. Lastly, the Con-
laureation unit has established a
high profile within the library
and the University community.
Workshops and lectures are given
to library staff, students and
urea librarians. Several exhibits
have increased interest in and
awareness of the work of the con-
servation facility and the pres-
ervation Issues facing research
libraries. A major exhibit of
handbuund books, entitled "Cover
to Cover", received local tele-
vision coverage.

The commitment to maintaining
NO library materials in usable con-

dition is translated into several
functions within the conservation
program of the UC Libraries. The
Binding unit performs a preventa-
tive maintenance function by pro
ceasing periodie.ls and monographs
fur binding by a commercial li-
brary binder. The Conservation
unit performs repair and rebinding
on materials from the collectic,ns
that are not suitable handling
by the commercial binder becsuse
of their intrinsic value or fra-
gility. In addition, the depart-
ment monitors environmental con-
ditions in the libraries and
recommends improvements to fore-
stall deterioration of paper and
bindings. They also educate the
staff and users about care and
handling of library materiala. We
are responsible for an adequate
disaster plan to insure prompt
response and reduce loss of
materials. Finally, the preser-
vation component of our program
involves replacement of unusable
books. In this, as well as the
evaluation of sateriale for bind-
ing. we are concerned with complex
decisions. The considerations
involved in deciding on treatment
for a particular title include the
place of the book within our col-

7

lection and its relationship to
the literature of the discipline,
the use it has received and its
present condition. in addition,
some books ought to be preserved
as artifacte, rather than merely
preserving their contents. And,
the final deterrent to success is
that conservation in expensive,
and funds are limited. A phaoed
preservation program seems to be
the best approach to this de-
cidedly overwhelming job. The so-
called phased approach is basi-
cally triage for library mate-
rials; that is, the critical cases
have to be identified and treated
first. Of course, the decision
often suet be to do nothing be-
cause a cost-effective option is
not available. in this effort, we
work closely with the subject
bibliographers to help concentrate
our efforts on the 'right' books.

Our goal of extending the useful
life of books in the University
Libraries involves variety of
diverse activities, including
environsental controls, shelving
and handling practices, binding,
mending and repair, restoration,
replacement and photoreproduction.
Conservation of the tie library
collections is a job for all of
us.

Contributed by:
Toby Heidtmann

Head, Binding and
Conservation Department
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Avery Architectural and Fine Arts Library
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that rime belonged to hank t Lloyd Wright. these
drawings were on the verge of dointegration because
of run' tiwthi y paper and damaging adhesives, such as
rubber cement and adhesive tapes,

After conservation, drawings were matted in 100
percent cotton rag mats with japan paper hinges and
cornstarch glue. The rag mats offered a way to solve,
at least temporarily, another serious problem
watercolor or pen renderings mounted on brittle
wood pulp hoards These drawings are doubly
threatened; if the board breaks, the dr: splits;
and as the hoard decomposer, it emits acidic fumes
that weaken and stain the papa Removal of their
backing would afford more permanent resior.:ion,
but this is a costly pro en and was therefore
deferred. Mats, or mat .board folders, provide a
temporary miff support for these brink drawings.

M y bar encapsulation and other preservation
teihniques were extensively used on the Greene and
Coterie archive, a collection of over 4,500 drawings
tracing the tarter of I Silt brothers who were
pioneers of the arts and crafts movement in
California in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries ( }sec foe hundred drawings were
deli !tidied, repaired, and encapsulated in mylar.
Previously ins,tewibfe ties )(At of their fragile
condition, these drawings are now available for
study and reproduction.

During the project standards of storage were
developed that will govern the cue of all of Avery's
drawings. The variety of media and drawing
supports, as well as the enormous range in size of the
drawings. render impractical any single method of
storage. As a result, drawings are stored flat in steel
cabinets, loosely rolled in tubes, matted in solander
boxes, and framed. All materials in contact with the
drawings are ad.:thee and of the highest quality. The
drawings by Hugh Ferriss, a renderer who worked
on Rockefelkr Center. the United Nations, and
Lincoln Center, presented a particularly difficult
problem. There are over three hundred sheets of all
sizes, many on tracing paper, and all vulnerable to
damage. Matting each &awing would have
consumed too much storage space and the static
charge of mylar would have disturbed the charcoal
surface of the drawing. The solution was to wrap
them individually in custom-made glassine envelopes
and store them in heavy folders.

Experience gained through the Strengthening
Research library Resources Program has provided
the guidelines for continued conservation of
draw;ngs in Avery's coils -L. ion. Work can now begin
on the large numbers of drawings still waiting to be

John Siorsderion, dim) elrnhand)
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.leaned. And new gifts, which atrive frequently, will
be processed and stored with greater shill and speed.
1 he arc hive, already euensively used by students
and scholars, will be even more aceessibk to those
wishing to study AIM:K/81 xahitettural history.
Avery will commas to espand its panicipation in
echibitioni on a local, national, and international
Lvel Preservationists and architects involved in
restoration protects will have easier ak:LCSS to
documents that increase the historical validity of
their designs and lower the coos of achieving them.
I undiat my with the conservation needs of the
.oll,.tion and riperten.r rn ihe ,osis and
Administration of a InCut kunhCiAiMani Emigrant will
facilnue MM esmer planning for the future,
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Else Asian Library

here ate approsi manly one hunched EAU

(j AtiAn culkciiun, in North Anxrwa They
,oni4111 an elt4I 'lac Of one and a half million

( hmese :isles in more than four million volumes, and
represent collectively a resource uriparallekd outside
t hina and Japan.

I he t cdunibia University Chinese C:cillection
began in 1902 with one ink, a gilt from the Imperial
(..over 'illicit of (.bola, the Nei that ri, shin alt (bit%

12

or "Encyclopedia Sinks,* in 5,044 volumes, published
in Peking m1726. The EAU Asian Library Chinese
Collection now contains 63,000 titles in 220,000
volumes. k is the fourth tildes' and thud Largest
academic collations of Chinese boobs in the nation,

The paper used for Chinese bucks is of two
types:. (1) stable, fortg.laating 'traditional' paper; or (2)
pulp paper, which came into use in the mid-
nineteenth century. There were superior and inferior
grades of 'traditional' paper that were used for
publications running the gamut from limited fine
editions to popular, cheap editions. Book contents
primed on *nada ional* paper are generally sound, but
there is occautusally need for repair as the outer
Iasi:Utile cover and end papers become worn and need
replacenient, or as the stitching of the faseicuks
breaks with age and the cues containing the volumes
fall apart.

Pulp paper represents the graven threat to
Chinese libraries. Although fine and special editions
are sold being published on -traditional* paper, most
monographs and periodicals published during the first
half of the twentieth century are perishable.
Publications of this period constitute an impanels;
record of a civilization in if Mibintin from a feudal
empire to a republic and are heavily represented in
Columbia's hi sidings, Many of the items are not
found even in China, where the considerable
destruction of books -post recently during the
Cultural Revolution (1966 1976) -has been such that
catalogs published even as Lite as 15'61 by the Peking
National 1 ibrary, may no longer represent accurately

what still exists there. ft is therefore imperative that
Chinese books on pour quality paper be preserved,

he East Asian Library of Columbia
University, since 1975, has filmed many

unique items, and assay others known to exist
only in fragile copies. The Strengthening Research
Library Resources Program supported the filming of
570,000 pages of serials, monographs. and
newspapers. This exceeded the protect pal of 554,000
pages, although progress was not always smooth.

Problems arose with densitometers and
development equipment. Pans had to be ordered
from distant places. Staff changes occurred just as
operational momentum was achieved. Preservation
is ideally an activity that fits into normal library
operations without disrupting regular routines, but
the work involves many staff members throughout
the library, and as the project accelerated, the effort
often dominated other activities. Original plans had
to be adjusted realistically as the filming Mort
proceeded. Attention is now bitng given in the
preparation of a mierufdm catalog fur the East Asian
I ibrary that will show the holdings available for
espy or loan and also prevent duplicate filming,

The People's Republic of China lacks
technological facilities fur preset vain's', and
publishers in China arc bound by economic
constraints, sat they cannot address reprint ur other
preservation needs. A continuing conservation
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Oter 400 loran of doe Ming pus ph pm, peafinbesi vat
wapitis 4orrtg 1lk79-1940(AtAy I), 190 oumc)

program is essential fur the 20-25 poems of Chinese
materials in this country jeopardized by loss through
deterioration. Columbia has mask significant
progress in its elitists to save these nines ials son vital
to research and Chinese notion, but their is
imminent threat to the many items, still awaiting
treatment,
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News from

Princeton
University

Contact' George gager

Cammunicationsil'ublicknotss Offux
Stanhope
Princeton, New Jersey oi$44
(scq) epplouo

For Immediate Release
(609) 452-5600 Malledt January 24. 1964

PRINCETON, N.J., "Conserving the Library's Collections", an exhibit in the

lobby of firestone Library, is currently on view until Sunday, February 12th.

Three display cases, placed outside of the Department of Ran Nooks and

Special Collections, show information and maples of the ongoing conservation

efforts it the Princeton University Library. Installed by Curator of lire

Books Steven Ferguson, the exhibition illustrates the proolea of deteriorating

library materil., and some of the solutions.

Am s'iown to the central display case, the library contains many non-book

items such as nnnscripts, Rep' and works of art on paper, besides its 3,5

million books. A survey fouad that 42% of these items are in soles state of

deterioration; thus the situation for firestone's collections is critical. To

hdgin the awesome teak of preserving those works, the library employs fourteen

people in Conservation Services, largely responsible for the general research

collections. In addition, Rare Books and Special Collections has a full time

conservator and assistant.

The exhibit demonstrates that the cost apparent solutions to deteriorating

books are repair and boxing. Bosse provide stable environuent using

acid -free mail/oriole to house either rare books or books beyond repair.

Varieties

"Conserving the Library's Collections " -2-

of boxes include simple book wrapper, a 'phase We (so eased for a book

protection projeot in 'phases" at the Library of Congress), or an elaborate

box covered in cloth or leather for rare books, all constructed in-house. The

library also uses commercially-produced document bones and folders for

storage.

books suitable for actual curative treataant, as displayed, sight receive

anything from a simple repair on the title page, or spine repair, or a

complete removing and/or rebinding. Acidity in paper is a primary caves of

brittleneas and deterioration, end paper can be desoldified to prolong its

life. The library recently built a deacidification unit with Federal funds,

which allows staff to spray paper with am alkaline solution to neutralise acid

and provide a buffer to retard said In the ft:VI.. Another technique useful

for preserving flat paper materials Is encapsulation; where the item is

literally sandwiched between two pieces or Nylar, an inert pol7seter film, for

protection,

Conservation in the lam Books Department, under the direction or Karl

Suchberg, comprises attention to proper housing and storage for the

collection, preparing items specifically for exhibition or loan, and coeplex

treatments on works of art on paper. The Conservation Services division

includes the Preservation, Prebiadery, and Treatments sections. ell headed by

Robert Parliament. Preservation is is effect the administrative end of

Conservation Services, monitoring incoming items, making decisions about

appropriate treatments, or seeking alternatives such as replacement if an its.

is beyond repair. Probindery processes unbound aerials and monographs

(roughly 59,000 per annum) en route to the commercial bindery and review. the

item. for quality as they return. Treatise:de includes Book Repair, where
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
THE GENERAL LIBRARIES

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78712.7330

NEW PRESIMVATION EXHIBIT

BOOKS MISSING IN ACTION is a get -tough exhibit which states the

problem: growing mutilation and theft of books, leading to high costs

of replacement and repair, as well as general frustration and lengthy

delays for students.

Example - -an art book opened to reveal excised color plates is labelled:

Studying art? History? Classics? If you want to

study Greek and Byzantine icons, this would have been

a good source for you, but someone sliced out 20 pages

of pictures. Oh, we'll replace them - -with black and

white photocopies.

Example --a blank space, with the following label:

Interested in computer science? Who isn't? We were

going to show a nice new computer science book here,

but we can't. Someone stole it. Since a lot of

computer science materials are published in small

quantities, we probably won't be able to replace it.

Information about possible penalties is given. ("Book theft is a crime.")

Exams le- -three wages torn from a journal, with label:

The person who tore these pages out was dealt with

by the Dean of Students Office. Academic Probation

is an option here.

Examnle--a rhctocopy of an azti.de labelled:

The person who tried to steal this article (and

several others) was arrested.

The action recommended: The display asks students to report observed

theft and book abuse and to bring mutilated books to the attention of

to circulation staff.
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UNIVERSITY Or TEXAS AT AUSTIN

for Bulletin

CONSERVATION EXHIBIT ON DISPLAY

A small exhibit has been mounted in the display case next to the PCL

Information Desk. Entitled "Books Endangered: Neglect, Carelessness, and

Indifference," the exhibit shows the damage that can occur to library mate-

rials when they are improperly handled by readers. Examples of this bad

handling are the use of paperclips and "dogearing" to mark one's place in

a volume, eating and drinking around books, applying excessive pressure to

a volume's spine when photocopying, mutilation by cutting out illustrations,

highlighting or underlining passages in a library-owned book. The exhibit

also emphasizes the cost that accrues to the library, as well as the nega-

tive effect this cost has on collection development, when these items have

to be repaired or replaced.

This is the first in a series of displays on conservation topics that

will be mounted in the next to the PCL Information Desk case. The next one

will appear in about two weeks. Because all of these exhibit; will be small,

they are highly appropriate for display in other campus libraries. Please

contact me if you would like to mount any or all of them in your unit.

--Mark E. Cain
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EXHIBITION

OVERVIEwi Cases 1-2

The longevity of books is determined by their component materials, their
storage environment, and the people who use them. It has been said that
"everything in library collections is deteriorating today, was deterio
rating yesterday, and will continue to deteriorate tomorrow although we
ought to retard the process."

Each volume has its own life span as seen in the comparison of the 1743 we,

Works of Sc,rpi and the 1942 publication of The Devil's Dictionary. After -.I

II237 years the paper in the former is still strobe, durable and amazing110
white, while after only 38 years the latter must be discarded because re
its paper has become embrittled and crumbles when touched.

i
ir

These introductory cases show the various problems libraries face every ad
day. Further discussion, of these problems and their solutions will be cr

Crpresented in subsequent cases. Cr
ow
reExamplest Brittle paper

Acid migration
ea
reFoxing

Red rot, the chemical decay of leather ow
0Light damage

Water damage (staining, mold and cackling)
ftDamaging binding structure
CS

Oversewing

11

Mutilation
0

ianERENT VICEi Cases 3-4

sr
',41erent vice, meaning the innate faults of boti materials and binding eh

h.+structure, when combined with poor environmental conditions and poor
ashandling results in a rapid escalation of deterioration.

fre

*vs

williams, Edwin t, .1v*tetioration of Library Collections Today,"
The Libraujkuarterly, 40 (19701, p. 3.

9 Et.

t62
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In these cases some of the problems of poor materials and structure
outlined in the introduction, with some comparative examples of good
materials and good structure, are shown.

examples, Early, nineteenth century and modern paper samples
Brittle paper in books printed in Me, 1925 and 1951
Aeid migration from acidic paper to other papers
Leather,

Rotting nineteenth century binding, acid migration
Good quality modern loather

Pnor binding structure,
Stapled construction

Heavy book on weak cords with cover broken off
"Adhesive-boend" bona with broken spine
Oversewn binding on a book with weak paper
1767 Italian publication, overseen and trimmed

coed binding structure,
Non-adhesive binding
Limp vellum binding
Pigskin binding
well Agoduced contemporary book

Mti 110NINr. 1t5TP11141./tr.Si Case 5

Uxtrems in tmperature ed humidity, as well as exposure to ultraviolet
liqht, shorten the life of book!" Environmental coedit ions can be con-
it11..d with the installation of such aids as air conditioning systems,

8 .1.1,, light filters, and humidifiers. The quality of conditions
in Itt,rary tark are', ran be determined with the help of recording and
mea,a(rini io..trumentr,. Their records provide tangible evidence of the
need for envir,mmntal runtrols or, it they exist, of the degree of
flwir efle(rivfloss in maintaining goal, stable conditions.

ExanTlest Aloat(y meauring relative humidity (11/1,) within book
Sling r'.y,hrtewter me..uring 14/11 in the air

},litta f(4 calltaatInq bygrothermographs

lhernhyqrucleter mavtitoring temperature and Pill
iiYr,hrmf.fraph rvcrding temperature and RAI
nlu ?..11910,, for monitoring fading
Oltraviolt liqht monitor

aging oven
Insect trap

hIffIlte; MA1rhiAk5 Ara) Ei.JUIPMENT: Cases 5-6

The (raft of hand 1,,ktondtng has been practired for centuries. Many
etftelent and duraLle methods of attaching leaves together and fasten-

10
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ing protective covers to them have been developed. However, the equip-
ment and tools used by present day hand bindery do not vary greatly iron
those used centuries ago.

Examplest Lying press
Standing press (photograph)
Sewing frame
Backing press (photograph)
Board shears (photograph)
Bone folder
Knives

Straight-edge and triangles
Brushes
Decorating tools
Gold and colored foil
Marbled paper
Leather

PAPER TREATHENTi Case 7

Paper presents the most difficult problem with which libraries must
deal. In its many uses for books, maps, prints, manuscript materials
and more, it arrives at the Conservation Department with a great variety
of problems. It may be dirty, embrittled, torn, wrinkled, stained,
molded, worm-eaten -- any or all of these in combination. In paler
treatment as in all other areas of conservation, the cardinal rules, re-
versibility and using the minimum possible treatment to achieve the de-
sired result, apply.

The first step In paper conservation is to remove as much dirt as pos-
sible by surface cleaning. If by any chance active mold is part of the
problem, the paper must be fumigated before surface cleaning is begun.

Next, individual problems such as flattening, removal of pressure-sen.
sitive tape, cardboard backings, or unusual spots are corrected. Un-
fortunately there is NO known pressure - sensitive tape that is safe fur
use on rare materials.

Most papers are in need of deacidifiration and this is the treatment
most frequently performed. While dearidIfication will nut restore raper
to its original condition, it should halt further deterioration for
some appreciable time. Two methods are in use in the Conservation fw-
ortment aqueous and non-aqueous. Paper which for any reason cannot
le aqunotisly treated ran be dearidified non- aqueously by a meth/ de-
veloped by the Library of Congress.

Pe axing, particularly of molded materials, leaf casting which reconsti-
tutes the sheet of paper, and the removal of adhesives with enzymes axe
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often necessary treatments.

Mending is always the last step in paper treatment and reversibility is
of the first impootance. The best repair techniques involve the use of
long-Mryl), tharilmade Japanese papers in combination with the purest
available water-soluble adhesive. Research materials may be mended with
a sear quickly applied but not so easily reversible "heat-set" tissue.

The final conservation treatment for many non-book materials is encap-
sulation hrwsn two sheets of inert plastic. Enoapsulation provides
somort and safer handling and storage for fragile materials, protects
them from atmospheric pollution and is completely and quickly reversible
with a pair of scissors. Folders made of polyester film are also pro-
vided for handling manuscripts.

Examplesi hry cleaning toolsi
one-wipe dustcloth
opaline pad
Kneaded, gum, and Pink Pearl erasers

Examples of cleaned and uncleaned paper
Prsure-sensitive tape partially remched
fume hood (photograph)
Rolled asd flattened paper
Horton humidifier (photograph)

Tctin4 materials for color fastness and ;e
A lmw'k taken apart for washing
7 wo t Ie pair -Si

unwashed

Washed, deacidified and buffered
Wa ^.htt. PT1Ilovnt (pruitogr 8140

Material sortaidu for non-agueous deacidification
Paler mending materialsr

Pto,h,-1

Japaner.e tissues

that set tissue
itrioired paper examples
Loaf asterr worm-eaten kx,k papers uncast and cast
Prdy,.ttr film encal,sulation envelopes put tegether'
with ,oes,,ur-sensitive tape or sewn

PtdyP Pt handling folrho

FM/111MM

Heat emhrittlo ihrary materials, light fades them, atmospheric pone-
tt°1, ft. m. AtO parttculate matter abrades them, High relative
hfluddsfy vtlit.,Y.tic., the yrowth of mold and fungi. Insects ars) rodents,
other tousl. of damage to paper and bindings, thrive in warm, humid

01,6,'FiViS can happen.

12
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Good housekeeping is one of the first steps in controlling the environ-
ment. Routine dusting and vacuuming of stack areas eliminate the build-
up of dirt and the proliferation of vermin. Air conditioning and filter-
ing and ultraviolet screening effectively combat these enemies of books.
Disaster plans can be made.

Same of the deleterious effects of a poor environment are illustrated in
this case.

Examplesi Moldy book
Effects of atmospheric pollution
Faded bookcioth and paper cover
Dessicated leather
Cockled vellum
Water damaged book
Charred book
Effects of light exposure
Some sol' -

Silica gel, a dessicant
UV light filters

KUTILATIONI Case 8

Mutilation of a book can make subsequent reading difficult or impossible
for the next user. Although in some cases damage is accidental, it is

sometimes intentional, but most often the result of a lack of knowledge

and awareness. Learning the correct way to handle a book, particularly

if it is fragile, will extend its useful life.

Exemplesi Underlining and notes written in the margins
Stains from ink spill
Stains from pressed flowers
Rusty paper clip Stains
Rascred pictures and articles
Acid migration
Torn headcaps
Broken hinge from excessive inserts
Photocopying mutilation
Undesirable tape repairs
Dag -eared corners

Dog-eaten boos

RARE BOOK RESTORaTICNI Case 9

The Yale Library has a wealth of very rare books in its many collections.
Most of thew are in the Reinecke Library, thought to re the largest of
its kind in the world, housing IS0,000 volumes in the central kno-
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Jolene. other rare books are part of specialized collections in various
libraries on the Yale campus.

lbeer hooks reqeire special care and this is carried out in the Cone
servettim oepartment. All forms of restoration met performed by a
staff of booki,inders trained in both the technig 1 and the history of
biniing. If possible, every part of an original minding is preserved,
as le all evidence of the later history of the book. When the original
binding Cab no longer be used or is missing, another may be constructed
suggesting the style of the period. whenever possible a non-adhesive
-tenservation binding- is made. It permits a book to open without
'Alain and 5o is often ie for books that are exhibited frequently.
Fothibitien stands designed specifically for books that will not openwell Ate Al.n Pindillqc of histotical interest are often not res-
tored at ell, tot simply boxed.

exemplest Rebinding;
Lnathvr relockines
Cloth tebaking
Non alte.1ve 1.indlnys
rapyin7. repair

B.,xed bindin, not testored
Exhibition stood

nIIlUliSt C.i.5c. It)

11,wk ff.e, circnlatien in seriously deteriorated conditionAte tf, the Pte%etvattom ht.pAttmnt. Each title receives a thorough
hih11.,p,proc !,arch. Standard eibliograpeic tools are consulted to
determine the availability of reprint or microfilm replacements, and

pu11, stair,.; rs r(mnultl to determine what other copies and re-lated wrks xt elsewhere in the collection. The shelves are then
th, ,,,Ittt,,n (4 Any :elated volumes is noted, and other copies0 that qath ft.(1. with the book in hand and aided by the

1.114if..),A1,10C tm.r0t4, the subject specialist weighs all factors,it' ludInq W.AW toed the r,lation of the item to the collection, and
m,Ike, the final decision a, to the disposition of all deteriorated edi-
11~. of that title.

1Po-I at Yale Axel retlAcPment by reprint or microfilm; re-vo.belioe le pleaceeey or microfilm; diicardi transfer; and repair.
t4 r,;41ts a murk w.ed AItyrnative and one of the 'mot

pullAvemorit 11, microfilm generated commercially or in-house,41cti rh (twill. for reort-vellume, low-use material, Mare" badly de-
1. 1J4AAtn,1 err 14114twopred t,,-hone. The volome is taken apart
rut Any mi..1,11 limit, att roplAce0,

thr(moh interlibrary loan if neces-cary. 11e. look is, then vhotocel ed on acid-free bond paper and sent to
tonmreial l'imfr. The subject sicielist may specify retention of

14
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special plates or rape to be kept in pocket of the copied replacement
book. If the item is a duplicate or judged to be of no value to the col-
lection, it is withdrawn and sent to the book sale. if the item is of
artifactual Value it is offered to the Seinseke Library or other special
collections.

When the condition of the paper alluws, the volume way be repaired.
the textblock is intact and only the binding has deteriorated, the
volume will be sent to a commercial binder with a request for "recae
only-. When the volume is unusually heavy the binder will be requested
to recast the textblock flush with the bottom, thus alleviating strain
on the hinges. if the tex' block is not intact, it will be sent to the
Conservation Department ft, treatment. The Conservation Department car-
ries out the quickest, least involved repairs that are structurally sound
while using all easily salvageable parts of the existing binding.

Examples( Deteriorated books returned from circulation
Preservation Department activities (photograph)
Two copies of an early twentieth century book, both embrittled
Microfilm replacements, commercial and in-house
Microfiche replacement
Book with missing text replaced through interlibrary loan

in preparation for photocopying
Photocopy replacement with original plates in pocket
Heavy book, text intact, recased flush with the bottom
Heavy book mended and recased ir,- house, retaining part of

the original cover
Three stages of typical in-house repair on lightweight books
Full restoration

SAMPLING OF DETERIORATED BOOKSi Came 11

The books in this case are from the Preservation Department and provide
a graphic illustration of the challenge facing research libraries today.

PROTECTIVE COVERS* Cases 12-13

Care is taken at Yale to provide suitable protective coverings for all
incoming books and pamphlets, Unbound materials that find their way into
the stacks ate eubject to abrasion, increased damage from dirt and air
pollutants, and distortion from lack of support. Journals are sent to
commercial library hinders as complete volumes accumulate, and are usual-
ly given an oversewn binding, This is the strongest of all library bind-
ings but it results in a honk that does not lie open nicely, and when the
paper becomes brittle the leaves will teat along the stitching leaving a
volume of tightly bound stubs. Oversewing requites that the binding mar-
gin be trimmed so that the loose pages are sewn together through the mar-
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gin and not through the folds. Yale has arranged for special options,
such en-. "no trim" and "sew through the fold" for items with limited mar-
gins. Rooks with strong paper and an intact text block are designated
"rererse only ". Paper monographs are often adhesive -lKond and the covers
are reinforced and encased in plastic. The Preservation Department over-
se. the (,wenereial binding arrangements as well as the operation of the
hrgarations Department where Lila books are plated and labelled upon
their return frum the bindery.

Pamphlet binding has long been a problem. Many of the old commercial,
htgh-acid binders ate literally falling to pieces in the stacks. Yale
now u,es three types of in-house pamphlet bindings designed by the Con..
,A.tVAillei Department. Made of acid-free board and good quality bookeloth,
emir is &Signed to suit the particular pamphlet stmeture. Other minor
repairs are carried out in the in-house bindery.

conservation Department repairs for the general research collection are
described in Option,-,, Case 10. The Conservation Department also makes
"Idr.IpAr(Ami.," or boxes to protect restorations and books of artifactual
value which should be retained in their original bindings.

Many archival quality protective coverings for unignitni materials are now
c,mmer,tally available. These include acid-free envelois, boxes and
toiler', in 4 r,at variety of sizes.

Ex401plesi

16'4

Utif~velod 0141eridli
ovet%eun,

,.irnal, ,ewn ihroindi the fold
"$.1.fm.tbotind" binding

Ciwinvr(-131 fera,.in

ilf.ier fa at ed p.sxpillet hinders

I.V3VV., tearing alornj the hinge of a pamphlet binder
core.ervation pamphlet binders
1.401, for untindahle material
P,,k,ts
lip I W.

Wi A; 0 I 4io:,

f nq 14 ow.,

Ar Chi VA I ol&rs, envelopes, boxes

It,

SUGGESTED READING

Cookerell, Douglas. bookbinding and the Care of Bgoks, Paperback re-
print, New York, Taplinger, 1978.

This is the classic work on hand binding.

Cockerell, Sydney M. The Repairing of Books, Landon, Sheppard Press,
1958.

Provides summary of sore of the possible ways in which books can
be repaired so that librarians and collectors will understand the
work required.

Cunha, George Daniel Martin, and Cunha, Dorothy Grant. Conservation of
Library Materials, 2d ed., 2 vols., Metuchen, N.J., Scarecrow Press,
Inc., 1971-72.

Volume one covers a broad range of topics on library conservation
and restoration problems. Volume two contains an extensive bib-
liography on library and archival conservation.

Horton, Carolyn. Cleaning and Preserving Bindings and Related Materials,
2d ed., Chicago, Library Technology Program, American Library
Association, 1969.

A classic manual on the preservation of books and bindings, this
book covers minor repairs and the treatment of leather bindings.

Swartzbutg, Susan G. Preserving Library Materialst a Manual, Metuchen,
N.J., Scarecrow Press, 1980.

The most up-to-date survey in the field. The bibliograph 'ovens

material published through the 70's.
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O Columbia University Itsolsed

Calendar July 20, 1984 to August 16, 4984

23
MONDAY, JULY
5.20 PM. Seismology- Geology
Seminar: "Seismology and Seurrucity is
Brazil" by Dr Martell° Assumpko, Um
venuty of Brasil LaniontDohtny Gculog
kal Observatory Seismology Seminar
Room, I. MO, Palisades, NY.

24
TUESDAY, JULY
10.00 A.M. Summer Iotero Seminar;
"t7r tante Fracture Zones.- by Dr Enrico
}Sonata, t. INi0 larnontIN berry Geolog-
ical Observatory Lamont Hall, LDGO,
Palisades, N Y

7.00 P,M. & 9:30 P.M. SWAMP Cinema:
idautste " Admission. $2 00, free with

CULL) Auditorium, 2nd 11, Earl flail.

25
WEDNESDAY. JULY
9:00 P.M. Ferris Booth Drive-lo:
" lisoine" Lawn, Furnald (Na Program:
WoUroan Auditorium, Ferns Booth )
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Books in Peril
Books, a scholar's most commonly-used tools, are nut usually thought of as
perishable items. However, they arc susceptible to damage from humidity, light, in-
sects, poor binding, display and storage techniques and chemical iiiitxdances in their
paper, as well as wear and defacement from users. An exhibit organized by the
Libras."' preservation department, now on display on the third floor of Butler
library, identifies reasons books deteriorate anti measures Columbia takes to
alleviate these problems. The exhibit will remain on view until the fall semester.
AbiC, d.-image caused by h. icworins in a Persian book.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

"Play It Again, Sam." Admission: $2.00;
free with CUlla. Auditorium, 2nd 11., Earl
Halt

8
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST
9:00 P.M. Ferris Booth Drive-In:
"African Queen." lawn, Furnald. (Rain
Program: Wollman Auditorium, Ferns
Booth Hall.)

15
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST
9:00 P.M. Ferris Booth Drive-lo:
"Guns with the Wind." Lawn, Furnald.
(Rain Program; Wellman Auditorium,
Ferris South flail )

CALENDAR PUBLICATION SCHEDULE

Period Covered
Aug. 17Sept. 13

Deruiliska for Notices
M . Aug. 6, 11 out

Calendar notices should be Km to 2131 Dodge

HALL where special Ionise arc wvaitable The
deadline fur sulsnsissions is generally Monday
Ilan, Witte week prior to isublicatiou week
Notices kir the period Aug 17Sept 13 roust be
receneii by 11 am htf.m., Aug O. CriciutAt
utyuuies 21MJ -2d45
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COLINSIA UNIVERSITY: Exhibit labels

SAFE EXHIBITION OF BOOKS

In order to display books safely, placing
unnecessary stress on the binding structure must be
avoided. Books do not always open easily, and some
may have been further weakened by use. The joints,
where the cover boards meet the spine, are
particularly vulnerable. A solution to the problem
of exhibitions is presented here in the form of
book cradles, which allow the volume to be opened
for viewing, yet provide the support needed to
prevent damage.

HAZARDS OF DISPLAY

Unsupported books lying open and flat on display
are subject to stresses which may damage the
bindings. Some other problems caused by improper
display techniques are seen here: the strain on a
leaf which does not open fully, but is secured
tightly; and the use of wide strips of polyester
which not only cause glare, but are too stiff and
too tightly wrapped, and are therefore cutting into
the leaves.

If a book does not open fully, a cradle which
supports it at an angle may be constructed.

Flat cradles such as this may be used when the
title page or a leaf near the front of the book is
to be displayed.

A plexiglass cradle offers solid support for the
displayed item, and may be mclded1 7,1sely to its
contours.
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